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Abstract 

Due to their high toxicity and prevalence in natural waters, trace heavy metals 

are of great concern to environmental analysts. The development of 

techniques with the ability to detect and quantify ppb levels of heavy metal 

species in the environment, without the need for sample removal and 

pretreatment, is therefore a key interest. Popular methods for heavy metal 

detection such as X-ray Fluorescence (XRF) provide easy elemental 

identification but lack the low detection limits desirable, whereas 

electrochemical methods can provide low detection limits but signal 

assignment in complex samples is often difficult. In addition to this, one of the 

biggest issues with current methods is the non-ideal nature of the 

environmental matrices for analysis, for example where the pH of natural 

waters is usually in the range 6-9; Heavy metal analysis is generally improved 

under acidic conditions. In this thesis a number of methods are developed 

with the aim of addressing these issues and moving towards in situ heavy 

metal detection. Electrochemistry offers an ideal platform for in situ use due 

to its ease of portability and low power requirements, furthermore the use of 

conductive boron doped diamond (BDD) electrodes provide a robust sensor 

resistant to both corrosion and fouling and therefore ideal for long term 

environmental deployment. Herein BDD dual electrode systems are developed 

and employed for electrochemical heavy metal detection with simultaneous 

control of local pH. Fabrication and electrochemical characterisation of these 

devices is described and compared to finite element simulation. It is shown 

that using such devices it is possible to control the local pH of a solution even 

in solutions containing up to 10 mM buffer, allowing manipulation of heavy 

metal (Hg and Cu) speciation and therefore improved electrochemical 

detection. The development of all-diamond ring disc electrodes is described; 

by growing BDD electrodes in insulating diamond, robust well-sealed devices 

where the sensor and its housing both exhibit the desirable mechanical 

properties of diamond can be produced. Finally, the newly developed 

Electrochemical XRF (EC-XRF) technique is optimised and applied to the 

detection of Cd and Hg.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

In this thesis novel approaches to improving electrochemical heavy metal 

detection using Boron Doped Diamond (BDD) electrodes are developed and 

investigated. Several systems are explored and validated using a range of 

exemplar heavy metal systems (Hg, Cu, Cd). Electrode geometries are 

considered and fabrication methods developed with a view towards in situ 

heavy metal monitoring capabilities. This chapter introduces the reader to the 

principal techniques and tools used, and the theory behind them; particularly 

BDD, heavy metal measurement and electrochemical methods. 

1.2 Heavy Metal Detection 

Although there is arguably no standardized definition,1 heavy metal is the 

term used to describe metals (and some metalloids) of relatively high atomic 

mass associated with negative health or environmental impact;2 typical 

examples include mercury (Hg), cadmium (Cd), lead (Pb), copper (Cu) and 

arsenic (As).3 Heavy metals are a key concern in the environment, due to their 

toxicity. They are present from both natural and anthropogenic sources and 

monitoring heavy metal levels in our surroundings is of vital importance.4,5 

When introduced into a biological system in excess heavy metals exhibit a 

variety of malign effects, including damage to the central nervous system, vital 

organs, blood and muscles. There is also evidence that some heavy metals e.g. 

Cd, As, Cr and their compounds are carcinogenic.6, 7 Additionally, heavy 
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metals bioaccumulate in the food chain, increasing the risk they pose to apex 

predators such as humans.8  

Industrialisation of the modern world has seen a dramatic increase in the 

heavy metal levels artificially released into the environment,9 the significance 

of which has become apparent in more recent years, with  heavy metals 

connected to multiple historical cases of widespread poisoning.10, 11 In response 

to this, the World Health Organisation have dedicated much time and effort 

to studying the heavy metals of key importance, and their impact on health 

and the environment. As a result, a number of metals have been identified as a 

key concern to environmental scientists including Hg, Cu, and Cd, acceptable 

levels in drinking and environmental water have been defined in legislation 

and are presented in Table 1.1. 

Table 1.1: Acceptable limits for common heavy metals in drinking water12 and the 
environment.13 *Calculated guideline value is below achievable quantification level. † 
Dependent on water hardness. 

Heavy Metal Limit in Drinking 

Water (mg/L) 

Environmental 

Freshwater Limits† 

(mg/L) 

Hg (Inorganic) 0.006 0.00001 

Cd 0.003 0.0001 

Pb 0.01* 0.001 - 0.007 

Cu  2 0.001 

As 0.01* 0.05 

Cr 0.05  0.0034 (IV) 0.0047 (III) 
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1.2.1 Heavy Metal Speciation 

Heavy metal analysis is not limited solely to the pure ionic form of the metal, 

but of the different species, and physicochemical forms related to other 

elements and compounds present.14 The behaviour of a heavy metal in the 

environment and the body varies for different chemical forms, with some 

exhibiting more toxicity than others;15 toxicity is inherently linked to the 

bioavailability of the metal species. Bioavailable metals, generally those not 

strongly complexed to organic ligands, are easily absorbed and can therefore 

accumulate in the body in toxic quantities.16 As such, it is of importance to the 

analyst to understand the speciation of the analyte, that is, the nature of the 

forms present and the effect of external factors on these forms.17 Measurement 

of solely the total metal content does not provide enough information on 

toxicity levels.18 Speciation is affected not only by the presence of other 

species, but also by environmental conditions such as pH, water hardness, and 

temperature.19 As a technique, speciation measurements are defined as the 

identification and quantitative determination of the chemical species that 

make up the total concentration of a particular element in a system.18  

1.2.2 Effect of pH on Heavy Metal Detection 

Solution pH, and the ability to control it, is key to many processes,20,21, 22 its 

importance in heavy metal detection is of interest for the purpose of sensitive 

analysis. As mentioned previously, solution pH can control metal 

complexation and therefore (bio)availability.23, 24 Generally the analysis of 
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metals in natural waters requires the solution pH to stay close to that of the 

source, as any variation will affect speciation and potentially give an 

unrealistic measure of the (bio)available metal concentration.19 However, it is 

often necessary to remove the sample from the source for analysis by most 

techniques, this is either due to their lack of portability (e.g. see section 1.2.3) 

or in order to avoid matrix effects and interferences via pretreatment.25 

Removal from the source and sample preparation methods often affect pH and 

therefore speciation, for example degassing via bubbling with nitrogen to 

remove O2 interferences will also strip dissolved CO2 and consequently raise 

the pH.26 These pH changes affect analysis as at high pH metal activity is 

decreased, whereas low pH values favour the liberation of complexed metals 

so it is necessary to buffer the solution so the desired pH is maintained.27 This 

is especially true for electrochemical studies, where commonly acetate buffer 

is used to this end (buffers to pH ~ 5 – 7);28 acetate binds weakly to metal 

species in solution (Kf ~1-3)29 such that they are still labile and 

electrochemically accessible, as with hydrated ions.19 

Different analytical techniques, discussed in section 1.2.3, provide different 

information about the system. For two of the most popular methodologies, 

Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP) based techniques provide total metal 

content i.e. concentration of both ligand bound and free metal ions, whilst 

electrochemical analysis provides information on the free metal ions only.30 By 

lowering the pH suitably in the sample, the number of bioavailable or labile 

metal ions will increase, due to liberation of metals as a result of protonation 
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of the binding ligands.31, 32 If the pH is lowered sufficiently, ultimately all metal 

ions will be released from their ligands. Conversely if the pH is increased then 

the free metal activity will decrease due to precipitation,33 colloidal 

adsorption34 or stronger metal-ligand complexation.27, 35 From an 

electrochemical perspective it can be seen that the pH of the solution thus 

strongly affects the free metal concentration measured. 

1.2.3 Conventional Heavy Metal Detection Techniques 

Common techniques currently used for trace heavy metal detection include 

ICP Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS),36 Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy (AAS),37 

and Atomic Fluorescence Spectroscopy (AFS) which can also be coupled with 

separation techniques (Chromatography) to improve detection.38 However, 

these techniques are costly and time consuming and require the samples to be 

removed from the source for pre-treatment. In addition they are not easily 

portable and samples must be removed to a laboratory for analysis, leading to 

potential for contamination or changes in sample environment en route.39 

Furthermore, due to the sample introduction methods used in such devices, 

information on speciation is lost and only total metal content can be 

determined. 

1.2.3.1 Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectrometry 

ICP-MS is a widely used method of elemental analysis, first introduced 

commercially in the 1980s. It holds several advantages over other techniques 

in this field including: superior detection limits for most elements, high 

sample throughput, low matrix interferences, and the ability to distinguish 
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isotopes.40, 41 ICP-MS comprises a high temperature ICP source for sample 

ionisation, Figure 1.1, and a mass spectrometer for detection. An argon flow is 

directed through concentric channels of an ICP torch, where it is inductively 

heated with a radio-frequency (RF) coil. A spark is applied to the argon, 

ionising the gas; argon ions are trapped in the oscillating magnetic fields of the 

RF coil and collide with more argon atoms, producing an inductively coupled 

plasma.42 Samples are introduced to the argon plasma generally in aerosol 

form produced in a nebuliser. The ICP desolvates and subsequently ionises 

elements in the sample aerosol, breaking the sample down completely.43  

 

Figure 1.1: Schematic showing the ICP torch and sample introduction process of an ICP-MS. 

The ionised sample is introduced to the mass spectrometer through a region 

of sampling and skimmer cones (cone shaped disks with small ~ 1 mm 

sampling holes in the centre) illustrated in Figure 1.2, which sample the 

centre portion of the ion beam. Additionally, this region allows the 

transmission of ions in the ICP torch, at atmospheric pressure, to the mass 

spectrometer at high vacuum. Once in the mass spectrometer the ions are 

separated according to mass to charge ratio allowing detection of the 

elemental composition of the sample.44 
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Figure 1.2: Schematic showing the sampling arrangement in an ICP-MS. 

Although ICP-MS offers the benefit of superior detection limits, and fast 

sample throughput thanks in part to the automation of sampling, there are 

some downsides inherent to the method. Primarily it is a relatively expensive 

method which is not portable and requires specially trained technicians to use, 

but there are also technical issues when it comes to application to 

environmental samples. Firstly the presence of dissolved solids, which form a 

large part of environmental waters, can block the sampling holes of the cones 

causing decreased sensitivity and instrument downtime.45 It is necessary 

therefore to filter samples prior to analysis via ICP-MS, potentially losing vital 

information about the sample composition. Secondly, the complete ionisation 

and breakdown of samples in the ICP torch means that this technique can 

only provide information on total ionic metal concentration, with no measure 

of the speciation or available metal content unless used in tandem with 

separation techniques, further complicating analysis.46  

1.2.3.2 Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy 

With ppb detection limits, AAS is another popular analytical technique for 

measuring the concentration of elements in environmental samples. It is 
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based on the characteristic absorption of light by individual elements. Within 

an element there are a series of specific energy levels, when excited by incident 

light electrons in these energy levels can be promoted from one energy level to 

another. The energy required to promote an electron is equivalent to the 

difference in energy between levels and corresponds to a particular 

wavelength, this energy difference varies for each element and can therefore 

be used to identify them. As there is more than one energy level in an element 

there will be a series of absorption wavelengths associated with each particular 

element, and a characteristic “fingerprint” is observed.47 

The AAS experiment is illustrated in Figure 1.3, during AAS analysis the 

sample is atomised, generally via aspiration, into the flame of an acetylene 

torch. The torch is mounted in a slot burner, providing a long optical path 

length and a stable flame; due to the relationship with absorbance described 

by the Beer’s Law (Equation [1.1]),48 a longer path length increases detection 

sensitivity. 

 𝐴𝑚 =  𝜀𝐶𝑙 [1.1] 

 

Where, Am is absorbance of the material of interest, ε is the molar absorptivity 

(L mol-1 cm-1), C is the concentration (mol L-1), and l is the path length (cm). 

Analysis of the atomised sample is achieved via irradiation with light from 

either an element-specific radiation source, chosen for the element of interest, 

or a continuum radiation source. A monochromator is used to ensure only 

radiation of a particular wavelength is allowed to hit the sample. The 
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difference in incident radiation intensity, and transmitted radiation intensity 

is measured to provide a quantitive measure of the absorbance of the sample; 

this can be related to elemental concentration.49 Once more, despite the low 

detection limits achievable with this technique it is not amenable to in situ use 

due to lack of portability; it also provides only information on total elemental 

composition of a sample rather than speciation due to the atomisation method 

of sampling used. 

 

Figure 1.3: Block diagram schematic of an AAS experiment. 

1.2.3.3 Pre-Treatment 

Prior to analysis by any of these methods, it is often necessary to apply some 

form of pre-treatment to a sample as the matrix in a natural environment is 

often unsuitable for direct analysis.50 This pre-treatment can take the form of 

anything from filtering the sample to remove dissolved solids,51 to altering the 

pH (often via a strong acidic treatment) to improve analysis,52 separation of 

components in the sample,53 and pre-concentrating the sample to increase the 

analytical signal.54 The necessity for pre-treatment of samples means that 

many analytical methods are not viable for use in situ. 

It is of interest to the scientific community to develop heavy metal sensors 

which (1) are easy to operate; (2) can be used for in situ measurements; (3) can 
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account for variations in local pH of the environment and (4) are able to 

determine both free and total heavy metal content. In recent years the focus 

on development of in situ techniques for aqueous metal detection has 

increased.55-57 Some analytical techniques, such as X-ray Fluorescence (XRF), 

are already in widespread use as handheld in situ devices.58 However, in the 

case of XRF, detection sensitivities do not currently reach those necessary to 

cover environmental guidelines.  

Another area of research showing great promise for in situ metal detection is 

electrochemical analysis.59, 60 However, as mentioned in section 1.2.2, for the 

vast majority of heavy metal applications the sample still requires removal 

from the source and acidification for effective analysis.28, 61 Furthermore, there 

are no current commercial heavy metal sensors on the market which are 

capable of in situ measurements. 

1.3 Electrochemistry 

In general, electrochemical sensors are well suited to heavy metal 

measurement; Anodic Stripping Voltammetry (ASV)62, the principles of which 

are outlined in Figure 1.6, and Differential Pulse Voltammetry (DPV)63,23 are 

commonly used techniques for the electrochemical detection of trace metals 

in aqueous environments. Electrochemical methods exhibit low (ng/L) 

detection limits,64 and in comparison with the aforementioned spectroscopic 

techniques are relatively cheap. The low operating power of such techniques 

and ability to simultaneously analyse multiple elements makes them ideal for 

use in portable, in situ devices.  
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The low cost and ease of use electrochemical techniques in general offer, 

means that electrochemistry can be widely exploited. This is discussed widely 

in the literature and covers applications from the immobilisation of molecules 

such as DNA onto electrodes to create optical biosensors,65 to environmentally 

friendly disposable microfluidic sensors.66 These examples demonstrate just 

how flexible electrochemical techniques can be; easy modification of the 

electrode surface to produce tailored devices is possible,67 with the additional 

benefit of potential for small sample volume requirements.30 Electrochemical 

methods are typically either potentiometric (measure an equilibrium voltage) 

or voltammetric (apply a potential, measure a current) in nature, with the 

latter including cyclic and ASV/DPV.68, 69 Electrochemical techniques are thus 

typically defined by one or more of four parameters: Potential (E, volts), 

Current (I, amps), Charge, (Q, coulombs), and Time (t, seconds).70 For the 

work described in this thesis the emphasis will be placed on voltammetric 

measurements. 

1.3.1 Electrodes 

In electroanalytical experiments, the concentration of the species of interest is 

probed electrochemically (via an electron transfer reaction coupled to mass 

transfer) using a working electrode (WE), commonly made of a material that 

is a good conductor but chemically inert e.g. Au, Pt and C. To complete the 

electrochemical cell, the potential of the WE must be measured vs. a non-

polarisable reference electrode (RE), which holds a stable, known potential. In 

order to maintain a stable potential the RE contains a stable redox couple 
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where the solution soluble concentrations of each component are saturated 

and therefore do not change. Common examples of reference electrodes 

include the saturated calomel electrode (SCE) and the Ag|AgCl electrode.70 

The majority of analytical electrochemistry is conducted in a three electrode 

cell, with the addition of a counter, or auxiliary, electrode (CE). This means 

that when current flows in the electrochemical cell it can flow between the 

WE and the CE without compromising the RE, thus providing a system where 

both current and potential can be measured or applied independently. The 

area of the CE is generally much larger than that of the WE, to avoid limiting 

the reaction occurring at the WE.70 The electrodes are connected in a circuit 

with a potentiostat. A voltmeter with high input impedance ensures no 

current flows at the RE, and an ammeter with low internal impedance allows 

the current to flow at the CE such that it is possible to solely measure the 

effect at the WE, Figure 1.4. 

 

Figure 1.4: Diagram of a three electrode cell.70 

In order to avoid ohmic drop (solution resistance) between the electrodes, a 

supporting electrolyte containing inert, non-electroactive species such as 

KNO3 or KCl is used. Supporting electrolyte is added in sufficiently high 

concentrations such that the ionic strength and conductivity is much larger 
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than that of the species of interest. When this is the case, migration of ions in 

the electric field is prevented.71 

1.3.2 Cyclic Voltammetry 

Although not commonly used as an analytical tool, due to its low 

concentration sensitivity in comparison to other methods, use of cyclic 

voltammetry (CV) is nevertheless very common. One of the key uses of CV 

experiments is in the characterisation of electrode properties,72, 73 and 

electrochemical systems.74 CV experiments are typically conducted via a 

triangular potential ramp applied using a potentiostat; the potential of the 

working electrode is swept in one direction before reversing and returning to 

the original potential, producing the waveform presented in Figure 1.5(a). The 

current resulting from this potential sweep is measured by the potentiostat; a 

CV of current vs. potential is plotted. The shape of the resulting CV e.g. as 

shown in Figure 1.5(b) can provide information on the electron transfer 

kinetics of the redox couple under study (if the process is kinetically limited), 

and the concentration of redox species in the solution. The latter is typically 

made under mass transfer limited conditions.  
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Figure 1.5: (a) Typical waveform of a cyclic voltammetry experiment. (b) Resulting cyclic 
voltammogram for a reversible system. 

In Figure 1.5(b), the peak current (ip) is indicative of the maximum current 

flowing in the system. Large electrodes e.g. > 1 mm tend to show peak-shaped 

CVs due to the reduced mass transport flux compared to a much smaller 

electrode. Under diffusion-limited conditions (i.e. reversible), where sufficient 

background electrolyte has been added to ignore migration effects, the CV has 

a distinctive shape. (1) ip,a  ip,c ; (2) under diffusion-controlled conditions, the 

Nernst equation,  Equation [1.2], can be used to predict the peak to peak 

separation, ΔEp.  

 
𝐸 = 𝐸0 −

2.303𝑅𝑇

𝑛𝐹
log

𝑎𝑅

𝑎𝑂
 

[1.2] 

where, E is the electrode potential (V); E0 is the potential under standard 

conditions (V); R is the molar gas constant, 8.314 J mol-1 K-1; T is temperature 

(K); n is the number of electrons transferred in the reaction; F is Faraday’s 

constant, 96485 C/mol; and aR and aO are the activities of the reduced and 

oxidised species respectively. ΔEp = 2.303 RT/nF should be 59 mV for a one 

electron transfer at T = 298K.  
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Additionally, for a planar diffusion reversible electron transfer system, the 

relationship between ip (A), electrode area (A, cm2), diffusion coefficient (D, 

cm2 s-1), scan rate (v, Vs-1), C (mol cm-3) and n is given by the Randles-Sevcik 

equation, Equation [1.3], written assuming T = 298K.75 

 
𝑖𝑝 = 2.69 × 105𝑛

3
2𝐴𝐷

1
2𝐶𝑣

1
2 

[1.3] 

Using this, experimental parameters, such as concentration can be varied to 

allow measurement of the diffusion coefficient of an electroactive species of 

interest, or concentration determined provided, D is known.70 Alternatively, 

using a well-defined redox system the material properties of the electrode can 

be probed and compared to theory.73 

CV measurements in solution containing only inert supporting electrolyte 

provide a further measure of electrode characteristics. Both the extent of the 

solvent window, that is the potential window in which the solvent is neither 

oxidised nor reduced at the WE,76 and the double layer capacitance of the 

electrode material can be probed.77 This provides an indication of the 

potential range in which the WE is useful with no interference from 

background processes.78 Low capacitance materials are ideal for low 

concentration detection; a large solvent window might be thought preferable 

for detecting the largest range of species in solution, but as discussed in 

Section 1.4.3, and demonstrated in the voltammetric determination of 

dopamine on C electrodes by Patel et al.79 it is important to understand the 

origin of this observation in order to qualify the statement. 
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1.3.3 Stripping Voltammetry 

The electrochemical deposition and subsequent stripping of a metal from the 

surface of an electrode produces an analytical signal that can be used to 

quantify metal concentrations in solution. This process is illustrated in Figure 

1.6. When the electrode is held at a sufficiently reducing potential, metal ions 

in solution are electroplated onto the surface, Figure 1.6(A); the potential 

required varies according to the metal, and thus it is possible in some cases to 

selectively deposit a specific metal from a mixed metal solution. After the 

deposition step the potential is scanned in a positive direction, causing the 

metal deposit to be oxidised and thus removed (stripped) from the electrode 

surface, Figure 1.6(B), resulting in a peak in the measured current of which 

the position and magnitude or area (charge transferred) can be used to 

identify and quantify the metal. 

 

Figure 1.6: (A) Electrodeposition of metal ions, whereby at a suitable cathodic potential Xn+ 

+ ne- is electrodeposited as X(s) on the electrode surface. (B) Stripping voltammetry, 

whereby solid metal is stripped from the surface by applying a suitable oxidative potential, 

resulting in a characteristic stripping peak. 
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The ideal WE for stripping voltammetry exhibits a reproducible surface and 

therefore defined surface area, and low background currents. Historically, Hg 

electrodes, such as the hanging mercury drop electrode (HDME) and thin film 

mercury electrode (TFME),80 were used as their liquid nature makes them an 

ideal electrode surface.81,82 Key to stripping voltammetry on Hg electrodes is 

the fact that metal ions in solution dissolve into the liquid Hg forming an 

amalgam.83 When the potential is swept in the positive direction and the 

metal is stripped from this amalgam well defined symmetrical stripping peaks 

are formed with defined width at half maximum, which are easy to model and 

therefore analyse.84 In addition, their high overpotential for hydrogen 

evolution and easily refreshable liquid metal surface made Hg electrodes the 

popular choice for such experiments.85 However, due to the toxic nature of Hg 

and a move towards green chemistry, storage of the metal is now prohibited.86 

As such, it has become imperative to find new non-toxic solid electrode 

materials for use in ASV experiments. The most desirable property for a 

replacement electrode is a wide solvent window in the cathodic range, in 

addition to low background currents, resistance to both fouling and corrosion, 

and a well-defined surface area.87 Potential electrode materials investigated in 

literature include conductive polymers,88, 89 ceramics,90 glassy carbon,91 

graphene,92 carbon paste93 and graphite.94 Boron Doped Diamond (BDD) has 

also been widely studied in recent literature for a wide range of applications, 

including as a potential replacement for mercury electrodes in heavy metal 

analysis.95, 96,97, 98 
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1.3.4 Increasing Mass Transport 

In a quiescent supporting electrolyte containing solution the mass transfer of 

species to an electrode occurs by diffusion only. For large electrodes, diffusion 

is fairly inefficient, being predominantly linear in nature. For ASV, pre-

concentration of the metal is key and occurs via mass transport. To increase 

the time efficiency of this process, mass transfer must be increased which can 

be achieved in two ways (1) through the use of smaller electrodes,99 although 

the current signal decreases; (2) through the use of forced convection100 or by a 

combination of (1) and (2).101 

Common examples of hydrodynamic electrodes include: Rotating Disc 

Electrodes (RDE),102 Wall Jet Electrodes (WJE),103 and Channel Electrodes 

(CE).104 The common aim in all these examples is to introduce laminar flow 

into the system, to make the signal quantitative.105 The choice of method used 

is dependent on the system of interest and the applicability of each technique; 

here we focus on the RDE system as it was the most appropriate for adaptation 

to the system of interest in this thesis. 

The RDE consists of a disc shaped electrode, usually embedded coplanar to 

the surface of a plane, which is centred on the axis of rotation. In order to 

avoid interference from edge effects the sheath around the electrode is 

commonly much larger than the electrode, approximating an infinite 

surface.106 Rotating the RDE results in a controlled laminar flow of solution 

towards the surface of the electrode, and then outwards radially as depicted in 

Figure 1.7.75 
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Figure 1.7: Illustration depicting mass transport to a RDE. 

In an electrochemical system this increased mass transport enables the 

current response to attain a steady-state,70 at sufficiently high driving 

potentials, as shown in Figure 1.8. The limiting current that is obtained is 

described by the Levich equation, Equation [1.4]. 

 
𝑖𝐿 = 0.62𝑛𝐹𝐴𝐷

2
3𝜔

1
2𝜈−

1
6𝐶 

[1.4] 

Where iL is the limiting current (A), ω is rotation speed (rad s-1), ν is the 

kinematic viscosity (cm2 sec-1), and C is in (mol cm-3). 

 

Figure 1.8: Example of CVs in a reversible redox mediator under stationary (black) and 
rotating (blue) conditions. 
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1.3.5 Current Issues with electrochemical detection of heavy 

metals  

As mentioned previously, much work in literature is focused on finding 

appropriate solid electrode replacements for the Hg electrode. Although many 

promising alternatives have been investigated, there are issues associated with 

solid electrode materials. In contrast to Hg electrodes where the metal of 

interest is homogeneously dissolved into the electrode material, 

electrodeposited material on solid electrodes is often heterogeneous in 

morphology and spatial distribution due to the heterogeneous nature of the 

electrode surface;107 the deposition morphology varies, and material deposits 

on both the electrode surface and onto previously formed metal deposits. This 

complicates analysis, as the stripping response varies depending on 

morphology of the species, becoming asymmetric and either broadening the 

signal107 or producing multiple peaks as can be seen in Figure 1.9 for detection 

of the single species, dissolved Pb2+.84 

 

Figure 1.9: Stripping response on BDD electrode for 0.5 µM, 10 µM and 30 µM Pb2+in 0.1 M 
KNO3 supporting electrolyte. Demonstrating the variation in peak shape and position in a 
single metal solution. Adapted from Hutton et al (2011).84 

Additionally, in complicated systems, such as those with more than one 

electrochemically active species, it can be challenging to correctly identify the 
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species responsible for each electrochemical signal. Often signals overlap or 

one species may produce more than one signal due to co-deposits and 

alloying.108 Other effects observed using solid electrodes in multi-metal 

systems include suppression (e.g. Cu presence reduces As signals)109 or even 

enhancement (e.g. Bi codeposition enhances Cd and Pb)110 of the analytical 

signal, caused by intermetallic interactions during deposition.111 The 

mechanisms behind co-deposition are reliant on a number of factors including 

the affinities of the metals, their relative electroactivities, and the type of 

interaction.111 Furthermore, during metal electrodeposition hydrogen can 

cause problems due to codeposition, adsorption,112 and inhibition of metal 

deposition due to hydrogen bubble formation.113 

These factors affect not only the size of the analytical signal, but also the 

ability to chemically identify the resulting peaks. Unlike in spectroscopic 

measurements, where the signal location provides unequivocal 

identification,114 electrochemical results are not always easy to interpret. In 

general the thermodynamic E0 value can be used as a guide to the stripping 

peak location for a particular metal.71 However, as this refers to the metal(solid) 

/metal(ion) system it is only qualitative,115 as under low concentration 

conditions, the heavy metal strips from a surface which is not the pure form of 

its metal.  

1.4 Boron Doped Diamond  

Diamond is renowned for its remarkable properties both physical and 

mechanical.116 In particular it is widely known as being both a highly desirable 
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gemstone, and as being the hardest natural material known to man.117 It 

exhibits high mechanical stability and due to this is resistant to wear, making 

it ideal for use in many applications including industrial drilling and cutting 

tools. Other, perhaps less well known properties include chemical resistance, 

high thermal conductivity under standard conditions (~4 × that of copper), 

and transparency from deep ultraviolet wavelengths through to far infrared.118 

In recent years synthetic diamond growth technologies, such as chemical 

vapour deposition (CVD),119 have improved such that diamond is now 

commercially available in a variety of forms and can be tailored to a wide 

range of applications. Moreover, modern growth techniques allow diamond to 

be doped with other elements (e.g. boron), which affects the electrical 

conductivity.120 

1.4.1 Growth 

Natural diamonds are formed in the Earth’s mantle under specific temperature 

and pressure ranges, growing over billions of years before being brought close 

to the surface by deep volcanic activity, where they are traditionally obtained 

through mining. Due to diamond’s useful properties and the high demand for 

diamond in both gem and industrial forms it has long been the aim of 

scientists to create diamond synthetically. Initial experiments focused on 

conversion of graphite to diamond, with minimal success.121 Several successful 

methods have been developed and diamonds are now grown synthetically on 

an industrial scale by two main methods, High-Pressure-High-Temperature 

(HPHT)122 and CVD (vide infra),123 although other methods such as detonation 
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synthesis are used on smaller scales. 124 Continuing work towards improving 

diamond growth techniques has led to increasingly more reproducible, 

controllable, and reasonably inexpensive synthetic diamond, opening up new 

applications. 

HPHT is a term used to describe several methods in which diamond is grown 

under high pressures and temperatures, imitating the natural process in the 

earth.122 As the first commercialised growth method, HPHT diamonds have 

been in use since the late 1950s. All HPHT methods rely on the same process, 

using different press designs, wherein a solvent metal is heated in excess of 

1800 K and compressed (~ 5 GPa).  Under these conditions graphite is 

dissolved in the solvent metal, and subsequently, as the temperature is 

reduced, precipitates as diamond.125 Three main commercial press designs are 

used for this process: the belt press; the cubic press; and BARS (split sphere).126 

The HPHT method generally produces small (µm-mm sized) diamond grit, 

useful for abrasive drilling and polishing tools, but under highly controlled 

conditions can produce reasonably high purity single crystals exceeding 1 

carat. 

In order to grow larger wafers or films of diamond, such as the freestanding 

polycrystalline BDD used in this thesis, CVD techniques are used. CVD growth 

of diamond, first demonstrated in the 1950s by Eversole at Union Carbide, 

occurs at much lower pressures than those used in HPHT and is most 

commonly achieved via one of two processes: Hot-filament CVD (HFCVD), 

and Microwave CVD (MWCVD). The general method common to all CVD 
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processes consists of three main steps, converting gas mixtures into growing 

diamond crystals: Firstly, the reaction gases are activated; next, reactions 

occur in the gas phase, leading to the final stage; gas species diffuse to a 

substrate surface causing diamond growth atom by atom.125 

The diamond used herein was grown using MWCVD, via the following general 

process. The growth substrate (e.g. tungsten embedded with nanocrystalline 

diamond seeds) is placed in the reaction chamber, where the process gases are 

then introduced.127 The gas composition used varies depending on 

manufacturer and desired diamond properties but will include a carbon source 

(e.g. methane), hydrogen, and if necessary a dopant (e.g. boron) source. A ball-

shaped microwave plasma (typical excitation frequency 2.5 GHz) is ignited 

above the surface of the growth substrate, ionising the reaction mixture. The 

ionised carbon subsequently diffuses to the surface of the substrate and is 

deposited, building an sp3 diamond lattice layer by layer. The presence of 

atomic hydrogen is key, etching non-diamond carbon (NDC) with the 

diamond deposition and therefore increasing growth rates and purity. Note, 

some etching of the sp3 diamond carbon will occur however, this process is 

much slower than sp2 etching.119, 125 

1.4.2 Structure, doping and resulting properties 

As discussed earlier in section 1.4, diamond has many desirable properties, 

stemming from its ordered sp3 face central cubic carbon crystal lattice 

structure (Figure 1.10).123  
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Figure 1.10 - Diagram of the sp3 carbon lattice structure of diamond. Black atoms represent 

carbon and blue is used to represent boron doping. 

During the growth process it is possible to incorporate other elements, such as 

nitrogen (n-type) and boron (p-type), into the diamond lattice in a process 

known as ‘doping’, allowing the physical and electrical properties of the 

diamond to be tailored to the desired application. Diamond is well known for 

its intrinsically low electrical conductivity, with a band gap of 5.5 eV at 300 K, 

making it an extremely poor electrode material. However, when doped 

sufficiently with substitutional boron during growth (1016- mid 1019 atom cm-

3)128 an acceptor level is formed at 0.37 eV above the valence band. Diamond 

becomes a p-type semi-conductor.129 By changing the concentration of boron 

the electrode performance of diamond can range from insulating, to semi-

conducting and at very high concentrations of boron (> 1020 atom cm-3) even 

to metal-like behaviour.130 The latter is ideal for electrode use. 

For low boron concentrations (semi-conducting diamond) the boron atoms 

accept electrons from the valence band, creating ‘holes’, when the dopant 

concentration is increased (metal-like) these holes overlap to form a band. 
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Visually the dopant concentration increase can be observed in a transition 

from colourless insulating diamond, to blue semi-conducting diamond, and 

finally black diamond with metal-like conductivity.131 In polycrystalline 

material, such as that used in this thesis, different crystal faces uptake boron 

at different rates during growth,132 this can be observed in both colour 

differences by eye, and spectroscopically/spectrometrically e.g. Secondary Ion 

Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) and Raman spectroscopy, at different grains. 

1.4.3 Electrode Properties 

BDD is superior to other commonly used electrode materials, such as 

platinum,133 for several reasons. Specifically; (1) BDD has a wide potential 

range over which negligible water electrolysis occurs (>>3 V in 0.1 M KNO3 

between the bounds of ±0.4 mA cm-2), known as the solvent window. Figure 

1.11 compares the solvent window for a freestanding BDD electrode with those 

of some other common electrode materials. 

 

Figure 1.11: Comparison of solvent windows in 0.1 M KNO3 solution for Freestanding BDD 
(black), Glassy Carbon (blue), and Platinum (green) electrodes.134 
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 This is due to its electrocatalytically inactive surface properties. Water is an 

inner sphere redox species.135 This means that the redox reaction proceeds via 

a strong interaction with the electrode surface often by adsorption, as opposed 

to outer sphere where the interaction occurs through space and the electrode 

surface does not interact with the species, illustrated in Figure 1.12, where IHP 

and OHP denote the location of the Inner Helmholtz Plane and Outer 

Helmholtz Plane respectively.136 As a result, inner sphere species such as water 

are sensitive to the electrode surface chemistry, and require the presence of 

catalytic sites for electrolysis to occur. The sp3 diamond surface is catalytically 

inert and lacks binding sites for inner sphere electron transfer, this makes it a 

poor surface for investigation of inner sphere species but also is responsible for 

its desirable wide solvent window.135 (2) BDD shows no signature for oxygen 

reduction as this is also an inner sphere, electrocatalytic electron transfer 

process; oxygen cannot be reduced on the diamond surface due to the lack of 

binding sites.73 (3) BDD also benefits from low background (capacitive) 

currents, due to the chemical stability of the BDD, the lack of surface 

processes,73 and its lower density of states in comparison to classical electrode 

materials such as Pt,134 allowing for a better signal to noise ratio.137,130 (4) High 

stability, corrosion resistant under extreme pH,138 temperature and pressure 

conditions.139 
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Figure 1.12: Illustration comparing inner sphere and outer electron transfer at an 
electrode surface.140 

Incorporation of NDC (sp2) at grain boundaries into the BDD surface, typically 

during growth decreases the diamond quality. It is very challenging to grow 

sp2 free BDD at high boron concentrations, although it is possible, especially 

for thicker grown material.73 Thin film BDD, in general tends to have a 

significantly higher concentration of sp2 present as is the case for 

nanocrystalline and ultra-nanocrystalline BDD. Grain size increases with film 

thickness.  

Sp2 presence has a knock on effect on the electrochemical properties of BDD. 

For example, oxygen reduction is catalysed on sp2 carbon and can be observed 

in the reductive window (negative potentials) in supporting electrolyte. In the 

oxidative window (positive potentials) oxidation of surface bound redox 

processes associated with sp2 carbon are also observed, both effects result in a 

narrowing of the solvent window and an increase in background (capacitive) 

currents.141, 142 sp2 presence can also have an effect on the electrochemical 

response of redox species at the electrode, especially for inner sphere 

couples.141 It is reportedly possible to remove some sp2 from BDD electrodes 
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using an acid cleaning process or alternatively by cycling the potential in 

acidic solutions.143, 144 

BDD electrode doping levels can also be judged electrochemically using CV of 

well-defined redox couples. For a fast outer sphere redox couple, such as 

Ru(NH3)6
3+/2+,73, 134, 145 the peak current (ip) response is expected to be close to 

reversible and can be predicted using the Randles-Sevcik equation (Equation 

[2]). This is true for Ru(NH3)6
3+/2+ on classical electrode materials but the 

formal potential (E0
’) lies within the bandgap of BDD, this means that the 

resulting CV is directly affected by the boron doping levels; only for high 

enough doping levels, where the material approaches metal-like properties, 

will a reversible CV for Ru(NH3)6
3+/2+ be achieved on BDD, as illustrated in 

Figure 1.13.  

 

Figure 1.13: (a) Schematic showing the approximate position for Ru(NH3)6
3+ with respect to 

the potential of the valence band (Evb) and the conduction band (Ecb) for O- terminated 
semiconducting BDD. E1/2 values for several outer sphere redox mediators and Fe(CN)6

4-/3-

are presented in the table. (b) Example CVs in 1mM Ru(NH3)6
3+/2+ taken on 1 mm BDD disc 

electrodes of varying dopant density. Both figures adapted from Macpherson (2015).73 

It is important to note that for highly doped BDD poor reversibility could 

indicate poor electrical contacts. Another indication of electrode quality 
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obtained through CV experiments is ΔEp, which is predicted by the Nernst 

equation (Equation [1.2]) to be 59 mV under standard conditions. 

1.4.4 Electrode Fabrication 

The majority of academic groups use thin film BDD (still attached to a non 

diamond growth wafer) as the electrode material, with an electrochemical cell 

clamped over the surface. With the advent of improved growth technology, 

freestanding diamond, grown thick enough so it can be safely removed from 

the growth substrate has become available. Freestanding BDD is advantageous 

in that it can be processed e.g. machined into a variety of geometries, and 

mounted in an insulating sheath using procedures similar to those used to 

mount metal microelectrodes.146 BDD electrodes are typically cut from the 

wafer using laser micromachining.146  

The term laser micromachining describes the act of drilling or cutting a 

material using a laser beam;147 usually the laser beam used is pulsed with an 

energy chosen such that the ablation threshold of the material, in this case 

BDD, is exceeded.147 The interaction between the laser and the material is 

generally material characteristic, and can be tuned selectively via parameters 

such as laser wavelength and pulse width for optimum ablation. The ablation 

of the material substrate takes place according to a series of processes.148 

Firstly, the laser radiation is absorbed by the material, resulting in the ejection 

of excited electrons; the energy from these electrons is transferred to the 

crystal lattice, melting the surrounding bulk material. The melted material 
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subsequently evaporates and is ejected into the ablation plume, this is heated 

by the laser radiation forming a plasma and further etching the substrate.149, 150  

In metals, some of this material can become re-deposited on the surface due 

to cooling, in a mechanism known as recasting. For diamond recasting is less 

of an issue as the removed material is ejected in the form of CO2 gas; although 

there is some residual sp2 material left on the surface. The majority of laser 

ablated sp2 can be removed from the surface using acid cleaning processes; in 

some cases it can actually be advantageous to have it present.  

Laser machining is advantageous over mechanical methods of processing 

materials, in that the lack of applied mechanical cutting force results in the 

absence of mechanically induced damage to the material or tool. It is also able 

to machine materials on very small scales in relatively short times.151 Laser 

micromachining has been used in applications ranging from creation of 

microfluidic structures152 to medical implants.153 It has also been applied to 

BDD in methods such as device manufacture and surface modification.154 

Another key part of the fabrication process is the formation of ohmic contacts 

to the BDD electrode; it is important that good contacts are formed, as poor 

contact can lead to resistance. Where the BDD is in thin film form a contact 

can be created either directly to the conducting substrate, or via connections 

to the surface of the diamond. However, unlike most electrode materials an 

ohmic contact cannot be formed directly between the BDD (thin film or 

freestanding) and a metal, usually done via solder or conductive paste.155 In 

order to successfully form an ohmic contact to BDD materials a carbide must 
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be formed, commonly via the sputtering of Ti onto the BDD; once annealed a 

Ti carbide contact is formed to the BDD.156 In order to avoid oxidation of the 

Ti layer in air it is common practice to sputter a thin layer of an inert metal 

such as Au on top of the Ti prior to annealing.73  

1.4.5 XRF 

As discussed in Section 1.2, common methods for heavy metal detection 

include ICP-MS and AAS, another alternative  is X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF).37,13 

XRF has the advantage of being portable, allowing for easy application to in 

situ analysis. XRF also benefits from simple sample preparation procedures; 

unlike ICP-MS and AAS, solid, liquid, and powder samples can be analysed 

directly without the need for digestion. The internal calibration available with 

some XRF instruments157 also removes the necessity of preparing accurate 

calibration solutions. A schematic showing an energy dispersive XRF system, 

such as that used in this thesis is presented in Figure 1.14. 

 

Figure 1.14: Schematic of an energy dispersive XRF with secondary targets. Adapted from 
“Theory of XRF”.158 

When a sample is irradiated, X-ray photons with sufficient energy (higher 

than the binding energy of the electron) can expel an electron from atoms 
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within the sample. The removal of an electron leaves a ‘hole’ in the shell, 

otherwise known as an initial vacancy, leaving the atom in an excited state 

from which it is energetically favourable to return to its original configuration. 

In order for this to happen a higher energy electron from an outer shell is 

transferred into the initial vacancy, releasing its excess energy as an X-Ray 

photon (fluorescence), this process is illustrated in Figure 1.15(a). The 

fluorescence is detected by the instrument and is observed as a line in the 

spectrum; the energy of the emitted X-ray photon relates to the difference in 

energy levels and, as this is different for every element, is characteristic. An 

example spectrum is presented in Figure 1.15(b). As there are multiple 

possible shells within an atom in which the initial vacancy can occur, and 

similarly multiple possible shells for an electron to be transferred from it is 

possible to build up a characteristic XRF ‘fingerprint’ of an element. 

 

Figure 1.15: (a) Schematic of the XRF process in which secondary X-ray fluorescence is 
produced via the irradiation of elements in a sample. (b) Example XRF spectrum for an 
environmental sample, each peak is representative of a single elemental fluorescence. 

Commercial XRF instruments can be capable of measuring any element 

between Na and U in the periodic table, and vary in size from heavy duty 
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freestanding devices to portable hand-held devices. They have been used in 

literature to study a wide range of elemental species in a variety of 

environments, such as: in vivo medical diagnosis,159 pigments in artwork,160 

archaeological sites and artefacts of interest,161 pharmaceutical material,162 and 

environmental analysis.163 

XRF experiments can be selectively tailored to improve sensitivity for a 

particular element of interest through use of a secondary target. The 

secondary target is situated between the X-Ray source and the sample and is 

usually made of a single metal; common examples are molybdenum, 

aluminium or copper. When irradiated by the source each metal will produce 

secondary X-Rays at a characteristic energy, as with any sample, and 

consequently the energy range (z-range) of the incident radiation is narrowed; 

by choosing a secondary target material with a z range equivalent to or slightly 

larger than the excitation energy of the analyte, sensitivity can be improved. 

Note as a consequence of this most of the original X-Ray intensity is lost and 

so a higher tube power is required. 

However, despite its advantages XRF cannot currently achieve sufficiently low 

limits of detection (LOD) and limits of quantitation (LOQ); typically 

sensitivity is orders of magnitudes less than techniques such as ICP-MS. Work 

in the literature has aimed at improving XRF detection limits in a number of 

ways. Improvements to the technique itself have been investigated leading to 

the development of total-reflection XRF (TR-XRF) where the angle of incident 

radiation is below the critical angle such that it is almost entirely reflected. 
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Background contributions from scattered radiation are thus greatly reduced, 

and as a result measurement sensitivity is improved.164 Preconcentration 

methods show promise in improving XRF, detection limits on the ppb level 

have been shown to be possible for some species using evaporative 

preconcentration such as the UltraCarry® (Rigaku. Japan).165 Other 

preconcentration methods used include ion exchange,166 precipitation, drying 

or freeze drying, and liquid-liquid extraction.167  

Recent work by researchers at Warwick aiming to improve XRF detection 

limits for heavy metals has led to the development of electrochemical XRF 

(EC-XRF).168 EC-XRF follows the same principles as XRF, except that an 

electrochemical pre-concentration step is used prior to measurement to 

electrodeposit the metal of interest onto a BDD electrode (as with stripping 

voltammetry). Increased mass transport to the electrode via convection from a 

rotating electrode is used to decrease metal pre-concentration times. Unlike 

stripping voltammetry where the metal is electrochemically stripped from the 

surface after deposition, XRF is used to both identify and quantify the metal 

species on the electrode. As mass transport is controlled in the system, the 

XRF signal can be quantitatively correlated with the original concentration of 

metals ions in solution. As discussed in Section 1.4 BDD is an ideal electrode 

material for many reasons, in EC-XRF, boron and carbon atoms are ‘invisible’ 

to X-Rays, and therefore will not interfere with XRF analysis. Sub ppb 

detection levels have been obtained for heavy metals using EC-XRF.168 
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1.5 Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy  

One optical microscopy technique which can be used to image pH dependent 

processes is Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM),169 with a pH 

sensitive fluorescent dye such as fluorescein.170 During a CLSM experiment the 

subject is scanned in a series of points using a laser beam, the resulting image 

is reconstructed digitally to produce 2D or even 3D profiles.171 A laser is 

directed through an aperture and the objective lens where it is focused on a 

point of the subject. When a fluorescent dye is used either in solution or 

tagged to a species of interest laser excitation at a particular wavelength causes 

a fluorescent signal to be generated. A pinhole is used to filter the emitted 

signal wavelength and remove any background fluorescence before 

detection.172 A schematic diagram of a CLSM optical microscope arrangement 

is presented in Figure 1.16. 

 

Figure 1.16: Schematic of a confocal laser scanning microscope. 
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1.6 Aims and Objectives 

This thesis aims to utilise the benefits afforded by BDD electrodes towards in 

situ detection of heavy metals in aqueous environments. The effect of pH on 

the electroanalysis of heavy metals is considered; in Chapter 3 an individually 

addressable dual electrode (ring disc) system is developed towards answering 

some of the electroanalytical problems caused by non-ideal solution pH. 

Application of applied potentials or currents at the ring electrode sufficient to 

oxidize water results in the controlled production of protons, which flood the 

disc. This concept is investigated in the context of producing a local pH 

change, and is applied to the detection of the heavy metal Hg at BDD 

electrodes. 

Chapter 4 proceeds to demonstrate how by systematically changing the pH of 

the measurement system it is possible to control the extent of pH dependent 

metal-ligand binding and in particular the concentration of the free metal ion. 

By employing a ring-disc electrode it is possible to perform all measurements 

in one measurement solution, without the need to remove the electrode from 

the solution. Moreover, the ability to control pH local to the electrode could 

aid in measurements of both total and free ion concentration in solution, 

something which is not currently possible in situ using one technique. 

The desirable properties of BDD electrodes make them attractive for use in 

situ, even in the most extreme environments. However, the material used to 

seal (insulate) the BDD electrode is not often similarly robust. In Chapter 5 of 

this thesis a method for the production of BDD ring disc electrodes sealed in 
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an insulating diamond substrate is developed in answer to this problem. The 

method is optimised in order to produce high quality all diamond ring disc 

and dual-ring disc electrodes for use in in situ trace metal detection and pH 

control. One such device is then applied in Chapter 6 to the investigation of 

electrochemical pH generation in buffered systems, as opposed to the 

unbuffered model systems used in Chapters 3 and 4. This is an important 

investigation if this technique is to be used for in situ environmental analyses, 

as most natural and biological environments contain pH buffering species, 

such as carbonate173 and phosphate174 in order to maintain homeostasis. 

Finally, an answer to the pitfall of electrochemical heavy metal detection in 

mixed metal solutions is explored in Chapter 7. The recently developed 

technique EC-XRF is applied to, and optimised for, the detection of two heavy 

metals of high importance, Cd and Hg. The chapter aims to establish optimum 

conditions for sensitive detection of these metals with low detection limits. It 

also explores the complications involved in Hg electrodeposition on a solid 

electrode.  

Finally, Chapter 8 concludes the work presented in the aforementioned 

chapters and goes on to discuss the future directions of this work. 
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2 Experimental 

2.1 Chemicals 

All solutions were prepared using Milli-Q water, resistivity 18.2 MΩ cm at 25 

°C (Millipore). Chemicals were used as provided unless stated otherwise and 

were measured using a four figure balance (Mettler Toledo). A list of the 

chemicals used can be found in Table 2.1. Bulk solution pH values were 

measured using a commercial pH probe (Mettler Toledo), adjustments were 

made using 0.1 M HNO3 and 0.1 M KOH. 

Table 2.1: List of chemicals used in this thesis and the suppliers. 

Chemical Supplier Extra 

Information 

Potassium Nitrate, 

KNO3 

Sigma-Aldrich 99.999% Trace 

Metals Basis 

Ruthenium (III) Hexaamine, 

Ru(NH3)6
3+ Strem Chemicals Ltd. 99% 

Nitric acid, 

HNO3 Sigma-Aldrich 70% 

Potassium Hydroxide, 

KOH Sigma-Aldrich ≥ 85% 

Hydrochloric Acid,  

HCl Sigma-Aldrich 37% 

Sulphuric Acid, 

H2SO4 
Sigma-Aldrich 99.999% 

Alumina Micropolish Buehler 0.05 µm 

Cadmium nitrate tetrahydrate, 

Cd(NO3)2·4H2O Sigma-Aldrich 99% 

Mercury (II) nitrate 

monohydrate, 

Hg(NO3)2·H2O 

Sigma-Aldrich >98% 
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Sodium Nitrate, 

NaNO3 Sigma-Aldrich ≥ 99.9% 

Copper (II) Nitrate hydrate, 

Cu(NO3)2·xH2O Sigma-Aldrich 99.999% trace 

metals basis 

Triethylenetetramine 

dihydrochloride, 

NH2CH2CH2(NHCH2CH2)2NH2 

Sigma-Aldrich 98% 

Fluorescein Sodium Salt, 

C20H10Na2O5 Sigma-Aldrich 98.5-100.5% 

Sodium Tetraborate 

decahydrate,  

Na2B4O7·10H2O 

Sigma-Aldrich ≥ 99% 

Fixanal Buffer Concentrates 
Sigma-Aldrich pH 1-10 

Iridium Tetrachloride hydrate 

Sigma-Aldrich 
99.9% trace 

metals basis 

Oxalic Acid dihydrate 
Sigma-Aldrich ≥ 99% 

Hydrogen Peroxide 
Sigma-Aldrich 30% 

Anhydrous Potassium 

Carbonate Sigma-Aldrich 99.999% 

2.2 Boron Doped Diamond 

High quality Boron Doped Diamond electrode material was provided by the 

synthetic diamond growth company, Element Six, in the form of freestanding 

wafers grown via MWCVD. The wafers provided were ~600 µm thick and 

lapped to ~nm roughness, as measured by AFM. The dopant density was  1020 

atom cm-3, and therefore exhibited  metal-like behaviour and was suitable for 

electrochemical studies. 

2.2.1 Laser Micromachining Electrodes 

Electrodes were prepared from the BDD wafer via laser micromachining (E-

355-H-3-ATHI-O, Oxford Lasers, UK). Firstly, the desired shape was designed 
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in 2D geometries using Alphacam software (Vero Software, US). The resulting 

diagram was exported as G-Code, a computer numerical control (CNC) 

programming language which gives directions for the laser micromachining 

stage describing where to move, via what path, and how fast in order to create 

the shape. 

The laser was initialised and warmed up for ~30 min prior to use, once 

stabilised the power at 10 kHz (100 % power) was measured and recorded. The 

BDD wafer was secured on an alumina plate using blu-tack™ at opposing 

edges; this was secured to the appropriate well in the stage. Once in place, the 

laser was optically focussed on the surface of the BDD using the camera, 

preferably in an unimportant area or on a test piece of equivalent thickness 

and roughness. A 1 s laser pulse at 20 % power, frequency = 100 Hz was 

performed. The stage was then stepped 100 µm in the x direction and 30 µm 

down in the z direction before repeating the pulse. If the lasered spot size 

(diameter, visible by eye) decreased this step was repeated until it started to 

increase again, however, if the laser spot created increased in size the z 

direction was adjusted in 30 µm increments in the opposite direction before 

repeating. The z value of the smallest spot size indicated the best focus for the 

surface of the substrate, Figure 2.1. When the laser is out of focus, this results 

in a larger spot size due to the divergence of the beam as you move away from 

the focal point; this causes a larger area of the substrate to be affected. 
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Figure 2.1: Schematic illustrating a line of laser pulses at different focus on the diamond 
surface. There is a 100 µm separation between the centre of each pulse in the x direction, 
and each adjacent pulse differs by 30 µm in the z direction. The smallest dot indicates the 
best focus. 

Next, the stage was adjusted in the x and y directions such that the centre of 

the reverse side of the BDD was in the centre of the laser focus on the camera 

view. A trench of the desired geometry was lasered into the diamond at 50 % 

power, frequency = 100 Hz, speed 0.3 mm s-1. The depth of this trench was 

measured via interferometry before the laser was refocused in the z direction 

(using the depth measured by interferometry) to the bottom centre of the 

trench; the laser step was repeated increasing the depth of the trench, which 

was measured once more. From this the approximate depth per pass was 

calculated, and used to set the z-step. This is essential for each new generation 

of electrodes as the laser power can vary over time, additionally poor laser 

focus can cause issues in achieving the desired dimensions of cut. Finally, the 

number of passes necessary to reach the depth of cut necessary was calculated. 

The cutting program designed using Alphacam was loaded, and at frequency = 

10 kHz, 100% power, was used to laser individual devices out of the substrate.  
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2.2.2 Back contacting and Electrode Fabrication 

The lasered electrodes were subjected to an acid-cleaning protocol. A beaker 

of concentrated H2SO4 was positioned on a hot plate at room temperature into 

which the BDD was carefully placed. Loaded spatulas of KNO3 were added 

until it no longer dissolved (~0.5 g in 2 ml), then the beaker was covered with 

a watch glass and heated to ~300 °C for at least 30 mins; the solution turned 

brown as heated and the KNO3 dissolved. After this time, and once there was 

no longer any brown colour to the solution the hot plate was turned off and 

the solution was cooled to room temperature. The cooled H2SO4 was disposed 

of by dilution in room temperature water, and the BDD was rinsed thoroughly 

with Milli-Q water before drying in air; the electrodes were now ready to be 

back-contacted. 

Ohmic contacts to the rear face of the BDD were prepared using standard 

sputtering (or evaporating) techniques. Layers of Ti/Au, 10 nm/300 nm thick 

respectively, were sputtered onto the rear of the BDD using a 

sputterer/evaporator at pressures below 1 × 10-5 mBar. After returning to 

standard pressure, the BDD was removed from the chamber and annealed at 

400 °C for 5 hours enabling the Ti to form titanium carbide, which is crucial 

for the formation of an ohmic contact.1, 2 

Electrodes were then assembled face down on adhesive Gel-Pak™ in a 

cylindrical Teflon mould, a thin layer of non-conductive epoxy (Epoxy Resin 

RX771C/NC, Aradur Hardener HY1300GB, Robnor Resins) was used to secure 

them in place. Insulated Cu wires were connected to the sputtered face of the 
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diamond using conductive silver epoxy (Circuitworks, ITW Chemtronics), and 

left to cure at room temperature. Finally, the Teflon mould was filled with 

non-conductive epoxy and cured overnight at room temperature before the 

device was removed. The front face of the electrode was polished with silicon 

carbide pads (Buehler) of decreasing roughness until the surface of the 

electrode was completely exposed, finishing with application of an alumina 

polish (0.05 µm Micropolish, Buehler) and rinsing with Milli-Q water. 

2.3 Characterisation of BDD Electrodes 

The material and electrochemical properties of the BDD electrodes were 

characterised as described in full in the article entitled “Assessment of Boron 

Doped Diamond Electrode Quality and Application to In Situ Modification of 

Local pH by Water Electrolysis”.2 Of key importance in this work is the 

electrochemical characterisation, although Raman analysis is also used. 

2.3.1 Raman Analysis of BDD 

The micro-Raman spectrometer (Renishaw) was turned on and left for ~30 

min to allow time for the CCD Detector to cool down and the laser to 

initialise. The system was calibrated using a silicon wafer, which was placed in 

the instrument chamber before using the microscope to focus optically on the 

sample. It was then ensured that the laser spot was well defined and circular 

using laser view to observe, before calibration. Once calibrated, the silicon 

wafer was removed and replaced with the BDD electrode; again the 

microscope was focused both optically and via the laser spot. A Raman 

spectrum was measured between 200-1800 cm-1 for an acquisition time <10 s at 
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100 % laser power, for five accumulations. An optical image of the area 

scanned was saved for reference. A peak at 1332 cm-1 in the spectrum indicates 

the presence of sp3 C (diamond) due to the presence of solely σ bonds, which 

result in a single diamond zone centre optical phonon peak, the sharper this 

peak the higher the purity of the diamond.3, 4  The presence of NDC can also 

be detected, indicated by a broad peak centered at 1575 cm-1 in the spectrum 

this originates from the stretching of paired sp2 C sites; the larger the peak, the 

more NDC is present.5 The π bonds formed by sp2 carbon are more easily 

polarised than sp3 σ bonds, and are resonantly enhanced by visible lasers; this 

leads to broader, more dominant peaks for sp2 C.4 

2.3.2 Electrochemical Characterisation of BDD 

2.3.2.1 Capacitance 

The BDD electrode was alumina polished, rinsed and placed in 20 ml KNO3 

solution; the Cu wire was connected to the working electrode connection of a 

potentiostat (CH Instruments Inc., US). An SCE reference electrode and Pt 

gauze counter electrode were connected and placed in the same solution. The 

potentiostat was used to sweep the potential at the working (BDD) electrode 

between -0.1 V and 0.1 V, starting at 0 V, for 10 repeats at 0.1 Vs-1. The second 

CV was analysed according to Equation [2.1]; the difference in anodic and 

cathodic current at 0 V was measured, halved, and divided by the scan rate 

and electrode area, calculating C in µF cm2. 

 𝐼(𝑡) = 𝐶
𝑑𝑉(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
 [2.1] 
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Where, I is current (A), V is potential (V), t is time (s), and C is capacitance 

(µF cm-2). 

2.3.2.2 Solvent Window 

As before, the electrode was cleaned, rinsed and placed in 0.1 M KNO3 in a 

three electrode cell. The potentiostat was now used to sweep the potential 

from 0 V to -2 V and then between -2 V and + 2 V repeatedly (4 sweeps). The 

second CV was converted to current density (mA cm-2) and analysed to 

measure the solvent window of the electrode; this is the potential window 

between the current limits ±0.4 mA cm-2. NDC presence in the electrode 

produces anodic peaks due to sp2 oxidation, and cathodic peaks due to 

catalysed oxygen reduction which shrink the solvent window.3 For high 

quality, sp2 free, metal-like BDD electrodes the solvent window is expected to 

be >>3 V with no evidence of oxygen reduction or NDC oxidation.2, 6 

2.3.2.3 Redox Electrochemistry 

The electrode was cleaned as before and assembled in a three electrode cell in 

solution containing a well-defined redox mediator, in this case 1 mM 

ruthenium hexamine (Ru(NH3)6
3+), and 0.1 M KNO3 supporting electrolyte. 

The potential was swept between +0.2 V and -0.8 V for scan rates between 0.05 

V s-1 and 0.2 V s-2. Using this particular mediator for BDD investigations is 

advantageous as it shows fast, outer sphere, electron transfer and is 

electroactive in a region which challenges p-type semiconducting BDD,3 

making it a good probe of the material quality. Additionally, sp2 content will 

catalyse oxygen reduction in this region. The voltage separation (ΔEp) between 
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the anodic and cathodic peak of the CV was measured and compared to 

theory; for metal-like oxygen terminated BDD electrodes with good ohmic 

contacts, this value is expected to be <70 mV under standard conditions.7 This 

increases when poor contact is made to the electrode, or when the material is 

not highly doped. Additionally, the peak current (ip) of the reduction process 

was measured and correlated with that expected from the Randles-Sevcik 

equation. 

2.4 Field-Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FE-SEM) 

In this thesis FE-SEM images of Hg deposits on the BDD electrode surface 

were obtained using a high resolution Zeiss Supra 55 VP, with a secondary 

electron detector at 2.5 kV at a working distance of 16-17 mm. Metal deposits 

were formed on the BDD surface electrochemically, this was rinsed very gently 

with Milli-Q water and air dried at room temperature. The electrode was 

secured onto a pin mount using conductive silver paint and a conductive 

carbon pad, ensuring the conductive paint was connected to the Ti/Au 

contacts on the reverse side of the BDD. The assembly was then mounted into 

the sample chamber, which is pumped down to high vacuum (1 × 10-1 to 1 × 10-7 

Pa) ready for FE-SEM imaging. 
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3 In situ Control of Local pH using a 

Boron Doped Diamond Ring Disc 

Electrode: Optimising Heavy Metal 

(Mercury) Detection 

3.1. Overview 

A novel electrochemical approach to modifying aqueous solution pH in the 

vicinity of a detector electrode in order to locally investigate the effect of pH 

on the electrochemical measurement signal, is described in this chapter. A 

ring disc electrode was employed, where electrochemical decomposition of 

water on the ring was used to generate a flux of protons which adjusts the 

local pH controllably and quantifiably at the disc. Boron doped diamond 

(BDD) functioned as the electrode material given the stability of this electrode 

surface especially when applying high potentials (to electrolyse water) for 

significant periods of time. A pH sensitive iridium oxide electrode 

electrodeposited on the disc electrode demonstrated that applied positive 

currents on the BDD ring, up to + 50 A, resulted in a local pH decrease over 

four orders of magnitude in proton concentration. This induced pH change 

remained stable over the measurement time of 600 s. pH generation 

experiments were found to be in close agreement with finite element 

simulations. Localised generation of protons (pH = 2.0) was found to 

significantly increase the stripping peak signature for the heavy metal, Hg, in 

close to neutral conditions. With the ability to create a localised pH change 
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electrochemically in the vicinity of the detector electrode this system could 

provide a simple method for optimised analysis at the source e.g. river and sea 

waters, as well as to provide information on both free (natural pH) metal and 

total (electrochemically adjusted pH) metal concentrations. 

3.2. Introduction  

pH plays a crucial role in many important processes ranging from maintaining 

biological homeostasis,1 influencing the mobility of heavy metals in the 

environment,2 to controlling crystal dissolution/growth kinetics.3 In 

electroanalysis, protons (H+) play a key role in different electrochemical 

reactions, often by acting as a catalyst4 or by simply retarding competing side 

reactions.5 In heavy metal detection, via electrodeposition and subsequent 

anodic stripping voltammetry (ASV),6 pH is important as it controls metal ion 

availability (lability) which in turn affects the magnitude of the ASV 

response.6-7 This is discussed in more detail in sections 1.2.2 and 1.3.5. In the 

laboratory, stripping analysis is often undertaken under conditions where an 

acetate buffer is deliberately added (as discussed in section 1.2.2)8 or the 

solution is deliberately acidified.9 

Mercury (Hg) is a highly toxic heavy metal contaminant from both industrial 

and natural sources, hence detection and quantification in aquatic 

environments is essential.10 In stripping analysis, due to legislation Hg can no 

longer be employed as the electrode material of choice and is anyway 

unsuitable for Hg detection. As an alternative, boron-doped diamond (BDD) 

has attracted much attention11 due to its wide solvent window, low 
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background currents and corrosion resistance.12 Traditionally, Hg 

electroanalysis has been carried out using both model and real solutions, 

under acidic conditions (≤pH 3), to completely suppress metal hydroxide  

(OH‐) formation.13,14 There is significant interest in deployment of electrodes 

remotely e.g. river, sea or lake, where the pH is typically 6 - 9 in rivers15 and 7.5 

- 8.5 in sea water.16  Hence it is of interest to consider how the electrochemical 

response varies for Hg ASV under conditions where it is possible to change the 

local pH of the measurement electrode. 

It is well known that the electrochemical decomposition of water at 

sufficiently high oxidizing potentials leads to the formation of H+, as shown in 

reaction scheme [3.1].17  

 2H2O  O2 + 4H+ + 4e- [3.1] 

In order to locally generate acidic conditions to promote efficient 

electroanalysis, a convenient electrochemical approach is to use a dual 

electrode (DE) system. DE come in various geometries, including bands,18 ring 

discs19 and microdisc20 electrodes and have been used widely in 

electroanalysis; for example to investigate analyte detection in the presence of 

interfering species,21 dissolution processes,22 and the role of different species in 

electrochemical reactions.23 DE systems also offer high sensitivity, enabling 

trace level detection.19b, 24 To the best of our knowledge there are no reported 

studies of the use of a BDD DE arrangement where one electrode is used to 

optimise the pH environment of the other.25 
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In this chapter it is shown that by employing individually addressable BDD 

ring disc electrodes, it is possible to significantly increase the ASV signal for 

Hg2+ at a fixed concentration, in solutions where the bulk pH is close to 

neutral. This is achieved by generating acidic fluxes at the ring electrode 

during electrochemical deposition and stripping of electrodeposited Hg at the 

disc. The successful application of this approach to Hg bodes extremely well 

for the in situ electroanalysis of other heavy metals directly at the source.  

3.3. Experimental 

3.3.1. Solutions 

All solutions were prepared using Milli-Q water (resistivity 18.2 MΩ cm at 25 

°C) and all reagents were used as received. The supporting electrolyte 

employed was 0.1 M KNO3 unless otherwise stated. Electrochemical 

characterization was carried out using 1 mM Ru(NH3)6
3+/2+ (98% hexamine-

ruthenium(III) chloride, Aldrich), 0.1 M H2SO4 (>95%, Fisher Chemical) and 

KNO3 (99%, Aldrich). Known pH calibration solutions were made up from 

FIXANAL buffer concentrates (Sigma-Aldrich). Hg solutions were prepared 

from Hg(NO3)2∙H2O (Merck), and the pH adjusted where necessary with 1 M 

HNO3 (70%, Fisher Chemical) and 1 M KOH (Fisher Chemical). The iridium 

oxide solution used was prepared as described in the literature;26 4.45 mM 

iridium tetrachloride, 1 mL H2O2 (30% w/w) and 39 mM oxalic acid dihydrate 

were added sequentially to 100 mL water and stirred for 30 min, 10 min, and 10 

min intervals respectively. Anhydrous potassium carbonate was added until a 

pH of 10.5 was achieved resulting in a pale yellow-green solution. This was 
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stirred for 48 h until the solution had stabilized and appeared blue in colour. 

The iridium oxide solution was refrigerated between uses. 

3.3.2. BDD probe fabrication  

High quality (sp2 free) conducting polycrystalline BDD (pBDD) thickness ~ 

650 m (DIAFILM EA grade,27 Element Six, Harwell, UK) was supplied in 

wafer form and laser micromachined (E-355H-3-ATHI-O system, Oxford 

Lasers) into both columns (1 mm ± 0.08mm diameter) and rings (outer 

diameter  = 1745 µm  2.5 µm, inner diameter = 1445 µm  2.5 µm). The pBDD 

was acid cleaned in concentrated H2SO4 (> 95%, Fisher Chemical), saturated 

with KNO3, on a hot plate for 30 min. The dimensions of the ring disc 

electrode were measured using an optical microscope (Axio Imager, Zeiss). 

Ti/Au electrical contacts 10 nm and 200 nm thick, respectively, were sputtered 

onto the back of the disc and annealed at 500 °C for 4 hr, whilst the backside 

of the ring was graphitized using the laser, which provides a convenient and 

sufficiently ohmic contact.28 The pBDD ring was placed as centrally as possible 

around the pBDD column in a Teflon mould, and sealed in place with epoxy 

resin (Epoxy Resin RX771C/NC, Aradur Hardener HY1300GB, Robnor Resins). 

Copper wires were connected via conductive silver epoxy (Circuitworks, ITW 

Chemtronics) to the Ti/Au contact on the disc and the graphitized region of 

the ring. Once the epoxy had set the electrodes were removed from the mould 

and polished with silicon carbide pads (Buehler) of decreasing roughness until 

the surface of the ring disc was exposed. Finally an alumina polish (0.05 µm 

Micropolish, Buehler) was applied. This process is illustrated in Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1: Schematic showing the process for assembling an epoxy sealed BDD ring disc 
electrode. 

In order to characterize H+ generation at the ring electrode, a pH sensitive 

iridium oxide film was employed as the disc electrode. The film was 

electrodeposited using a three electrode system with a non-leak Ag|AgCl 

reference electrode and a platinum counter. Deposition was carried out using 

a potentiostat (CHI730A, CH Instruments Inc.) connected to a desktop 

computer; a potential of +0.7 V was applied for a total of 900 s. Cyclic 

voltammograms (CV) were run in iridium oxide solution and H2SO4 before 

and after deposition to confirm film formation and elucidate deposition 

potential. The pH response of the film is reliant on hydration,29 so electrodes 

were stored in pH 7 phosphate buffer solution and left to hydrate for two days 

before use. The film’s response to pH was characterized via calibration in 

known pH buffer solutions using a two electrode system. The open circuit 

potential (OCP) was measured for 30 s in each buffer in order of decreasing 

acidity; this was reversed then repeated to obtain at least three measurements 

at each pH over the period of several days to assess the pH sensor accuracy 

and precision. 
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3.3.3. pH generation  

H+ generation experiments on the ring electrode were conducted using an 

IVIUM COMPACTSTAT with a Peripheral Differential Amplifier (PDA) 

module which allowed the simultaneous recording of the OCP at the disc 

electrode vs. a non-leak Ag|AgCl reference electrode. A constant current in the 

range 0 to +50 µA (sufficient to give the desired pH shift) was applied to the 

ring for 600 s in an unbuffered pH 6.4 KNO3 solution to generate different 

local H+ concentrations which were measured at the iridium oxide disc 

electrode. For simultaneous amperometric Hg detection and galvanostatic H+ 

generation experiments, the generating currents were applied using a Keithley 

Source Meter. 

3.3.4. Mercury Detection  

Initial experiments were conducted using 1 mM Hg2+ solutions in 0.1 M KNO3 

with the solution adjusted to a defined pH, in the range 2.0 – 6.4 (measured 

using a pH probe (SevenEasy S20, Mettler Toledo)). For ring disc experiments, 

in order to allow time for H+ diffusion from the ring to the disc, there was a 

wait time of 60 s between the start of H+ generation at the ring and the 

commencement of CV at the disc. CVs were recorded from +1.5 V to -1.2 V and 

then back to +1.5 V at a scan rate of 0.1 V s-1 with H+ generated by the ring 

throughout this period. The negative potential limit was deliberately chosen in 

order to minimize H+ reduction at the disc electrode. An in situ cleaning step 

to remove any un-stripped Hg from the surface of the disc electrode involved 

applying a potential of +2 V versus Ag|AgCl for 400 s between experiments; 
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this was found to be sufficient to return the electrode response to its pre-

deposition state verified by running a CV in supporting electrolyte (KNO3). 

3.3.5. COMSOL Simulation 

To quantify pH changes across the detector electrode in response to the 

diffusional flux of H+ generated at the ring electrode, a finite element method 

model (FEM) was employed using COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3a (COMSOL 

LAB, Sweden) software. A schematic of the simulated domain is shown in 

Figure 3.2. The model consisted of a square box of width (wT) = 50 mm and 

height (h) = 50 mm, with coordinates r and z respectively, producing a 2D 

axisymmetric section defined by four boundaries, 1, 2, 3 and 4, and 

representing a water cylinder. The ring disc system is defined by subdividing 

boundary 1; the disc (boundary 1a) is defined by w1 (r = 0.461 mm) and the ring 

(boundary 1c) is defined by the distance between w2 and w3 (r = 0.723 mm and 

r = 0.873 mm, respectively), the remainder of boundary 1 represents the 

insulating epoxy surface (boundary 1b). These dimensions are representative 

of the experimental system. 
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Figure 3.2:  Schematic diagram of the simulation domain; an axisymmetric section of a 
water cylinder on top of a ring disc electrode arrangement defined by points w1-3 and 
lengths h and wT. 

 

The size of the box is chosen such that the diffusion of generated H+ does not 

reach the edge on the timescale of the simulation. 1a, the detector disc 

electrode, is assumed to be electrochemically inert (i.e. no electrolysis of H+; 

no flux, vide infra), as is 1b, which is made from insulating material. 1c, the 

generator ring electrode, has an inward flux defined across the surface 

corresponding to the generation of H+ by electrolysis of water. 

The flux is assumed to be proportional to the current passed through the 

electrode; 

 
n∙N𝑝 =

𝑖𝑔𝑒𝑛

𝐴𝐹
 

[3.2] 

where n is the unit normal vector, Np is the total inward flux across boundary 

1c, igen is the total current at the electrode, A is the area of the electrode and F 
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is Faraday’s constant (=96485 C mol-1). Boundaries 3 and 4 were defined as 

having a fixed [H+] of 10-6.4 M (bulk pH 6.4), while boundary 2 was defined by 

an axisymmetric constraint. The diffusion coefficient of H+ (Dp) was set to 9.31 

x 10-5 cm2 s-1 in accordance with the literature30 and the initial concentration of 

H+ cp was set to 10-6.4 M, corresponding to the bulk pH of the experimental 

medium. 

Diffusion of H+ from the generator electrode was modelled according to Fick’s 

second law; 

 𝜕𝑐𝑝

𝜕𝑡
= 𝐷𝑝∇

2𝑐𝑝 
[3.3] 

A mesh was generated with an element length of 2 μm at sub-boundaries 1a, 1b 

and 1c; the remaining domain was meshed continuously at a growth rate of 

1.01x per element away from these boundaries to a maximum element size of 

0.5 mm. The total mesh consisted of 461,389 elements. The simulation was 

solved in a time-dependant manner for a total of 600 s using the PARDISO 

solver as implemented in COMSOL. 

Table 3.1: Summary of boundary conditions used for the simulation of the pH during the 
ring generation experiment. 

Boundary Boundary type Coordinates Equation 

1a Detector disc 
0 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ 𝑤1 

𝑧 = 0 
0 = ∇𝑐 ∙ n 

1b 
Epoxy mount 

material 

𝑤1 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ 𝑤2 
and 

𝑤3 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ 𝑤𝑇 

𝑧 = 0 

0 = ∇𝑐 ∙ n 

1c Generator ring 
𝑤2 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ 𝑤3 

𝑧 = 0 
n∙N1𝑐 =

𝑖𝑔𝑒𝑛

𝐴 ∙ 𝐹
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2 Axis of symmetry 
𝑟 = 0 

0 ≤ 𝑧 ≤ ℎ 
0 = ∇𝑐 ∙ n 

3 Bulk solution 
0 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ 𝑤𝑇 

𝑧 = ℎ 
𝑐 = 𝑐∗ 

4 Bulk solution 
𝑟 = 𝑤𝑇 

0 ≤ 𝑧 ≤ ℎ 
𝑐 = 𝑐∗ 

 

In Table 3.1, N1c represents the total inward flux across the boundary 1c, and c* 

represents the concentration of the electroactive species in the bulk solution. 

3.4. Results and Discussion 

3.4.1. Effect of pH on Hg stripping 

Figure 3.3 shows the Hg stripping peaks recorded at a 0.922 mm diameter 

pBDD disc electrode at a scan speed of 0.1 V s-1 with the solution adjusted to 

pH values of 2.0, 5.0 and 6.4. The solution contained 1 mM Hg(NO3)2·H2O and 

the data shows only the oxidative (stripping) part of the CV. A typical 

complete CV is shown in Figure 3.3 inset, for a pH 2.0 solution where Hg can 

be seen to electrodeposit on the electrode at +0. 23 V vs Ag|AgCl on the 

cathodic scan. Going more negative, the wave at -1.0 V is likely to be due to the 

reduction of oxygen at the electrodeposited Hg, as sp2 free BDD does not 

electrocatalyse oxygen under these pH conditions.27 On the anodic scan there 

is a clear stripping peak at +0.52 V. As the pH is increased from 2.0 to 5.0 and 

then to 6.4 the stripping peak shifts significantly more negative to +0.17 V and 

becomes much broader, with the peak currents decreasing significantly in 

magnitude.  
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Figure 3.3: Stripping peaks recorded at a 0.922 mm diameter pBDD disc electrode at 0.1 V s-

1 in 1 mM Hg2+ solutions (0.1 M KNO3) at pH 2.0, pH 5.0, and pH 6.4. Starting potential was 
+1.5 V scanning negative to -1.2 V and then back to +1.5 V. Inset shows the full Hg 
deposition and stripping CV for a pH 2.0 solution. 

The shift in peak position may be indicative of different morphology deposits 

(e.g. isolated droplets versus thin film) due to differing amounts of Hg 

deposited on the surface as has been seen previously for metals deposited on 

pBDD.31  

Figure 3.4 shows a speciation plot, simulated using Mineql+, as a function of 

pH for the formation of free Hg2+, HgOH+ and Hg(OH)2 under experimental 

conditions i.e. Hg2+ = 1 mM.32 The concentration of free Hg2+ changes most 

rapidly between 2 – 4 pH units. At pH 2, Hg is predominantly in the Hg2+ form 

and thus is freely available for metal deposition and stripping, resulting in the 

pronounced stripping peak shown in Figure 3.3. For pH 5.0 and 6.4, Figure 

3.4 suggests that Hg exists in the form Hg(OH)2; it is evident that for pH 

values above 2.0 Hg2+ becomes bound by OH- and the concentration of free, 

electrochemically active, Hg decreases. 
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Figure 3.4: Simulated speciation of 1 mM Hg in solution from Mineql+ speciation software, 
showing the % total Hg concentration in each form across the pH range 1-7. 

3.4.2. Electrochemical Characterisation of Electrodes 

The individually addressable BDD ring disc electrode was electrochemically 

characterized prior to use using the fast one electron transfer outer sphere 

redox couple (1 mM) Ru(NH3)6
3+  in 0.1 M KNO3. Figure 3.5 shows typical CVs 

for the disc and ring electrode (left and right respectively) over the potential 

scan rate range, v, 10 mV s-1 to 500 mV s-1. For the electrode sizes employed, 

near reversible peak-to-peak voltage separations (Ep) were obtained 

indicating close to reversible behavior, as expected.33 For example, at 50 mV s-1 

and 100 mV s-1 the ring and the disc electrodes showed values of 75 mV (50 mV 

s-1) and 69 mV (100 mV s-1), and 69 mV (50 mV s-1) and 70 mV (100 mV s-1) 

respectively. Plots of peak current, ip versus v1/2 gave straight lines with 

gradients 8 × 10-6 and 9 × 10-6 C (sV)-1/2 and R2 values 0.9997 and 0.9993 for 

ring and disc electrodes respectively.  

For the electrode geometries and sizes employed planar diffusion was 

expected to dominate on the experimental timescales explored,34 in 
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accordance with the linear relationship between ip and v1/2. Randles Sevcik 

analysis gave an effective electrode radius for the disc = 0.56 mm (assuming D 

= 8.8 × 10-6 cm2 s-1)35, slightly larger than that expected. This suggests that the 

BDD disc is protruding slightly from the insulating epoxy surround,34 which is 

not surprising as during fabrication the epoxy polishes at a much faster rate 

than the BDD. 

 

Figure 3.5: CVs in 1 mM Ru(NH3)6
3+ for the BDD disc (left) and ring (right) electrodes at scan 

rates in the range 10 – 500 mV s-1. 

3.4.3. In situ ΔpH generation 

The generation of H+ using the ring electrode in order to modify the local pH 

environment of the disc was characterized using a pH sensitive disc, in the 

ring-disc set-up. A schematic of the dual electrode is shown in Figure 3.6(a). 

This electrode arrangement was used for all studies and contained a pBDD 

disc of diameter 0.922 mm, surrounded by a ring of outer and inner diameter 

1.745 mm and 1.445 mm respectively, sealed in non-conductive epoxy. 
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Figure 3.6: (a) Schematic of the co-planar ring disc electrode geometry (not to scale) 
under constant current conditions where H+ is generated at the ring and Hg is 
detected at the disc. (b) A typical OCP vs. pH calibration curve for the iridium oxide 
coated pBDD disc electrode. Inset shows the behaviour of the iridium oxide film in 1 
M H2SO4, as the electrode is cycled between 0 V and +1 V. (c) axisymmetrical r-z H+ 
concentration profile for H+ generation at the pBDD ring electrode at t = 60 s, for iring 

= +50 A. (d) pH response vs t of the iridium oxide pBDD electrode (in the ring disc 
geometry) over a timescale of 600 s for iring (at the ring electrode) = 0, +10, +20, +30, 

+40 and +50 A (solid = experimental data, dashed = simulated data). 

  

In order to confirm successful iridium oxide film deposition on the disc, a CV 

in H2SO4 was recorded; Figure 3.6(b) inset. The shape of this CV arises from 

the reversible Ir(III/IV) redox process7, and is characteristic of an 

electrodeposited iridium oxide film.29 The pH response of the iridium oxide 

electrode was characterized in different pH buffered solutions in the range pH 

2.0 to pH 11.0. Figure 3.6(b) shows the calibration curve of pH versus OCP. 
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The calibration plot shows a linear pH response with a super Nernstian slope 

(-68 ±0.82 mV/pH, E0 = 0.64 V, R2 = 0.9993), which is in agreement with 

previous observations and is due to the complex equilibrium reaction 

characteristics of iridium oxide films.29, 36 E0 describes the OCP at pH 0, which 

is dependent on film thickness.37 The film calibration remained stable 

throughout experimentation over a period of approximately two months, 

comparing well with the film stabilities reported in literature. 29, 38 

Figure 3.6(c) shows the simulated radial, vertical (r,z) pH profile at time, t = 

60 s (when the CV commences scanning) for an applied galvanostatic ring 

current (iring) of +50 μA; r,z pH profiles for t = 1, 5, 10, 30 and 600 s (iring  = +50 

μA) and iring = +10, +20, +30 and +40 μA (t = 60 s) are provided in section 3.4.4. 

The simulated time-dependant pH, over 600 s, gives the average pH at the 

surface of the disc electrode and is shown in Figure 3.6(d) (dashed lines), 

alongside the experimentally measured pH (solid lines) for different applied 

iring of +10 μA, +20 μA, +30 μA, +40 μA and +50 µA over 600 s. Both simulations 

and experiment show a rapid drop in pH during the first 30 s which then 

stabilizes with time, remaining relatively constant for the duration of the 

measurement. This reflects the time taken for H+ to transit from the ring and 

flood the disc. As iring is increased the pH recorded at the disc electrode 

decreases, due to the increase in concentration of generated H+. 

Importantly, the data clearly shows that for a ring disc arrangement of the 

dimensions reported herein, it is possible to locally modify the H+ 

concentration in the vicinity of the disc by over four orders of magnitude, 
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from pH 6.4 to pH 2.0 by applying ring currents up to + 50 A. Figure 3.6(d) 

also shows that there is relatively good agreement between the simulated disc 

pH-time profiles and the experimentally recorded data. Discrepancies may be 

due to; (i) the model assumes a perfectly symmetrical ring disc electrode 

geometry which, due to the manual assembly method employed during 

fabrication, was difficult to achieve; (ii) the response time of the iridium oxide 

sensor is not instantaneous due to the intrinsic capacitance of the material;37b 

(iii) the model does not account for natural convection, which may have an 

effect at long times.39  

Note, under these conditions where the H+ generating electrode is driven at 

high potentials for long periods of time most other electrodes are likely to 

suffer from instability problems. For example, under similar constant current 

conditions, lithographically fabricated Pt microband electrodes were found to 

passivate due to oxide layer build-up negatively affecting the electrochemical 

behaviour.40 

 

3.4.4. Simulation of pH profile at varied time and applied currents 

The diffusion of H+ from the ring across the surface of the disc and into the 

bulk solution was simulated as described in section 3.3.5. r,z plots of the pH 

profile for the ring disc for iring = +50 A and t = 1, 5, 10, 30, 60 and 600 s are 

shown in Figure 3.7(a-f) respectively. The pH profile over the disc electrode 

changes rapidly during the first 30 s (as shown in Figure 3.7(a – d)) as H+ 

transit from the ring to the disc. For t > 30 s the change in pH profile in the 
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vicinity of the disc is far less dramatic and reaches a steady-state pH value of 

2.0, as shown here and in the pH-time profiles displayed in Figure 3.6(d). 

 

Figure 3.7: Simulated pH profiles for iring =+ 50 μA at t = (a) 1 s, (b) 5 s, (c) 10 s, (d) 
30 s, (e) 60 s, and (f) 600 s, showing the evolution of the pH profile with time. The 
pH colour scale is identical for all six profiles and the ring and disc placements are 
illustrated above the r axis. 
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Figure 3.8 shows the change in r,z pH profile for t = 60 s changes as iring is increased 

from (a) +10 A; (b) +20 A: (c) +30 A to (d) +40 A, as the galvanostatic current 

is increased, the flux of H+ from the ring increases, resulting in a lower pH recorded 

at the disc electrode (Figure 3.6(c)). 

 

Figure 3.8: Simulated pH profiles after 60 s generation for iring = (a)+ 10 μA, (b)+ 20 
μA, (c)+ 30 μA, and (d)+ 40 μA. The pH colour scale is identical for all four profiles 
and the ring and disc placements are illustrated above the r axis.
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3.4.5. Simultaneous ΔpH generation and Hg detection 

Figure 3.9 (red line) shows the resulting CV response for stripping of Hg at the 

disc electrode (in the ring-disc arrangement) at a potential scan rate of 0.1 V s-1 

in a solution containing 1 mM Hg(NO3)2·H2O and 0.1 M KNO3, pH = 6.4. The 

stripping peak position occurs at +0.17 V and the charge passed, Q = 4.1 μC. 

Also shown (purple) is the stripping response for iring = +50 μA, in the same 

solution conditions. The ring electrode was held under constant current 

conditions for 60 s prior to commencement of the CV in order to allow the pH 

at the disc electrode to stabilize. In accordance with Figure 3.6(d), iring = +50 

μA generates a steady-state pH = 2.0 locally at the disc electrode (see Figure 

3.6(d)). Under these conditions a well-defined stripping peak (peak position 

+0.52 V) is observed, where Q = 10.5 μC. Also shown is the stripping response 

(blue) recorded in a pH 2.0 solution, peak position = +0.52 V, Q = 10.4 μC, 

which is in very good agreement with that recorded under constant current 

conditions, in a pH 6.4 solution. Figure 3.9 clearly shows that by controlling 

the local pH environment of the disc electrode it is possible to obtain Hg 

stripping responses in near neutral solutions which very closely resemble that 

of a bulk acidified solution.  
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Figure 3.9: Hg stripping peaks recorded on the disc of the ring disc electrode at 0.1 V 
s-1 in 1 mM Hg2+ solutions at pH 6.4 (red), pH 2.0 solution (blue), and pH 6.4 solution 
(purple) but with iring = +50 μA to generate a local pH of 2.0 over the disc electrode. 

3.5. Conclusion 

The effect of pH on the stripping characteristics of Hg is demonstrated both in 

bulk solution and then in situ using a dual pBDD electrode approach, where an 

outer ring electrode is employed to control the pH of the inner disc electrode. 

H+ generation through the decomposition of water under constant current 

conditions on the ring electrode allowed the pH to be controlled locally at the 

surface of the disc electrode. The use of pBDD, which is electrocatalytically 

inert, meant the electrode surface was stable under high applied currents for 

long periods of time. With the electrode geometries employed, an iring = +50 

A resulted in the pH at the disc decreasing from the starting pH of 6.4 to pH 

= 2.0. The generated pH was found to remain stable over time (measurement 

times up to 600 s were employed) after an initial equilibration period and 

showed good agreement with simulated data.  
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The resulting Hg stripping response for the disc electrode under neutral 

conditions but with an in situ generated pH = 2.0, was very similar to that 

when the bulk solution was deliberately acidified to pH 2.0. Under pH 2 

conditions, the mercury is in the free electroactive Hg2+ form, whereas under 

alkaline conditions the Hg becomes complexed by OH- making it 

electrochemically inaccessible. This causes the decrease in current and shifting 

of the stripping peak observed. When a current is applied to the ring electrode 

in bulk pH 6.4 solution the complexed Hg local to the electrode is released, 

allowing deposition and stripping of the Hg to occur as if in pH 2.0 solution.    

A move to all-diamond ring disc devices would improve the lifetime and 

durability of the electrode. It would also allow more precise control over the 

geometries of the electrodes employed, and therefore optimisation for trace 

level analyte detection. As a result, greater electrode reproducibility and 

deployment in even the harshest environments without suffering corrosion or 

degradation would be possible. Moving from quiescent solutions to flow would 

also allow for detection of much lower analyte concentrations and shorten the 

time required for electrodeposition and thus overall analysis (work is currently 

on-going in both these areas). Finally by employing negative applied currents 

this approach can also be used to locally increase pH in a controllable 

fashion.41 
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4 Manipulation and measurement of 

pH sensitive metal–ligand binding 

using electrochemical proton 

generation and metal detection 

4.1 Overview 

In this chapter, electrochemical pH generation at a ring disc electrode was 

used to manipulate the metal-ligand binding of a pH sensitive system. It is 

demonstrated that a generator-detector (ring-disc) electrode system can be 

used to both perturb and monitor the pH dependent equilibrium of copper 

(Cu2+) in the presence of the ligand triethylenetetraamine (TETA) in situ. The 

effect of pH on speciation was investigated electrochemically in a range of 

bulk pH solutions, and confirmed using a combination of simulation and UV-

Vis titration. An individually addressable BDD ring-disc electrode was used to 

control and measure Cu2+ speciation via electrochemical generation of protons 

at the ring electrode, whilst simultaneously measuring free Cu2+ at the disc. It 

is shown that it is possible to switch between Cu2+ in the 100% bound form 

(pH ≥ 5.01) to 100% free (pH ≤ 2.50) in situ simply by generating sufficient 

protons in the vicinity of the detector. 

4.2 Introduction 

Many important chemical processes such as: acid-base; hydrolysis; 

complexation; extraction, redox; solubility and precipitation, are governed by 

a pH dependent chemical equilibrium.1-6 Experimentally, analysis of the 
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change in species concentration (or activity) with pH is often carried out using 

different solutions of varying (and known) pH. However, for certain reactions 

it is advantageous not only to be able to investigate the process in situ but also 

to locally manipulate solution pH; pushing the pH dependent equilibrium in a 

preferred direction. 

pH dependent metal-ligand complexation is of importance in a wide range of 

fields, including medicine7 e.g. chelation treatments for cancer therapy,8 waste 

water treatment,9 environmental research e.g. toxic metal availability in 

aqueous solutions and human function,10 for example the binding of oxygen to 

haemoglobin in blood.11 To illustrate the concept of pH manipulation and 

show how by careful control of local solution pH we can control the extent of 

metal-ligand binding, in situ, we focus on aqueous heavy metals, a key concern 

due to their toxicity.12 For many cases, the free (labile) species is bioavailable 

and therefore more toxic than the complexed species and is often of primary 

interest.13, 14 However, as the bound species acts as a reservoir of free species 

that can be released when the equilibrium shifts, due to e.g. a pH change,15 

understanding the pH dependent relationship and manipulating it during 

measurement can be important.  

Concentrations of free and complexed metal species are often measured using 

techniques such as UV-Vis spectroscopy16, inductively coupled plasma mass 

spectrometry (ICP-MS) or optical emission spectrometry,17 voltammetry18 and 

potentiometry,19, 20  thermometry21 and conductometry.22 The majority of these 

techniques do not provide information on the individual concentrations of 
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both the free species and the ligand bound metal species. For example, ICP-

MS will measure total metal concentration, whilst voltammetry and related 

techniques, measure only the free metal ion concentration (at the given 

measurement pH).23  

Electrochemistry is a popular method for detection of aqueous species,12 due 

to its relative ease of use and low cost, and its potential for application in situ; 

removing the necessity to take samples away from the real environment for 

analysis, which can affect the equilibrium of the sample and give false 

measurements of free vs. bound species.24, 25 Interest in pH control via 

electrochemical methods is evident,26, 27,28, 29 with applications such as pH 

titration,30 chemical species quantification31 etc. already highlighted in 

Chapters 1 and 3. 

For this study we focus on copper,32 a heavy metal identified as being of key 

concern worldwide due to both its prevalence as a trace metal and its 

toxicity.33 Although necessary in small quantities in the body, copper is also 

extremely toxic when absorbed in excess, causing oxidative stress damage to 

organs; copper has also been linked to Alzheimer’s disease.34 For pH 

dependent ligand binding studies, triethylenetetramine (TETA) serves as a 

model system for Cu2+ complexation. TETA is a therapeutic molecule used in 

the treatment of Wilson’s disease, the latter characterized by copper 

accumulation in vital organs of the body.35 

 Cu2+
(aq) + TETA  Cu[TETA]2+ [4.1] 
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4.3 Experimental 

4.3.1 Solutions 

All chemicals used in this chapter were used as received and prepared using 

Milli-Q water (resistivity 18.2 MΩ cm at 25°C) unless stated otherwise. The 

supporting electrolyte used in all electrochemical experiments was 0.1 M KNO3 

(99%, Aldrich), and electrodes were characterized electrochemically prior to 

use in 0.1 M KNO3 (99%, Aldrich), and 1 mM Ru(NH3)6
3+/2+ (98% hexamine-

ruthenium(III) chloride, Aldrich). Bulk pH adjustments were made using 0.1 M 

HCl or 0.1 M KOH (Fisher Scientific). Cu2+ and TETA solutions were prepared 

from stock solutions of 10 mM Cu(NO3)2 (Aldrich), and 10 mM 

triethylenetetramine dihydrochloride (Aldrich) respectively. Note no 

supporting electrolyte was used for UV-Vis solutions due to the appearance of 

a nitrate peak in the region of interest.36 

4.3.2 Electrode Fabrication 

A 600 µm thick wafer of high quality (minimal sp2 content) boron doped 

diamond (BDD) was laser micromachined (E-355H-3-ATHI-O system, Oxford 

Lasers) into a column of 500 m radius and a hollow cylinder of inner radius 

760 µm and outer radius 810 µm. The BDD was then acid cleaned in KNO3 

(Sigma Aldrich) saturated, concentrated H2SO4 (>95 %, Fisher Chemical) for 

30 minutes at ~300 °C until brown fumes were no longer observed and then 

sonicated in Milli-Q water (resistivity 18.2 MΩ cm at 25 °C) for  10 mins. The 

front surface of the BDD column and hollow cylinder were adhered to a glass 

slide using a thin layer of super glue (Loctite) and the rear surface sputtered 
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(Moorfield) with Ti/Au (10/300 nm), before removing the glue with acetone 

and then annealing at 400 °C for 5 hours. The front face of the cylinder and 

surrounding hollow cylinder were placed on adhesive Gel-Pak (Gel-Pak, 

Hayward CA), onto which a vacuum grease coated teflon mould (cylindrical, 

1.5 cm inner diameter and 3 cm outer diameter, depth = 1 cm), was also placed, 

and sealed in place with a thin layer of non-conductive epoxy resin (Epoxy 

Resin RX771C/NC, Aradur Hardener HY1300GB, Robnor Resins), see Figure 

4.1. Insulated copper wires were individually connected, using a dissection 

microscope (Motic) to aid alignment to the sputtered Au contact pads on each 

electrode using conductive silver epoxy (Circuitworks, ITW Chemtronics). 

Finally, the mould was filled with the same non-conductive epoxy. Once dry 

(after ~24 hrs) the electrode was removed and the excess epoxy on the front 

surface polished back with silicon carbide paper (Carbimet, Buehler) of 

decreasing roughness to reveal the co-planar ring disc electrodes. Before use 

the electrodes were polished with alumina polish (0.05 µm Micropolish, 

Buehler) and rinsed with Milli-Q water.  
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of BDD ring disc assembly in the teflon mould. Conductive 
silver epoxy is used to attach copper wires to the Ti/Au contacts on the rear of the 
electrodes, before sealing the arrangement with non-conductive epoxy. 

4.3.3 UV-Vis Spectroscopy 

UV-Vis (Varian, Cary 50 Bio UV-Visible Spectrometer) titration data 

were obtained by dropwise addition of 0.1 M HCl to a mixture of 100 µM 

Cu2+ and 100 M TETA in a stirred solution. Between additions the pH 

value was measured using a pH probe (Mettler Toledo) and a ~3 cm3 

sample taken for UV-Vis absorbance measurements in a quartz cuvette 

(1 cm2 cross-section, optical path length 1 cm), before replacement into 

the experimental solution. 

4.3.4 Mineql+ speciation simulation 

TETA has four protonation constants, log Kp, (log K1 = 9.79, log K2 = 9.11, 

log K3 = 6.68, and log K4 = 3.28).37  The un-protonated (TETA) and singly 

protonated (HTETA) can bind to Cu2+, whilst the two, three and four 

pronated (H2, H3, H4) TETA ligands cannot. The pH dependent 

speciation curves for the Cu2+ TETA system can be determined using 
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MINEQL+ chemical equilibrium modelling software in conjunction with 

known values for β37, the complex formation constant and Kf, where:  

 log 𝛽 =∑ log𝐾𝑓  [4.2] 

The speciation models were prepared using the log β values for TETA above 

for 100 µM 1:1 Cu TETA mixtures. Ionic strength was set to 300 µM and 0.1003 

M for comparison with UV-Vis and electrochemical experiments respectively. 

Titrations were run for log K of pH between 1 and 10 for 40 points. 

4.3.5 Electrochemistry 

4.3.5.1 Bulk pH Electrochemistry 

For electrochemical detection of Cu2+ in 1:1 solutions of either 1 mM, or 100 µM 

Cu(NO3)2 and TETA with 0.1 M KNO3 supporting electrolyte at bulk pH 2.0 – 

6.35 (pH adjusted using 0.1 M HNO3 and 0.1 M KOH), a simple three electrode 

arrangement was used; the BDD disc was connected as the working electrode 

vs. an SCE reference electrode and a Pt wire counter electrode. The BDD ring 

remains unconnected for these experiments. For ASV experiments Cu was 

deposited on the electrode surface at -0.5 V for 60 s using an amperometric i-t 

method (CHI730A Potentiostat, CH Instruments Inc), ASV experiments were 

performed immediately following electrodeposition by scanning in a positive 

potential direction using linear sweep voltammetry from -0.25 V to +0.5 V at a 

potential scan rate of 0.1 V s-1. CV experiments were conducted in a similar 

arrangement, however the cathodic potential range used was varied between -

0.3 V to -1 V. 
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4.3.5.2 pH generation  

For Cu2+ detection with proton generation the electrode set up for the detector 

(disc electrode) was as described in section 4.3.5.1, the ring (generator) 

electrode was connected as a working electrode, vs. a second Pt counter 

electrode, to a galvanostat (Keithley Source Meter). The electrodes were 

placed in a solution of 100 µM Cu(NO3)2 and 100 µM TETA with 0.1 M KNO3 

supporting electrolyte, adjusted to bulk pH 6.4 using KOH. To generate a local 

pH change, a constant current in the range 0.1 – 2 mA cm-2 was applied to the 

ring electrode using the galvanostat for a period of 300 s. After 300 s the 

current applied to the ring was maintained and the potential at the detector 

electrode was switched on using the potentiostat (-0.5 V for 60 s vs. SCE as 

before) for electrodeposition of Cu2+. The potential was then immediately 

swept from -0.25 V to +0.5 V at 0.1 Vs-1. For CV experiments the parameters 

used were as described in 4.3.5.1, with the addition of a range of currents 

applied to the generator (ring) electrode for 3 minutes prior to, and during, 

experiments on the disc; the electrode arrangement for generation was as 

described above. 

4.4 Results and Discussion 

4.4.1 Preliminary Studies 

4.4.1.1 TETA interference 

Of primary importance to this investigation was the selectivity of 

measurement towards Cu2+ in mixed Cu2+ and TETA solution. It was thus 

essential to establish the electroactivity of TETA, and any potential for 
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interference across the pH range investigated. As such, both electrochemical 

and UV-Vis experiments were conducted in copper free s0lutions, containing 

solely TETA and, where necessary, supporting electrolyte; results are shown in 

Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 respectively. 

 

Figure 4.2: CVs in 100 µM TETA solution with 0.1 M KNO3 supporting electrolyte at different 
bulk pH values, pH adjusted using 0.1 M HCl and 0.1 M KOH. Inset shows zoomed region 
where Cu2+ stripping signal would appear in Cu containing solutions. 

 

CVs were measured between + 0.5 V and -1.5 V in 1 mM TETA solution with 0.1 

M KNO3 supporting electrolyte, scanning first in the negative direction at 0.1 V 

s-1. In Cu2+ containing solutions one would expect to observe a signal between 

0 V and +0.5 V corresponding to stripping of deposited copper from the 

electrode, and a cathodic deposition peak at approximately -0.15 V.38 As such, 

these regions were of particular interest for TETA only experiments. Any 

observed signal for TETA in this region could interfere with a Cu stripping 

peak and complicate analysis, or alternatively possible TETA reduction could 
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compete with Cu2+ reduction. However, it can be seen from the lack of signal 

in Figure 4.2 that TETA is electrochemically inactive in the regions of interest 

for all pH values. The proposed Cu TETA system is therefore electrochemically 

viable for investigation of manipulation of metal-ligand binding via in situ pH 

control. Note the appearance of a cathodic peak of increasing current 

magnitude with decreasing pH, which is due to the reduction of protons. 

The absorption maximum for the Cu[TETA] complex is expected at 

approximately 250 nm.37 In order for UV-Vis titration to be of use in 

supporting simulated speciation diagrams it is of key importance that neither 

uncomplexed copper, nor TETA absorb in this region. As such, UV-Vis 

experiments were conducted at a range of bulk pH values for individual 100 

µM Cu, and 100 µM TETA solutions. As can be seen in Figure 4.3(a) no 

absorbance from Cu2+ is evident in this region over the pH range investigated. 

Note, at higher concentrations (~10 mM) an absorbance maximum for Cu2+ 

can be observed in the region 500-900 nm, however due to its low molar 

absorptivity the concentrations here are too low to produce a visible signal as 

discussed in section 4.4.4. The absorbance of TETA can be seen in Figure 

4.3(b), and although it appears to be affected somewhat by pH changes it 

remains sufficiently far from 250 nm such that is poses no real interference 

issues. 
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Figure 4.3: UV-Vis absorbance between 200 – 400 nm for (a) 100 µM Cu2+ and (b) 100 µM 
TETA solutions at a range of pH values between pH 1.5 – 6.0 (adjusted using HCl). 

 

4.4.1.2 Investigating Deposition Potential 

Preliminary experiments to establish suitable experimental parameters for 

electrochemical copper detection were conducted using CVs in 1 mM Cu2+ and 

1 mM TETA solutions at pH 2. Initial experiments investigated the effect of 

cathodic potential on the stripping peak height. The cathodic potential limit 

was set to a range of parameters between -0.3 V and -1 V (E1/2 for Cu2+ 

reduction = -0.06 V, Figure 4.4), whilst the maximum anodic potential was 

maintained at +0.5 V throughout. Typical results are shown in Figure 4.5.  
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Figure 4.4: CV for 100 µM Cu in 0.1 M KNO3 supporting electrolyte at pH 2, showing 
calculation of E1/2. 

 

Figure 4.5: CVs in 1 mM Cu and 1 mM TETA mixture in 0.1 M KNO3 supporting electrolyte at 
pH 2 (adjusted using 0.1 M HNO3), scanned out to varying cathodic potentials (-0.3 V, -0.4 
V, -0.5 V, -0.6 V, -0.8 V, -0.9 V, -1 V). Inset shows a zoomed area of the Cu2+ stripping peak. 

 

Figure 4.5 shows that as the cathodic window is extended more negative the 

Cu stripping peak increases in size, due to a combination of increased 

overpotential and increased deposition time. Between -0.6 V and -0.8 V the 
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stripping peak increases significantly, whereas as higher overpotentials are 

reached the difference in signal height becomes less pronounced, possibly due 

to incomplete stripping of copper when higher quantities are deposited. 

For windows extended beyond -0.5 V a large (~ 61 µA) cathodic peak is present 

at -0.75 V in Figure 4.5. It is likely that this peak is due to the presence of 

copper in large enough quantities on the electrode surface catalysing the 

reduction of protons, causing the appearance of a large proton wave. Note, on 

bare BDD the proton wave appears at -1.71 V. An estimation of the expected 

peak current, ip, for a given proton concentration can be made using the 

Randles Sevcik equation (assuming the CV is diffusion limited), see Chapter 1. 

At pH 2 (10 mM H+) ip is calculated as 64.5 µA (assuming a D of 9.31 × 10-5 cm2 

s-1)39 very close to the experimental ip of 61 µA.  

For the in situ pH experiments the deposition parameters employed must be 

considered carefully. Although it is observed that more negative deposition 

potentials provide higher copper stripping currents, the onset of a proton 

reduction wave in the presence of appreciable copper (From Figure 4.4, E1/2 = -

0.055 V) at low pH may cause interference. As such a deposition potential of    

-0.5 V was chosen for further experiments. 

4.4.1.3 Investigation of Proton Wave as a method to measure pH 

The appearance of a quantifiable proton wave on copper-plated BDD is a 

possible approach for measuring the local pH generated during experiments. 

As such it was of interest to investigate further, as shown in Figure 4.6, for 

bulk defined pH solutions initially. For different pH solutions (1 mM Cu at pH 
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6.03, pH 2.30, and pH 2.00), ip is comparable to that expected using the 

Randles Sevcik equation (dotted lines on Figure 4.6). As the pH increases, the 

magnitude of the proton wave decreases, due to lower proton concentration 

and begins to shift to more negative potentials.  

 

Figure 4.6: CVs in 1 mM Cu and 1 mM TETA mixtures with 0.1 M KNO3 supporting 
electrolyte at pH 2.00 (Grey) 2.30 (Pink) and 6.03 (Turquoise), adjusted using 0.1 M HNO3 
and 0.1 M KOH at 0.1 mVs-1. Inset shows copper stripping peaks. 

In order to investigate the usefulness of this phenomenon under in situ pH 

generation conditions, the experiment was repeated for a pH 6.03 bulk 

solution, in which a range of currents (10, 15, 50 and 70 µA) were applied to the 

generator (ring) electrode prior to and during Cu2+ detection at the disc, 

Figure 4.7. Average generated pH values across the disc electrode were 

calculated from the cathodic peak current for each experiment. The resulting 

pH values are shown in Figure 4.7, and correlate well with other experimental 

data measured using an IrOx coated disc electrode (see Chapter 3). 
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Figure 4.7: CV at 0.1 Vs-1 in 1 mM Cu2+ and 1 mM TETA solution with 0.1 M KNO3 supporting 
electrolyte adjusted to bulk pH 6.03 using KOH. A range of generator currents (10, 15, 50 
and 70 µA) were applied to the ring electrode for 3 mins prior to, and during, CV recordings. 
Dashed lines denote the pH value calculated using peak current. 

Experiments were repeated with solution concentrations of 100 µM Cu and 100 

µM TETA, as these conditions would be used in further work, for a generator 

current of 15 µA. The results are shown in Figure 4.8.  

As copper concentration is decreased, smaller quantities of copper in solution, 

result in a decrease in the amount of copper deposited on the electrode (and 

also possible changes in deposition morphology).40 These appear to reduce the 

catalytic effect on proton reduction (Figure 4.8) as the proton wave is pushed 

out further into the cathodic window. 

At pH 6.35 in a solution containing 100 µM Cu2+, ip is significantly larger 

(almost ×400) than predicted by theory (-1.95 µA as opposed to the expected 

2.88 nA); a similar effect is observed for 1 mM solution at pH 6.03 in Figure 

4.6. However, it is thought that the signal seen could be due to oxygen 

reduction (calculated to be ip = 6.22 µA), assuming for oxygen C = 0.25 mM, n 
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= 4, and D = 2.1 × 10-5,41 which would clearly mask the expected very low 

proton reduction currents, at such low proton concentrations. For a pH 6.35 

solution when 15 µA was applied to the generator for 3 mins prior to, and 

during, the CV (black data) the proton wave gives an estimated pH of 3.00 

across the disc, which correlates with that seen in more concentrated copper 

solutions (Figure 4.7). However, it is important to consider possible proton 

consumption effects (i.e. local depletion of the proton concentration) when 

measuring the pH in this way, in the presence of a finite concentration of 

generated protons.  

 

Figure 4.8: CVs at 0.1 Vs-1 in 100 µM Cu2+ and 100 µM TETA solution with 0.1 M KNO3 for 
bulk pH 6.35 (turquoise) and 2.3 (pink) solutions (adjusted using 0.1 M HNO3 and KOH), 
dashed lines show theoretical proton wave currents. A CV in pH 6.35 solution with 15 µA 
applied to the generator electrode for 3 mins prior to, and during, the CV is shown in black, 
the average pH across the disc is calculated to be pH 3.00. 

This effect can be simulated to find the average pH predicted across the disc 

(detector) electrode vs. time, as shown in Figure 4.9, for a 15 µA current 

applied to the ring (generator) electrode, under conditions where the disc 

electrode consumes protons. Upon application of the galvanostatic current, 

the pH at the disc electrode initially drops rapidly before plateauing at 
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approximately pH 2.60 until 300 s when a CV is performed on the disc. As the 

potential at the disc is swept in the negative direction a sharp spike in the pH 

profile can be observed, corresponding to reduction of available protons near 

the electrode surface. However, as the potential is reversed and then becomes 

positive the pH can be seen to recover rapidly. Hence for a truly non-invasive 

measurement of pH locally, under in situ generation conditions, adoption of 

potentiometric techniques are probably preferred. 

 

Figure 4.9: Simulation of the average pH vs. time across the disc (detector) electrode for an 
applied generator current of 15 µA. At 300s a CV is run on the disc electrode at 0.1 V s-1, the 
resulting pH change is highlighted in grey. 

4.4.2 UV-Vis Titration of Cu TETA vs. simulated speciation curves 

In order to establish the effect of pH on Cu binding with TETA, 

speciation curves were simulated using the MINEQL+ speciation 

software, and are compared with experimental UV-Vis data. Figure 

4.10(a) shows the speciation curves, expressed as % of total copper 

concentration, for free Cu2+ (black line), Cu[HTETA]3+ (blue line), 

Cu[TETA]2+ (red line) and combined Cu[TETA]2+ + Cu[HTETA]3+ (purple 

line) as a function of pH over the range 1 – 10, for 100 M Cu2+ and 100 
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M TETA. At pH values < 2.5, all Cu2+ exists in the free form, whilst for 

pH values ≥4.46, all the Cu2+ is bound to TETA ligands and therefore not 

freely available. 

In order to verify this speciation, UV-Vis data were obtained for the 

dropwise pH titration of a 100 µM Cu2+, 100 µM TETA mixture. The 

resulting absorbance data, over 200 nm - 400 nm, for pHs in the range 

1.69 – 5.23, are shown in Figure 4.10(b). An absorption maximum is 

observed at ~250 nm which is in good agreement with that seen 

previously for the Cu[TETA]2+ ligand-metal complex (absorptivity ~ 3900 

M-1 cm-1).37 The absorption characteristics for Cu[HTETA]3+ are expected 

to be very similar to those for Cu[TETA]2+ and therefore the peak 

maximum is likely to represent the absorption characteristics of both 

species (vide infra). The absorption data are presented as (peak 

maximum for a given pH value) / (peak maximum for 100 % bound Cu2+ 

i.e. for pH values ≥ 4.46)  100 % (■) and displayed in Figure 4.10(a). As 

shown there is a good fit between the experimental UV-Vis data 

achieved and the simulated speciation curve for combined Cu[TETA]2+ 

and Cu[HTETA]3+, confirming that the experimental UV-Vis peak 

maximum most likely represents the absorption of both Cu[TETA]2+ and 

Cu[HTETA]3+. 
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Figure 4.10: (a) Simulated speciation curves for 100 µM Cu2+ (Cu(NO3)2) and 100 µM TETA 
(ionic strength = 300 µM) across the pH range 1 - 10, expressed as % of total copper for free 
Cu2+ (black), Cu[HTETA]3+ (blue), Cu[TETA]2+ (red) and total Cu[HTETA]3+ + Cu[TETA]2+ 
(purple). (b) UV-Vis data, corresponding to Cu[HTETA]3+ + Cu[TETA]2+ for a pH titration of 
100 µM Cu2+ and 100 µM TETA mixture via 25 dropwise additions of HCl (starting pH = 5.23, 
end pH = 1.69). Peak maxima / peak maximum (for maximum absorbance) × 100 % (■) is 
plotted on (a). 

4.4.3 UV-Vis titration of different ratios of Cu:TETA 

The effect of Cu to TETA ratio was also investigated using UV-Vis. pH 

titrations of Cu2+ and TETA mixtures at three different concentration ratios 

(Cu:TETA), 1:1, 2:1, and 1:2, where 1 part is equivalent to 100 µM, were 

conducted. Absorbance peak maximum is plotted vs. concentration in Figure 

4.11, for a range of calibration solutions between 10 µM and 200 µM. 

Calibrations were prepared in a 1:1 ratio of Cu:TETA at pH 5.0 such that the 

Cu2+ ions were in the 100 % bound form, providing maximum absorbance. 

Peak maximum showed good linearity (R2 = 0.9997) with respect to 

concentration across the range investigated, and was found to be reproducible 

across two sets of calibrations with three UV-Vis measurements for each. 
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Figure 4.11: Calibration data for absorbance peak maxima when Cu2+ is 100% bound by 
TETA (pH 5.0) at concentrations between 10 and 200 µM (1:1 ratio) Slope = 0.00392 ± 
0.0000314, R2 = 0.9997. 

Subsequently, the calibration from Figure 4.11 was applied to UV-Vis titration 

data for the three different concentration ratios, the results of which can be 

found in Figure 4.12. For all three ratios the sigmoidal shape one would expect 

is evident; however there are some obvious differences. For the 1:1 and 1:2 

ratios, where a maximum of 100 µM Cu2+ is present in the system, the 

sigmoidal shape can be seen to plateau at pH 4.46 and 3.90 respectively. The 

plateau absorbance in both cases is equivalent to a total Cu[TETA]2+ and 

Cu[HTETA]3+ concentration of ~100 µM, correlating with the 1:1 binding 

mechanism suggested in literature. Interestingly, for the 2:1 Cu:TETA mixture 

the plateau occurs at a similar pH to the 1:1 solution, but at a Cu[TETA]2+ + 

Cu[HTETA]3+ concentration of 114 µM, exceeding the available concentration 

of TETA. This is thought to be an indication that in a solution of excess Cu2+ it 

is possible to form binuclear complexes with TETA,42 which absorb more 
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strongly at this wavelength than their mononuclear counterpart. It is observed 

that the point at which all Cu2+ is released from complex is approximately the 

same for all three solutions, suggesting that the protonation of TETA (and 

therefore release of Cu2+) at acidic pHs is largely independent of Cu:TETA 

ratio. 

 

Figure 4.12: Absorbance peak maximum data for mixtures of Cu2+ and TETA at different 
ratios 1:1 (■), 1:2 (■), and 2:1 (■), Cu:TETA, where 1 part is equivalent to 100 µM. 

 

4.4.4 UV-Vis of Cu TETA in the visible range 

Free (hydrated) Cu2+ should be visible in the range 500 - 900 nm,43 

however given its low absorption coefficient,43 in combination with the 

concentrations employed in section 4.4.2, a measurable signal was not 

discernible. As such, UV-Vis experiments in this range were conducted 

with a 100 fold increase in analyte concentration (10 mM Cu2+, 10 mM 

TETA), absorbance data is shown in Figure 4.13.  
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Figure 4.13: UV-Vis data, corresponding to Cu2+, and Cu[HTETA]3+ + Cu[TETA]2+ for a pH 
titration of 10 mM Cu2+ and 10 mM TETA mixture via dropwise additions of HCl (starting pH 
= 1.69, end pH = 5.23). Inset shows an enlarged version of the free Cu2+peak at acidic pH for 
clarity. 

For acidic pH values, when Cu2+ is 100% free, a peak maximum can be 

observed at ~805 nm. As the pH is increased, the peak maximum can be seen 

to shift to lower wavelengths and increase in absorbance, corresponding to 

deprotonation of the TETA ligand which results in binding of the Cu2+ to form 

Cu[HTETA]3+ and Cu[TETA]2+ as discussed previously. This can be observed 

visibly as the colour of the solution transitions from a pale green-blue to a 

vivid dark blue. Due to the overlap of the peak tail from the high pH data with 

the free Cu2+ peak maxima this data provides only qualitative evidence of the 

existence of free Cu2+ under acidic conditions, becoming bound as the pH 

increases. However, coupled with the data from section 4.4.2 it is confirmed 

that pH controls the binding of Cu2+ ions with the ligand TETA. 

4.4.5 Bulk pH electrochemistry vs. simulated speciation curves 

Figure 4.14(a) shows the ASV current-voltage signals for stripping 

voltammetry experiments in 100 M Cu2+ and 100 M TETA solutions 
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adjusted to bulk pH values of  2.5, 2.99, 3.52, 4.05, and 5.01. At pH 5.01, 

no electrochemical signal is seen, as expected based on the fact that Cu2+ 

is fully complexed with TETA and electrochemically inaccessible. As the 

pH is decreased and TETA becomes protonated, forming first HTETA 

then increasing in protonation, until fully protonated (H4TETA), Cu2+ 

ions are released from the metal-ligand complex and are freely available 

for electroreduction. The lower the pH the more Cu2+ available for 

electroreduction (until it has all been released), this manifests itself in an 

increasing peak height (and area under the curve) as the pH of the 

solution is lowered. 

The simulated Cu2+ TETA speciation curve is shown in Figure 4.14(b), 

adjusted to account for the change in ionic strength of the solution due 

to the presence of supporting electrolyte (KNO3) in the electrochemical 

experiment. Note NO3
- shows a characteristic absorption at ~210 - 220 

nm44 in the UV-Vis spectrum and therefore cannot be added to the 

solutions in Figure 4.10. The peak current, ip, (♦) normalized with respect 

to the maximum, ip,max recorded under acidic conditions, where the Cu2+ 

is completely unbound,  100 %, is shown also on Figure 4.14(b). It is 

clear that for the ASV experiments recorded in the different pH 

solutions there is good agreement between the electrochemical signal 

which relates to free Cu2+ and the speciation curve for free Cu2+, under 

these solution conditions. 
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Figure 4.14: (a) ASV curves for Cu2+ stripping for solution pH values in the range 2.50, 2.99. 

3.52, 4.05, 5.01, in a 100 µM Cu2+ and 100 µM TETA solution with 0.1 M KNO3 added as 

supporting electrolyte, scan rate = 0.1 V s-1. (b) ASV (ip / ip,max
 × 100 %) data (♦) plotted as a 

function of pH. Also shown are the simulated speciation curves for the equivalent solution 

experimental conditions for free Cu2+ (black), Cu[HTETA]3+ (blue), Cu[TETA]2+ (red), ionic 

strength = 0.1003 M. 

4.4.6 pH generation results 

Experiments were then carried out under bulk pH = 6.4 conditions. A 

constant current (in the range 0.10 – 2 mA cm-2) was applied to the 

generator electrode (versus a Pt counter electrode) for a period of 300 s 

to generate a steady-state flux of protons (via oxidation of water); the 

higher the current density the greater the flux. Note higher than 6 mA 

cm-2 causes significant bubbles (oxygen) to form which can be 

problematic for copper electrodeposition and stripping. With the 

current still applied, the potential at the detector electrode was then 

switched on (-0.5 V for 60s, versus SCE) to electrodeposit any free Cu2+ 

onto the electrode surface and then swept anodically between -0.25 V 

and +0.5 V at 0.1 V s-1 to remove electrodeposited Cu from the surface. 

The resulting (ip / ip,max
 × 100 %) data, derived from the recorded ASVs 
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(normalised and shown in Figure 4.15) during in situ pH generation is 

displayed in Table 4.1. 

 

Figure 4.15: LSV data corresponding to Table 1 in the main text, showing normalised 
stripping peaks (ip/ip,max × 100%) of 100 µM Cu2+ in the presence of 100 µM TETA at the 
detector electrode, for a range of constant currents applied to the generator (0.1 – 1.98 mA 
cm-2). 

 

Table 4.1: Comparison of experimentally recorded ASV (ip / ip,max
 × 100 %) data as a 

function of the applied generator current in 100 µM Cu2+ and 100 M TETA solution with 0.1 
M KNO3. 

 Current Density  

(mA cm-2) 

% (i p /i p,max) Generated pH from 

Speciation Curve 

0.10 0 5.0 ≤ 

0.20 35 3.8 

0.395 79 3.4 

1.98 100 ≤ 2.5 

 

Importantly, the same trend can be observed in Table 4.1 as for Figure 

4.14(a), where increasing the applied current density, which causes a 

decrease in the local solution pH, causes the ASV stripping peak currents 

to increase in size. The maximum peak current was recorded for a 

galvanostatic current of 1.98 mA cm-1. Applied current densities greater 

than this gave similar peak currents. Currents of  1.98 mA cm-2 were 
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therefore assumed to have made the local solution sufficiently acidic to 

free the Cu2+ and fully protonate the TETA. Using the speciation curve in 

Figure 4.14(b) and by plotting the observed (ip / ip, max  100%) it was 

possible to estimate the local pH at the electrode surface for the 

different applied galvanostatic currents, also shown in Table 4.1. 

4.5 Conclusion 

In summary, this chapter has shown that using an electrochemical 

proton generator coupled to an electrochemical measurement (detector) 

system it is possible to both change and monitor the speciation of a pH 

sensitive metal-ligand complex, in situ. Importantly, for the complex 

Cu[TETA]2+ it was possible to switch between Cu2+ in the 100% bound 

form (pH ≥ 5.01) to 100% free Cu2+ (pH ≤ 2.50), in situ, simply by 

generating sufficient protons in the vicinity of the Cu2+ detector 

electrode. This is of interest as it offers the possibility of investigating a 

wide range of pH dependant equilibrium processes in situ; provided one 

of the species in the equilibrium is electrochemically active. Moreover, 

for pH-dependant metal-ligand binding it provides the opportunity to 

quantify both total and free metal ion concentrations in one 

measurement, provided the metal can be electrodeposited and 

subsequently stripped from the surface. This can be performed by simply 

making a voltammetric measurement of metal concentration at the 

native solution pH and then by sufficiently lowering the pH to release all 

the bound metal, making a measurement of total metal concentration. It 

was also observed that for highly concentrated (> 1 mM) copper 
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solutions it is possible to use the proton wave as an indicator of 

generated pH. However, there are issues associated at lower 

concentrations of copper and higher pH values which mean the proton 

wave should only be used as a guide and requires further investigation to 

become useful. Finally, to achieve very low levels of detection (~ ppb) it 

would be necessary to optimise the generator-detection electrode 

geometry to provide sufficiently high detection sensitivity, e.g. dual 

microband electrodes in flow.29 
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5 Development of Coplanar, Diamond 

Insulated, Boron Doped Diamond 

Ring Disc Electrodes. 

5.1. Overview 

As discussed in chapters 1 and 3, highly doped BDD shows great potential as 

an electrode material.1 However, fabrication of suitable electrodes in a variety 

of geometries in an insulating material that does not compromise the material 

properties of the BDD presents significant challenges. For applications such as 

pH generation/control,2, 3 where extreme currents are applied to the electrode 

for extended periods of time, the epoxy sealing material used previously was 

found to erode and eventually fail, rendering the electrode eventually useless. 

An ideal solution to this would be to use a sealing material which matches the 

mechanical and chemical properties of the BDD electrodes, the obvious choice 

in this case being to seal the electrode in an electrically insulating form of the 

same material.  

In this chapter a novel solution to this problem is described, and a fabrication 

method for single and multiple individually addressable, coplanar BDD 

electrodes encapsulated in insulating diamond is presented. Finite element 

simulations are employed to investigate the effects of ring disc geometry on 

electrochemical pH generation, enabling electrode design to be tailored to the 

application. Using a laser micromachining approach, the desired electrode 

geometries are machined into insulating diamond substrates, followed by 
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overgrowth of high quality polycrystalline BDD, and subsequently polished to 

reveal coplanar all-diamond structures with approximately nanometer 

roughness. It is shown that electrical contacts can be formed via top 

contacting of Ti/Au pads, or via laser machined back contacts, where the laser 

can be used to produce non-diamond carbon at the back of the electrode. This 

chapter presents the fabrication of individually addressable ring, band and 

disc electrodes, with a focus on ring disc electrodes. The BDD overgrown into 

the insulating diamond is shown to be NDC free and to possess excellent 

electrochemical properties, in terms of extended solvent windows, 

electrochemical reversibility and capacitance. 

5.2. Introduction 

The interest of BDD as an electrode material has been discussed as a theme in 

this work, attracting attention for its ultrawide solvent window in aqueous 

media, low capacitive currents, and high resistance to fouling and corrosion.4-6 

Typically BDD used in electrochemical applications is polycrystalline micro- or 

nano- thin film diamond grown on a substrate. When grown thick enough, the 

BDD can be removed from the growth substrate to produce freestanding 

material, typically with larger crystallite grains due to the increased thickness 

of the material. In nanocrystalline and microcrystalline BDD without carefully 

controlled growth conditions NDC content can be high, which is detrimental 

to electrochemical behavior.7  

Freestanding diamond, compared to thin film BDD on a non-diamond growth 

substrate, allows more freedom in the geometries and electrode assemblies 
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available for use as it is robust enough to withstand mechanical and chemical 

processing methods. However for the majority of researchers, typically 

electrochemical studies are conducted with a cell of defined geometry placed, 

or clamped, over a piece of BDD to create a defined geometric area.8, 9 For thin 

film BDD, electrical contacts are made either to the base of the conductive 

growth substrate (e.g. Si) or to the top if the substrate on which the diamond 

has been grown is insulating. For freestanding BDD, contacts can be made 

directly to the BDD. Freestanding BDD also offers the advantage of being 

machinable e.g. using laser micromachining, into defined structures (e.g. 

cylinder, cuboid, etc.) then electrically back contacted and sealed in an 

insulating sheath such as glass,10 or polymer e.g. PTFE,11, 12 epoxy5, 13 or PEEK,14 

producing electrode formats more akin to conventional commercially 

available electrode materials like Pt, Au and glassy carbon. Disc electrodes 

with diameters in the range of tens of microns15 to several millimeters7, 10 have 

been fabricated this way.  

BDD microelectrodes have  been produced by growing thin films of BDD onto 

sharpened W wires and sealing with epoxy and glass.16 However, the 

mechanical and chemical stability of the insulating material used is always 

inferior to that of the BDD, limiting potential applications;  for example in the 

previous chapters of this thesis where the epoxy surrounding the generator 

electrode was found to erode and eventually fail as a result of the extreme 

currents necessary for generation. 
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The ideal solution to this problem is to use a material with the same extreme 

chemical and mechanical properties as those of the BDD electrodes; the 

obvious choice in this case is to insulate the BDD in an electrically insulating 

(undoped) form of the same material, creating all-diamond devices. A move to 

all-diamond devices offers several advantages over other methods: formation 

of a robust seal between the electrode and insulator; resistance to chemical 

and thermal stress and abrasive wear; and longevity in extreme environments. 

There have been limited previous attempts in the literature to produce all-

diamond electrodes. A freestanding BDD substrate was used with laser 

ablation to create pillared BDD structures. These were subsequently 

overgrown with insulating diamond and polished to reveal an array of 

coplanar BDD microdisc electrodes encapsulated in insulating diamond as 

illustrated in Figure 5.1.17 

 

Figure 5.1: Schematic showing the process used to create BDD UME arrays encased in 
insulating diamond. Figure taken from Macpherson et al.17 
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 However, using this approach the electrodes are not individually addressable 

and insulating diamond growth must be carefully controlled to avoid defects, 

pinholes and cracks.17, 18 A three layer growth process has also been described, 

with a microlayer of BDD sandwiched between two layers of insulating 

diamond. A macrohole cut through the structure created an all diamond ring 

electrode suitable for use in flow studies.19 Nanocrystalline BDD, patterned to 

isolate insulating diamond overgrowth from defined regions resulted in a 

nonaddressable recessed BDD UME array as shown in Figure 5.2.20 

 

Figure 5.2: Nanocrystalline BDD UME array developed by Nebel et al.20(a) and (b) show SEM 
images of the array and a single UME respectively. (c) Illustrates the layered structure. 
Figure taken from Nebel et al.20 

 

 More recently, a method was developed in the group to create individually 

addressable, coplanar all-diamond devices in any 2D geometry.21 In brief, 

trenches of the desired geometry are laser micromachined into an insulating 

diamond substrate, before overgrowth with a layer of BDD. The front surface 

is then polished back, removing the excess BDD and revealing the electrode 

shapes sealed in insulating diamond as shown in Figure 5.3. Contacts can be 

formed either to the top of the electrodes (normally conductive BDD tracks 
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are added to the electrode design) or through holes machined in the back of 

the substrate. In this chapter this method is highlighted through the design, 

fabrication and characterization of all-diamond ring disc devices. Other 

geometries have also been investigated for a range of applications, including 

dual band electrodes for hydrogen sulphide detection under flow conditions.22 

 

Figure 5.3: Figure demonstrating (a) the process developed to produce co-planar all 
diamond electrodes, (b) some example electrode geometries possible using this method, 
and (c) SEM and optical images of actual all diamond devices created using this method. 
Figure taken from Joseph et al.23 

5.3. Experimental 

5.3.1. Solutions 

All solutions were used as supplied and prepared using Milli-Q water 

(Millipore) with a resistivity of 18.2 MΩ cm at 25 °C unless stated otherwise. 

Electrochemical characterization was conducted using 0.1 M KNO3 (Sigma 

Aldrich) supporting electrolyte and 1 mM Ru(NH3)6
3+/2+ redox mediator 

solutions. 
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5.3.2. COMSOL Simulation 

Finite element simulations were carried out, the boundary conditions for 

which are described in Chapter 3. A current density of 6.63 mA cm-2, as 

described in Chapter 3 was found to be the highest generator current density 

which produced no observable bubbles. This current density was applied to 

the generator electrode in each simulation. The ring disc can be thought of as 

a generator – detector type system where the ring generates protons which 

locally change the pH environment of the disc. The disc acts as a detector of 

other redox species. In this study, the geometric parameters disc radius, ring 

width, and electrode separation were varied in order to investigate the effect 

on the change in pH in the vicinity of the disc electrode.  

5.3.3. Dual Ring Discs 

Also tested were dual ring disc electrodes with a view to producing electrodes 

capable of making several different measurements simultaneously with pH 

generation, such as a pH generation/detection feedback mechanism with 

simultaneous trace metal analysis. 

5.4. Results and Discussion 

5.4.1. Electrode Fabrication 

All stages of material growth were performed by Element Six (Harwell, Oxford, 

UK). Typically insulating substrates were 1 mm thick and mechanically 

polished on the growth face to a surface roughness of <2 nm. Structures of the 

desired geometry were machined using a high power laser micromachiner (E-

355-H-3-ATHI-O, Oxford Lasers, UK), before acid cleaning as described in 
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Chapter 2. The substrates were then overgrown with BDD using MW-CVD, 

excess BDD removed by polishing, and acid cleaned for a second time. This 

process is illustrated in Figure 5.4. Electrical contact was made to the rear of 

the electrode using laser micromachined holes as described in section 5.4.1.1. 

 

Figure 5.4: Schematic illustrating the process for creating BDD ring disc electrodes sealed in 
an insulating diamond substrate. Insulating diamond is laser micromachined into trenches 
of the desired geometry, overgrown with BDD, then polished back to reveal the electrode 
faces. 

5.4.1.1. Laser micromachining and back contacting 

Contacts to the back of the BDD electrode were formed via laser 

micromachining. When machining holes to back contact all-diamond devices 

there are several important points to consider. Firstly, the hole must be deep 

enough to reach the back of the BDD but not so deep as to go all the way 

through the front surface. Secondly, to maintain individual addressability, the 

holes for individual electrodes must not overlap with other electrodes or holes. 

In order to do this the laser must initially be focused and the parameters 

calibrated to produce holes of the desired depth.  

Firstly, the laser is focused on the back surface of the insulating diamond in a 

blank area, and the depth per pass is subsequently measured and calculated as 

described in Chapter 2. From this the approximate depth per pass is used to 

set the z-step, this is especially important for back contacting as over-lasering 

could result in holes through the thin BDD layer whilst under-lasering will not 
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contact the electrode, poor laser focus can also cause these issues. Finally, the 

number of passes (N) necessary to reach the back of the BDD is calculated for 

each electrode on the substrate, and N-2 passes are applied with the above 

parameters. The depth of the hole is once again measured via interferometry 

and the final layers are lasered and tested sequentially with a multimeter until 

contact is achieved, illustrated in Figure 5.5. The final hole depth is confirmed 

using interferometry. A circular cutting program at frequency = 10 kHz, 100% 

power, is used to laser individual devices out of the substrate in 3 mm 

diameter cylinders, with the electrodes in the centre. 

 

Figure 5.5: Illustration of the process of laser back contacting the disc of an all diamond ring 
disc electrode. A circular laser program is applied for 1 pass, before the depth is measured 
using interferometry, this is repeated and the depths used to calculate the number of laser 
passes needed to reach the rear of the BDD electrode (shown in the final step). 

The electrodes were acid cleaned once more. In order to form an ohmic 

contact to the BDD a Ti/Au layer was sputtered into the lasered contact holes. 

Upon annealing TiC is formed at the interface between the Ti and the BDD, 

the Au protects the outer Ti surface from oxidation; this has been found to 

produce well defined ohmic behaviour. It is important to maintain the 

individual addressability of the electrodes when sputtering, as such circular 

holes are lasered in an adhesive kapton mask in the same arrangement as 

those in the all-diamond device. The mask is aligned over the back of the 

electrode with the help of a dissection microscope (Motic, US) and secured in 
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place, leaving the contact holes clear but ensuring the rest of the diamond is 

covered, this process is illustrated in Figure 5.6. The all-diamond devices are 

then sputtered with a 10/300 nm layer of Ti/Au and subsequently annealed at 

400 °C for 5 hours. 

 

Figure 5.6: Schematic illustrating the Ti/Au sputter contacting of a back contacted all-
diamond ring disc device. Firstly, a Lasered kapton mask is placed over the rear of the 
electrode, leaving only the lasered back contact holes clear. A 10 nm layer of Ti is sputtered 
over the entire surface, followed by a 300 nm layer of Au. The mask is peeled back revealing 
the Ti/Au sputtered contacts; the electrode is now ready to be annealed. 

Once annealed and cooled to room temperature, the all-diamond electrodes 

were tested using a multimeter to ensure electrical contact is achieved and the 

individual electrodes remain isolated. The electrodes are placed face down on 

gel pak inside a cylindrical Teflon mould. Individual cores of a multi core Cu 

wire (small enough to fit in the contact holes) are placed in the laser 

micromachined back contacting holes with the aid of a dissection microscope 

and micropositioners, and secured in place using conductive silver epoxy 

(Circuitworks, ITW Chemtronics). This is left to dry for 24 hours. The teflon 

mould is half-filled with a 2 part mixture of non-conductive epoxy 

(RX771C/NC, Robnor, UK), ensuring the silver epoxy is coated but the free 

ends of the wires are left uncovered, and left to dry for a further 24 hours. A 

~0.5 cm section of insulation is stripped from both ends of insulated Cu wires, 
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these are soldered to the bare ends of those attached to the electrode ensuring 

no contact between electrodes. Finally, the mould is filled completely with 

non-conductive epoxy such that the soldered wire connections are completely 

covered, and left to dry for 24 hours. Once dry, the electrode is removed from 

the mould and the front surface is polished with alumina before testing. 

5.4.2. Initial All-Diamond Ring Discs 

5.4.2.1. Initial Results 

A series of ring disc electrodes of varying geometries were produced in a 10 

mm × 10 mm insulating diamond substrate. In order to reduce production 

costs it is essential to fit as many electrodes on one substrate as possible; As a 

consequence the disc radius for each electrode was limited to ~500 µm and the 

total electrode radius (including ring and separation) to ~1200 µm, allowing 

the electrodes to be produced in 2 mm diameter columns, resulting in 25 

electrodes per substrate. A scaled up diagram of the first substrate of electrode 

geometries is shown in Figure 5.7. 
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Figure 5.7: Scaled up diagram of the first substrate of all-diamond ring disc electrodes. Disc 
radii range from 125 µm to 500 µm, ring widths used were either 50 µm or 100 µm, and 
electrode separation was either 25 µm or 50 µm (sizes as programmed for lasering). 
Electrodes are numbered 1 to 25, “Failed” denotes electrodes with large defects present 
after growth. The black circles represent the locations of the outer circumference of the ring 
and disc electrodes for each device. 

The label “Failed” is used to denote electrodes which were found to have large 

defects after overgrowth and polishing, as observed under optical microscope 

and FE-SEM. A series of typical secondary electron FE-SEM images to 

illustrate a “good”, “bad”, and “ok” device are presented in Figure 5.8, and 

details for the entire substrate can be found in Table 5.1. Very few of the ring 

electrodes on this substrate were good enough for electrochemical use, many 

exhibited large cracks, and some with pinholes between grain boundaries. In 

contrast the majority of disc electrodes were successful, with only 12% showing 

defects. 
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Figure 5.8: SEM images showing representative examples of (a) a “Good”, successful all-
diamond ring disc electrode, yellow dashes highlight the “halo” where sidewall and bottom 
growth meet, (b) an “OK” all-diamond ring disc electrode, which is successful but has some 
small defects (highlighted in red), and (c) a “Bad” all-diamond ring disc electrode, with dark 
cracks visible around the centre of the ring. Note, the darker areas in each image with clear 
grain structure are BDD and the paler areas are insulating diamond. 

Discs 1, 3 and 4 were found to have several small pinholes (observed as small 

black spots) present at the grain boundaries around what is described as the 

“halo”; this is the interface between grains where lateral sidewall growth meets 

vertical growth from the base of the machined trench,23 highlighted in yellow 

in Figure 5.8(a). These pinholes may be the result of insufficient knitting of 

grains at the interface, causing weak points which are prone to breakage 

during polishing.  

It is likely that growth proceeds according to the diagram in Figure 5.9(a) 

where in a wide, shallow trench the lateral and vertical growth occur at a 

similar rate, the halo observed may be formed where areas of more 

significantly different growth rates meet. The orientation of the grains in 

Figure 5.8(a) lend weight to this argument as those outside the halo appear to 

be aligned perpendicular to the interface, extending from the edge towards the 

centre as if propagating from the side, whereas those in the centre are more 

rounded indicating vertical growth. Where the interface has had sufficient 

time to develop during growth it is thought that the grains knit together more 
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strongly and are less likely to be damaged, causing pinholes, during polishing. 

Indeed further investigations of cross sectioned substrates have shown a lack 

of subsurface voids in similarly processed all-diamond disc electrodes, 

indicating good intergrowth of grains.23 

Table 5.1: Table of all-diamond ring disc devices in generation 1, measurements taken from 
FE-SEM images and analysis of successful electrode growth. Halo defines the region where 
diamond growing from the side wall meets diamond growing from the trench base.  

Device 
# 

Disc  Halo 
Size 

Ring Disc 
Radius 
(µm)  

Separation 
(µm) 

Ring 
Width 
(µm) 

1 Ok 50/50 OK 130 16 54 

2 Good None Bad 127.5 14.5 108 

3 Ok Thin Bad 127.5 42.5 55 

4 Ok Thick Bad 131 37 107 

5 Good Thin Bad 252.5 42.5 55 

6 Good Thick Good 129 21 53 

7 Good Thick Bad 130.5 12.5 107 

8 Good Thin OK 130.5 40.5 54 

9 Good Thin Bad 255.5 44.5 111 

10 Good Thin Bad 255.5 37.5 57 

11 Good Thick Bad 256.5 38.5 105 

12 Good Thick Bad 258 31 111 

13 Good Thin Bad 511.5 32.5 106 

14 Good Thin Bad 508.5 36.5 105 

15 Good Thin Bad 514.5 25.5 60 

16 Good 50/50 Good 128.5 16.5 55 

17 Good Thick Bad 129.5 12.5 108 

18 Good Thin OK 128.5 43.5 53 

19 Good Thick Bad 132.5 32.5 110 

20 Good Thin Ok 256.5 34.5 59 

21 Good 50/50 Ok 129 16 55 

22 Good Thick Bad 128.5 11.5 110 

23 Good Thin OK 129.5 37.5 58 

24 Good Thick Bad 132.5 30.5 112 

25 Good Thin OK 258 30 62 

  

It is notable in Figure 5.8(b) and (c) that the narrower ring electrodes are 

dominated entirely by lateral sidewall growth. Many of the ring electrodes 
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exhibit cracks which propagate around the centre (highlighted in red in 

Figure 5.8(b) and clearly evident in Figure 5.8(c)), where the lateral growth 

from each side of the trench wall meets.  

In contrast to the disc electrodes, which were all grown in 50 µm depth 

trenches, the rings were machined such that the trench width to depth was 1:1. 

The defects observed in the ring electrodes are likely to have occurred during 

overgrowth, due to poor intergrowth in these regions. From the evidence of 

dominant sidewall growth, and observations that only ~50 µm width (and 

therefore depth) rings were defect free, it is postulated that for deeper 

trenches a different growth mechanism occurs. It is likely that where the 

trench is deeper, diffusion of carbon to the base of the trench takes 

significantly longer, such that the sidewalls near the top grow at an 

increasingly higher rate, leading to decreased vertical growth, and in worse 

cases voids caused by shadowing as illustrated in Figure 5.9(b) and (c). It is 

clear that for future generations the machined trenches should be shallow 

(<50 µm) regardless of ring width in order for successful growth. 

 

Figure 5.9: Schematics illustrating BDD overgrowth in (a) a shallow trench where lateral 
and vertical growth are similar, (b) a deep trench where lateral growth dominates and 
vertical growth is limited, and (c) a deep trench where lateral growth completely shadows 
the bottom of the trench, preventing vertical growth and leaving a void. 
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Interestingly, for all devices the interface between the insulating diamond and 

the BDD is defect free. In Figure 5.8(b) there is clear continuation of the 

different growth faces from the insulating diamond into the BDD, indicating 

homoepitaxial growth between the two. The difference in contrast is much 

more evident in the BDD regions due to non-uniform uptake of boron into 

different polycrystalline crystal facets.24 This homoepitaxial growth leads to a 

strong interface between the electrode and insulator, and this lack of weak 

points makes the device less prone to corrosion and degradation over time. 

This is promising for pH generation studies where previously the insulating 

material adjacent to the electrode was found to erode, and eventually fail, 

under the influence of the extreme currents applied to the generator. 

5.4.2.2. Characterisation 

The electrodes were characterised using the protocol described in Chapter 2.25 

Micro-Raman spectroscopy (514.5 nm) data is presented in Figure 5.10 and 

Figure 5.11, although measured for ring disc device number 1 (RD1) from 

Figure 5.7 this data is representative of all electrodes in this generation and is 

used as a qualitative assessment of NDC content and boron concentration.26 

Figure 5.10 presents data for an area of insulating diamond; the sharp peak at 

1332 cm-1 is characteristic of sp3 diamond carbon, indicating undoped 

polycrystalline diamond as expected. There is no evidence of the asymmetry 

(Fano resonance) usually present in a boron doped sample.7, 27, 28 This suggests 

that this method of growth has successfully avoided the issue observed in a 

previous method, where overgrowth of insulating diamond into machined 
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BDD results in diffusion of boron into the insulating layer due to etching and 

redeposition of the boron29 (unpublished work). 

 

Figure 5.10: Representative example of raman data on an insulating diamond area of a 
generation 1 all-diamond ring disc electrode using a 514.5 nm laser and 50× magnification. 

On the contrary, in Figure 5.11, where Raman data for the BDD ring, (a) and 

(b), and disc, (c) and (d), are shown the sp3 peak, although still clearly visible, 

is shifted slightly and decreased in intensity due to the high boron 

concentration.7 The presence of a highly asymmetric Fano resonance, typically 

observed for boron dopant levels >1020 atoms cm-3 with higher asymmetry for 

increased boron content, reflects the high levels of boron present in the lattice 

and indicates the electrodes are highly doped. This is corroborated by the 

presence of peaks at ~500 and 1230 cm-1, which although present to some 

extent in all four spectra are much larger in those of darker grains (b) and (d) 

suggesting higher boron uptake in these grains.7 NDC is indicated in raman 

spectra by the presence of broad peaks between 1400 and 1600 cm-1,30 no 

evidence of these peaks is observed in the all-diamond ring disc spectra. 
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Figure 5.11: Representative examples of Raman data for a BDD ring and disc in a 
generation 1 all-diamond ring disc for (a) Ring, light grain. (b) Ring, dark grain. (c) Disc, light 
grain. (d) Disc, dark grain. This data was collected from RD1 using a 514.5 nm laser and 50× 
magnification. 

Overall this data points towards successful production of high quality, highly 

doped BDD ring and disc electrodes insulated in a high quality B free diamond 

substrate. Several of the electrodes (RD1 and RD20) were subsequently 

electrically contacted and assembled according to the method described in 

Section 5.4.1.  

The most effective way to ascertain NDC surface presence in the BDD regions 

is to record solvent windows in electrolyte solutions.31, 32 This provides 

sensitive analysis of the entire surface area, whereas in Raman spectroscopy 

typically only individual spots are interrogated. Raman mapping, where the 

surface is analysed on a point by point basis is an extremely lengthy 

procedure. Both the capacitive contribution, and surface oxidation/reduction 
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processes affected by NDC presence can be observed in the background CV 

response. NDC is oxidized to an appreciable extent just prior to the onset of 

water oxidation, allowing NDC containing electrodes to be easily identified by 

the corresponding current peaks.1, 25 It has been commented previously that 

BDD does not catalyse oxygen reduction, however in the presence of NDC 

oxygen is sluggishly reduced, evidenced by a clear cathodic current at negative 

potentials.  

Figure 5.12 presents a solvent window collected for the RD20 disc, the CV is 

largely free of background processes with very little evidence of NDC 

oxidation in the anodic window for both this electrode and for RD1, suggesting 

there is no, or very small amounts of NDC present in these devices. Double 

layer capacitance measurements were also used to assess the quality of the 

electrodes; high capacitance values are indicative of low quality BDD,25, 33 and 

also poor sealing between insulating and doped diamond.23 

 

Figure 5.12: Example solvent window, recorded in 0.1 M KNO3 at 100 mVs-1 for the disc of 
RD20, diameter 500 µm. 
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Note, high capacitance can also be caused by poorly contacted electrodes. 

Capacitance data for both electrodes are presented in Table 5.2. A well 

contacted high quality BDD electrode is expected to have capacitance values 

<7 µF cm-2, values between this and 10 µF cm-2 are generally acceptable for use, 

whereas for poor quality electrodes the capacitance increases well beyond this 

in some cases. In both cases the recorded capacitance values are high (>10 µF 

cm-2), with significantly larger values for the ring electrodes; this indicates 

either unsuccessful contacts or poor quality material. However, the Raman 

and solvent window data suggest the latter is unlikely and the electrical 

contact was thus investigated further (see below). 
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Table 5.2: Summary of electrochemical characterisation data for all-diamond devices RD1 and RD20. 

Electrode 

# 

Ring Disc 

 Capacitance 

(µF cm-2) 

Solvent 

Window 

(V) 

ΔEp 

(mV) 

Theoretical 

Ip (µA) 

Experimental 

Ip (µA) 

Capacitance 

(µF cm-2) 

Solvent 

Window 

(V) 

ΔEp 

(mV) 

Theoretical 

Ip (µA) 

Experimental 

Ip (µA) 

1 13.73 1.56 71 0.16 0.2 26 2.6 85 0.14 0.15 

20 10.34 3.35 63 0.3 0.4 19.35 3.25 76 0.52 0.52 
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To further assess the electrochemical characteristics of these devices CVs were 

performed at a range of scan rates (10 – 500 mV s-1) in solutions containing the 

redox mediator Ru(NH3)6
3+, and supporting electrolyte. The theoretical 

separation between anodic and cathodic current peaks (ΔEp), in accordance 

with the Nernst equation, is 59 mV for a 1 electron process. For the all-

diamond devices investigated here ΔEp was found to be somewhat larger 

generally ranging between 70 – 85 mV, although a value of 63 mV was 

recorded for the disc of RD20. The theoretical Ip values (at 100 mV s-1) for the 

reduction of Ru(NH3)6
3+ are also presented in Table 5.2, alongside the 

experimentally measured values, assuming a diffusion-controlled process. 

Generally, the experimental values although slightly higher, fit to theory 

within 0.1 µA. It is thought that these results add further evidence for electrical 

connection issues; wires were connected to these electrodes using silver paint. 

Replacing with conductive silver epoxy has since been found to improve the 

electrochemical response by lowering capacitance and decreasing ΔEp, as 

shown in section 5.4.4. 

5.4.3. Effect of Geometries on pH Generation (simulation) 

Having developed a method for all-diamond ring disc fabrication on early 

generations of test electrodes, and learned lessons on producing successful 

high quality devices, the applications of the electrodes were considered. The 

ability to tailor all-diamond devices to an application is one of the attractions 

of this new fabrication method, however in order to do this one must consider 

the desirable properties required for the said application. In this case the ring 
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disc electrodes were designed for use in sensitive electrochemical detection of 

aqueous trace metal species with simultaneous in situ pH control. There are 

several desirable characteristics for this device. Firstly, the ring must produce 

a sufficiently large and uniform pH change (to <pH 2) 0ver a relatively short 

time period (preferably <60 s). The generated pH must remain stable over a 

long enough period of time to conduct electrochemical measurements at the 

disc (>300 s). In order to design the optimum ring disc electrode according to 

these parameters it is essential to understand how the geometry of the 

electrode might affect its behaviour. Finite element simulations were 

employed to design an electrode of ideal geometry; the disc radius, ring width 

and electrode separation were investigated in order to establish how these 

parameters might affect the pH generation profile across the disc electrode.  

5.4.3.1. Disc Radius 

The effect of disc radius on the average pH reached across its surface for fixed 

pH generation parameters was investigated via finite element modelling. The 

current density applied to the ring electrode was kept constant at  6.63 mA 

cm-2 for all simulations, and the ring width and electrode separation 

maintained at 100 µm and 50 µm respectively. The simulation was run for a 

range of disc radii between 125 µm and 1500 µm, average pH vs. time plots are 

presented in  

Figure 5.13.  

There is a clear relationship between disc radius and the pH generation profile 

achieved in the model. As the disc radius decreases the plateau pH reached 
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decreases in a linear fashion. Also of note, an increase in the speed at which 

pH plateau is achieved is observed. For larger disc radii, protons generated at 

the surrounding ring must diffuse further before the entire disc is affected, 

this has the effect of both slowing the initial pH decrease and increasing the 

average pH reached across the disc; the pH effect of a given concentration of 

generated protons is spread over a larger area. This suggests that in order for 

maximal pH change a small disc is desirable; however the  size dimension may 

be limited by factors such as fabrication, and application of the disc electrode. 

 

Figure 5.13: (a) Simulated average pH vs. time profiles at the disc electrode for a range of 

ring discs with different disc radii, 1500 µm, 500 µm, 250 µm, 125 µm. Ring width was 

maintained at 100 µm, and electrode separation at 50 µm for all simulations. The current 

density applied to the ring (generator) was 6.63 mA cm-2. Inset shows plot of disc radius vs. 

plateau pH, R2 = 0.9996. Schematics illustrating electrodes with disc radius (b) 1500 µm, (c) 

500 µm, (d) 250 µm, and (e) 125 µm, not to scale.  

5.4.3.2. Ring Width 

Further to this, the effect of generator (ring) width on generated pH was 

investigated. Once more, for comparability the current density applied to the 

ring electrode was kept at 6.63 mA cm-2 for all simulations. The disc radius 

and electrode separation were maintained at 500 µm and 50 µm respectively. 
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Simulations were run for a range of ring widths between 50 µm and 260 µm, 

average pH vs. time plots are presented in  

Figure 5.14. Once more, an effect is observed in relation to the changing 

electrode size. As the ring width is increased the average pH across the disc 

electrode decreases; however, the time taken to reach a plateau also increases.  

 

Figure 5.14: (a) Simulated average pH vs. time profiles across the disc electrode for a range 

of ring disc electrodes with different ring width, 50 µm, 100 µm, 200 µm, 260 µm. Disc 

radius was maintained at 500 µm, and electrode separation at 50 µm for all simulations. 

The current density applied to the ring (generator) was 6.63 mA cm-2. Schematics 

illustrating electrodes with ring width (b) 1500 µm, (c) 500 µm, (d) 250 µm, and (e) 125 µm, 

not to scale. 

For a larger ring electrode the protons generated at the inner edge are 

equivalent to those on a smaller ring, since the inner diameter, disc, and 

separation are identical. However, those protons generated at the centre of the 

ring electrode have further to diffuse before reaching the detector, leading to a 

slower equilibration of the concentration gradient and therefore a longer time 

to reach plateau. The increased size of the generator results in a larger 

quantity of generated protons which, given the disc geometry remains 
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unchanged, results in a higher detected proton concentration and therefore 

lower plateau pH. 

5.4.3.3. Electrode Separation 

Finally, the effect of generator/detector separation on pH change at the disc 

was investigated. The current density applied to the ring electrode was 

maintained at 6.63 mA cm-2, the disc radius and ring width were maintained at 

500 µm and 100 µm respectively. Simulations were run for a range of electrode 

separations between 25 µm and 200 µm, average pH vs. time plots are 

presented in Figure 5.15. The difference observed for electrodes with different 

separations is noticeably smaller than that for the other two parameters 

tested; however there is still some effect evident. A decreased distance 

between generator and detector results in a lower average pH reached across 

the disc, and in a faster time. Again, this is due to the decreased diffusion 

distance resulting in higher flux and therefore allowing more rapid pH change. 

 

Figure 5.15: Simulated average pH vs. time profiles across the disc electrode for a range of 
ring disc electrodes with different electrode separations, 25 µm, 50 µm, 100 µm, 200 µm. 
Disc radius was maintained at 500 µm, and ring width at 100 µm for all simulations. The 
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current density applied to the ring (generator) was 6.63 mA cm-2. Inset shows a plot of 
electrode separation vs. plateau pH. 

 

Initially, it is of interest to achieve the lowest possible plateau pH in the fastest 

time; these results indicate that this could be achieved by decreasing the 

radius of the detector and the separation between electrodes. The ring width 

should be large enough to take advantage of the decreased pH achieved, whilst 

not so large that the time taken to reach this pH is excessive. However, 

although this is the ideal case there are limits to what is possible with current 

fabrication methods. One such limit is the ability to create a back contacted 

ring disc with disc radii less than 125 µm using laser micromachining 

strategies. The minimum size achievable is controlled by the resolution of the 

laser vs. depth of the trench. To some extent, the smaller the hole the 

shallower the growth will be and eventually successful overgrowth will be 

affected by this as the polishing step is only accurate to ~5 µm.  

Laser resolution/spot size will also have an effect on the minimum achievable 

separation; some amount of material will inevitably be weakened around the 

edge of the lasered area, and will eventually lose structural integrity when too 

narrow. Another consideration is the ability to produce reliably isolated back 

contact holes; if the electrodes are smaller than the minimum size possible for  

contacting holes then isolation will be impossible. Similarly the smaller and 

closer together the contact holes are, the harder it is to manually attach 

isolated wires. Other fabrication methods, such as a combination of micro-

sized BDD pillars with insulating diamond and BDD overgrowth, may solve 
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some of these issues, allowing smaller electrode sizes and separations to be 

achieved, and will be discussed in Chapter 8.  

Another consideration is the future uses of these devices; it may for example 

be of interest to have a third electrode available, perhaps in order to 

simultaneously measure the generated pH whilst performing analyses (e.g. 

trace metals). At this stage it was unnecessary to account for this in the model, 

as a second ring electrode placed outside the original generator will have no 

effect on the geometry, and therefore generated pH, across the other two 

electrodes.  

As a result dual-ring disc electrodes were developed, wherein the outer 

electrode separation is equivalent to the inner electrode separation (100 µm), 

and the inner and outer ring widths are identical (100 µm), and the disc radius 

is 250 µm. These parameters are chosen to ensure swift diffusion of protons 

across the surface, and a large resulting pH change, whilst maintaining ease of 

individual back-contacting. 

5.4.4. Electrochemical Characterisation of dual-ring discs 

The dual-ring disc electrodes described above were fabricated as before, and 

characterised electrochemically. Due to the larger area of the outer ring 

electrode two electrical contacts (using sputtered Ti/Au and conductive silver 

epoxy with Cu wires) were made to opposing sides of the ring; this served the 

dual purpose of allowing the contacts to be easily compared to better judge 

whether any issues were due to material quality or poor contacts. Also, when 
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connected together this provides the ability to avoid any resistive effects 

through the electrode which may occur when only contacted at one extreme.  

The electrochemical characteristics of the dual-ring disc electrode are 

summarised in Table 5.3. In general all three electrodes exhibit excellent 

electrochemistry; with solvent windows >3 V, Capacitance <7 µF cm-1, and ΔEp 

≤70 mV. This indicates high quality BDD electrodes with minimal NDC 

content and good ohmic contacts. It is interesting to note that the capacitance 

for the inner ring electrode is very low small (2.5 µF cm-1), which may indicate 

lower doped material. However, this has been observed in other devices in the 

same generation, which have been analysed using Secondary Ion Mass 

Spectrometry (SIMS) and found this to be consistently not the case. Other 

growth processes such as power, growth rate, reactor ageing and thermal 

management may contribute to lower capacitance in the material, as might 

processing methods such as laser micromachining. As the material appears to 

be highly doped and the other electrochemistry is good the low capacitance is 

not an issue; generally low capacitance is a desirable property in any case. It is 

possible that were the material dominated by lower doped grains, this could  

affect the capacitance, note that the boron doping levels will all still be above 

the metallic threshold. 
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Table 5.3: Summary of electrochemical characteristics of dual-ring disc electrode 1. 

Disc 

Capacitance (µF cm-1) 5.58 

Solvent Window (V) 3.1 

ΔEp 64 

Inner Ring 

Capacitance (µF cm-1) 2.5 

Solvent Window (V) 3.46 

ΔEp 70 

Outer Ring 

Capacitance (µF cm-1) 5.38 

Solvent Window (V) 3.24 

ΔEp 70 

As mentioned previously, the outer ring electrode was connected to two 

separate wires at opposite sides of the ring. Electrochemical characterisation 

was performed at each wire separately and was found to be very consistent, as 

observed in the capacitance CV in Figure 5.16, where the response for both 

wires is indicated, one in black and one in grey. Measurements at both 

connections produced almost identical responses, which is a good indication 

that not only is the material quality very good but also that ohmic contact to 

the wires was consistent and successfully achieved. 
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Figure 5.16: Example data for an all-diamond dual-ring disc electrode, showing capacitance 
(double layer) for the outer ring; this electrode had two connections, capacitance data for 
each is shown (grey & black) to be almost identical. 

5.5. Conclusions 

In this chapter a novel method for the preparation of co-planar, individually 

addressable all-diamond ring disc devices is described. Initial problems such 

as poor electrical contacts, presence of NDC, and inhibited ring growth due to 

laser trench depth were overcome in later generations of devices; in general 

shallower laser trenches produced successful ring electrodes, and silver epoxy 

was found to improve contacts in comparison to silver paint. FEM simulations 

led to an understanding of the effects of ring disc geometry on pH generation 

profile. It was found that small disc radii, narrow electrode separation and 

wide rings provide larger pH changes on shorter timescales; a desirably quality 

for simultaneous pH control and analyte detection. In order to maintain ease 

of fabrication of electrode geometries a compromise in electrode sizes was 

necessary and the final design incorporated a 250 µm disc radius, 100 µm 

separation and 100 µm ring. A further ring with identical width and separation 

was added to the outside for potential future experiments. Electrochemical 

characterization of an all-diamond dual-ring disc electrode indicated 
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successful production of high quality, NDC free BDD electrodes, with ohmic 

contacts suitable for use in future in situ pH control experiments. 
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6 Investigating pH generation in 
buffered systems 

6.1. Outline 

One of the key themes throughout this work is the application of in situ pH 

control to metal detection; however, in order for this technique to offer true in 

situ capabilities it is essential that the effect of buffer presence on pH 

generation is understood. This is because in some systems e.g. seawater, river 

water, blood, and intracellular fluid naturally occurring buffers are present. In 

this chapter confocal microscopy is used to visualize the profile of pH 

generation across the electrode in solutions of varying buffer concentrations. 

This work aims to establish to what extent local pH generation is hindered in 

buffered solutions and whether it is possible to overcome this effect in buffers 

at real-world concentrations. 

6.2. Introduction 

Natural waters generally range between pH 6-9 (Freshwater pH = 6-9, 

Seawater pH = 7.5 – 8.5)1; where the majority of natural aquatic life has 

adapted to survive in these limited conditions. Under these conditions metal 

ions are likely to be ligand complexed and not present in the labile state. In 

the environment, there are many factors that have the potential to affect 

solution pH, from the type of bedrock2 to pollution.3 In an unbuffered system 

this could cause large scale pH changes and affect the environmental 

homeostasis, creating long lasting damage to ecosystems. However, the 
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presence of natural buffering systems in the environment maintains the 

balance in the majority of cases.  

According to Le Chatelier’s Principle,4 pH dependent equilibria between 

species in solution are able to resist pH change via adjustment of the 

equilibrium position, effectively providing a reservoir of H+ ions.5 Generally 

buffering in natural water systems (e.g. river and ocean) is dominated by the 

carbonate equilibria2 described in Equation [6.1], although other systems such 

as borate,6 sulphate7 and phosphate2b also contribute to the overall buffering 

capacity. When small changes in pH occur the buffer system is able to counter 

this change via an adjusment of the equilibrium in the opposing direction. 

 𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 ⇌ 𝐻𝐶𝑂3
− + 𝐻+ ⇌ 𝐶𝑂3

2− + 𝐻+ [6.1] 

Buffers are not present solely in environmental waters, but are also important 

for many other biological systems, including intracellular fluid, and the 

cardiovascular system.8 The aforementioned carbonate system is also of vital 

importance in blood, maintaining a pH of 7.4 and avoiding acidosis or 

alkalosis (conditions caused by the decrease or increase of blood pH).9  

Concentrations of hydrogen carbonate (HCO3
-) and carbonic acid (H2CO3) in 

the human body are controlled by two separate mechanisms.10 As a result of 

metabolic processes which in general release H+, a much larger concentration 

of hydrogen carbonate than carbonic acid is present (20:1).11 Carbonic acid 

concentration is controlled via respiration; an increase or decrease in 

breathing rate can swiftly alter carbonic acid concentration in response to 
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metabolic changes (e.g. brought about by exercise). Excess hydrogen 

carbonate is released as waste via the kidneys, a comparatively slow process. 

Another important biological buffer is the phosphate system, widely used in 

laboratory experiments, it is also vital in regulating the pH of intracellular 

fluid and preventing cell death.12 Phosphate buffer consists of hydrogen 

phosphate (HPO4
2-) and dihydrogen phosphate (H2PO4

-) ions in the 

equilibrium described in equation [6.2]. 

 𝐻2𝑃𝑂4
− ⇌ 𝐻+ + 𝐻𝑃𝑂4

2− [6.2] 

 

The efficiency of a buffer in resisting pH change, the “buffering capacity”, can 

be expressed as the amount of strong acid or base required to change 1 L of 

solution by one pH unit (Equation 6.3).13 The higher the buffering capacity, , 

of a buffer, the more effective it will be at resisting pH change. 

 
𝛽 =  

∆𝐵

∆𝑝𝐻
 

[6.3] 

 Where ΔB is the gram equivalent of strong acid or base to change the pH of 1 

L buffer solution, and ΔpH is the pH change. Buffering capacity in 

environmental and biological media is dependent on both the ratio of salt to 

acid or base, and on the total concentration of buffer present.14 This varies 

significantly depending on the nature of the environment. Seawater, for 

example, has a higher buffer concentration than freshwater (approximately 1.5 

mM compared to 0.9 mM);2a even this varies depending on whether it is 

surface water (open system) or deep ocean water (closed system). The 
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relationship between buffer concentration and buffering capacity is described 

by the Van Slyke equation, equation 6.4. 

 
𝛽 = 2.3𝐶

𝐾𝑎[𝐻3𝑂+]

(𝐾𝑎 + [𝐻3𝑂+])2
 

[6.4] 

Where C is the total buffer concentration, equivalent to the molar 

concentration sum of acid and salt, and Ka is the acid dissociation constant.13 

For in situ pH adjustment, as discussed in Chapter 1, buffering equilibria 

present in the system make it harder to adjust the solution pH (if required)  

for analysis. Ex situ adjustment is possible by removing samples from the 

environment and adjusting the pH through additions of concentrated acid or 

alkali.15 However, adding chemicals directly to the water system for in situ 

analysis is not realistic for several reasons, including notably dilution effects 

and possible harmful effects to the environment. 

One common approach to making the measurement under pH conditions 

which differ from that of the bulk buffer solution is the use of membrane 

based sensors such as the Clark cell type electrode system.16 Here the solution 

behind the membrane, where the sensor sits, is typically at a different pH to 

that in the external solution. However, membrane systems can have 

drawbacks which include slow response times, and being prone to clogging, a 

frequent problem with Clark cell electrodes.16b 

For direct contact solution sensors in hydroponic nutrient tanks, Figure 6.1(a), 

it has been shown that in solution volumes of finite size (up to 100 m3) it is 

possible to overcome the buffering capacity of a carbonate system 
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electrochemically via the electrolytic decomposition of water.17 The use of thin 

layer sample chambers allows a similar control over buffering species, as 

demonstrated in the use of a selective electrochemical ion pump, illustrated in 

Figure 6.1(b). Here H+ are released into the sample through a polarized ion 

selective membrane containing a high concentration of ionophore, any base 

present in the thin layer of sample is neutralized and the subsequent pH 

change is measured at an opposing pH responsive detection membrane; 

measured at zero current vs. a reference.18 Pt UMEs (5 µm to 35 nm radii) have 

also been used in conjunction with fluorescence spectroscopy to both adjust 

the local pH and visualize the resulting pH change. Here the UME is used to 

electrochemically generate H+ and OH-  in buffered solutions, with the pH 

change monitored using pH sensitive fluorophores, as illustrated in Figure 

6.1(c).19 This allowed three-dimensional mapping of the generated pH profiles 

in solution achieving a maximum change of four pH units for all buffer 

concentrations tested (1.25 - 10 mM), at a distance of 50 µm in the z direction 

from the UME tip.  
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Figure 6.1: Schematics illustrating literature examples of pH control. (a) Via electrochemical 

decomposition of water in hydroponic nutrient tanks,17 (b) thin layer cell with proton pump 

and proton selective detector membrane,18 and (c) experimental setup of the combined 

SECM-SMFS system, where the SECM tip is used to induce a pH change.19 

 

BDD electrodes for localised pH generation and control have been 

demonstrated in chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis, but if in situ electrochemical 

pH control is to be of use in biological media, and environmental waters, it is 

of interest to investigate its viability in buffered conditions. As discussed 

above, one technique which enables the visualization of pH changes is 
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confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM), in combination with pH sensitive 

fluorophores.19-20 Confocal Microscopy has been used to investigate pH 

sensitive species for applications from targeted drug delivery where 

fluorescent molecules are released and detected via CLSM under given pH 

conditions,21 to investigations of  electrode and surface reactions where pH is 

influenced by electrochemical processes at the electrode.20b 

This chapter aims to investigate the effect of buffered solutions on 

electrochemical control of local pH at BDD electrodes, using CLSM and the 

pH sensitive fluorophore, fluorescein, in order to assess the viability of this 

technique for in situ use in environmental and biological systems. 

6.3. Experimental 

6.3.1. Solutions 

Borate buffer solutions were prepared from a pH 8.5 stock solution of 0.05 M 

sodium tetraborate decahydrate, and 0.1 M HCl. Supporting electrolyte (0.1 M 

KNO3 was added to all experimental solutions. A 100 µM fluorescein stock 

solution was prepared using fluorescein sodium salt. Milli-Q water (resistance 

18.2 MΩ at 25°C) was used in the preparation of all solutions. Fluorescein 

solutions were stored in foil-wrapped vials and only used under yellow light in 

order to avoid photobleaching. 

6.3.2. Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy 

CLSM (Leica TCS SP5X Supercontinuum laser scanning confocal microscope, 

mounted on a Leica DMI6000 CS inverted microscope) was used to image the 

pH generation profile at the electrode surface in solutions at a series of buffer 
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concentrations (0, 0.1, 1, 10 mM) in order to cover the common range found in 

natural waters, river and sea (0.9 mM to 1.5 mM).2a Borate buffer was chosen 

as although it does not play a large part in environmental systems, 

contributing only 5% to total alkalinity in seawater,22 it buffers across an 

appropriate pH range (pH 8.2-10.1)23  for maximum fluorescence intensity from 

fluorescein (pka = 6.43).24 An Ar laser with an excitation wavelength of 488 nm 

was used with a 480-570 nm detector window, and a 10 × / 0.3 HC PL Fluotar 

dry lens. For these experiments, an all diamond dual ring-disc electrode, 

illustrated in Figure 6.2, was used (disc radius 250 µm, separations = 100 µm 

and ring widths = 100 µm) as characterised in Chapter 5, section 5.4.4. 

However, in this case only the inner ring was utilized.  

 

Figure 6.2: Illustration of an all diamond dual-ring disc electrode (disc radius 250 µm, 

separations = 100 µm and ring widths = 100 µm), where black represents BDD and blue 

represents insulating diamond. Only the Inner ring was used for the experiments described 

in this chapter. 

Before use, a glass capillary (2 mm outer diameter) was secured perpendicular 

to the rear of the device using non-conductive epoxy, this was used to secure 

the electrode to the micropositioner (PI instrument, XYZ translation) on the 
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microscope stage. The initial pH of each experimental solution was measured 

using a commercial glass pH probe (Mettler Toledo) to ensure pH ≥7 for 

maximum fluorescence intensity, calculated from calibration experiments 

where fluorescence intensity was found to plateau below pH 5 and above pH 

7;25 it was necessary to adjust the pH of the unbuffered solution using 0.1 M 

KOH prior to experiments. 

The electrode was secured to the stage, and adjusted in the x, y, and z 

directions until optical focus was achieved, ensuring that due to the size of the 

device in epoxy it was sufficiently far from the base of the solution to avoid 

hindering mass transport. The inner ring (WE) of the electrode was connected 

to an external galvanostat (Keithley Source Meter) vs. a Pt gauze counter 

electrode, which was placed in the solution as far from the working electrode 

as possible, Figure 6.3 illustrates this experimental arrangement. The current 

applied to the generator (ring) electrode was maintained at 16.7 µA (6.6 mA 

cm-2) for all experiments. Two types of CLSM image were recorded, xt and xyt; 

scans of xyt were recorded for 10s with 68 ms frames (frame rate = 14.7 frames 

per second). xt scans were recorded for a line scan, ~ 20 µm from the electrode 

surface for 8192 lines, line averaged over 8 lines to improve the signal to noise 

ratio and normalised at the maximum intensity, pH generation commenced 

after ~25 s. 
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Figure 6.3: Illustration of the experimental electrode arrangement used for the imaging of 
proton generation via CLSM. 
 

6.3.3. FEM Simulation of Borate Buffer 

The model used to simulate pH generation at a ring disc electrode in Chapter 

3 was adapted to include borate buffer in aqueous solution, using the borate 

equilibrium described in Equation 6.5. Briefly, a radially symmetrical domain 

was defined; The radial boundary of the defined water cylinder at x=0 is 

subdivided to describe a ring disc electrode of disc radius 250 µm, electrode 

separation 100 µm, and ring width 100 µm, where the remaining boundary is 

insulating material. A diffusional flux of protons is applied to the ring 

electrode according to Fick’s Laws, as previously described.  

Also taken into account were the borate, and carbonate equilibria described in 

Equations 6.5 and 6.6, due to dissolved CO2, and the water equilibrium 

described in Equation 6.7. To begin, parameters were defined according to the 

experimental input conditions of the system; these are described in Table 6.1. 

 
𝐻2𝐵𝑂3

−
𝐾1,𝐵

⇌ 𝐻𝐵𝑂3
2− + 𝐻+

𝐾2,𝐵

⇌ 𝐵𝑂3
3− + 𝐻+ 

[6.5] 

 
𝐻2𝐶𝑂3

𝐾1,𝑐

⇌ 𝐻𝐶𝑂3
− + 𝐻+

𝐾1,𝑐

⇌ 𝐶𝑂3
2− + 𝐻+ 

[6.6] 
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 𝐻2𝑂 ⇌ 𝐻+ + 𝑂𝐻− [6.7] 

Table 6.1: Initial conditions of the system defined as parameters according to experimental 
inputs. 
Parameter Value 

Initial pH 8.88 or 8.67 

Total Borate (mM) 0.1, 1, or 10 

Total Carbonate (mM) 1 

 

From these, a set of equilibria were defined providing a description of the 

initial conditions of the system, assuming the system starts at equilibrium. The 

resulting parameters added to the model are presented in Table 6.2. 

Table 6.2: Parameters added to the pH generation simulation to describe borate buffer and 
dissolved carbon dioxide equilibria.*26 
Parameter Equations 

Concentration H2BO3 𝑐𝐻2𝐵𝑂3
=

𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑡

(1 +
(10−𝑝𝐾1,𝐵)

(10−𝑝𝐻)
) (1 +

(10−𝑝𝐾2,𝐵)
(10−𝑝𝐻)

)

 

Concentration HBO3 𝑐𝐻𝐵𝑂3
=

𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑡

(1 +
(10−𝑝𝐾2,𝐵)

(10−𝑝𝐻)
) + (

(10−𝑝𝐻)
(10−𝑝𝐾1,𝐵)

)

 

Concentration BO3 𝑐𝐵𝑂3
=

𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑡

(1 +
(10−𝑝𝐻)

(10−𝑝𝐾2,𝐵)
) (1 +

(10−𝑝𝐻)
(10−𝑝𝐾1,𝐵)

)
 

Concentration H+ 10−𝑝𝐻 

pK1,B (H2BO3) −log10(𝐾1,𝐵) = 4 

pK2,B (HBO3) * −log10(𝐾2,𝐵) = 9.24 

Concentration H2CO3 𝑐𝐻2𝐶𝑂3
=

𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝐶

(1 +
(10−𝑝𝐾1,𝑐)
(10−𝑝𝐻)

) (1 +
(10−𝑝𝐾2,𝑐)
(10−𝑝𝐻)

)

 

Concentration HCO3 𝑐𝐻𝐶𝑂3
=

𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝐶

(1 +
(10−𝑝𝐾2,𝑐)
(10−𝑝𝐻)

) + (
(10−𝑝𝐻)

(10−𝑝𝐾1,𝑐)
)

 

Concentration CO3 𝑐𝐶𝑂3
=

𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝐶

(1 +
(10−𝑝𝐻)

(10−𝑝𝐾2,𝑐)
) (1 +

(10−𝑝𝐻)
(10−𝑝𝐾1,𝑐)

)
 

pK1,c H2CO3 − log10(𝐾1,𝑐) =6.35  

pK2,c HCO3 − log10(𝑘2,𝑐) =10.33  

Concentration OH- 1 × 10−14

[𝐻+]
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Using these parameters the buffering reactions which occur in solution were 

derived from the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation, which allows the 

calculation of the pH of a buffer solution from its pKa  and concentrations of 

the acid and its conjugate base.27 After definition of the initial conditions, the 

parameters in Table 6.2 were allowed to change according to the relationships 

described in Table 6.3. The concentration of H+ was changed according to an 

applied flux at one point in the system (6.63 mA cm-2 applied to the ring 

electrode) and all other species were allowed to change accordingly. Note that 

the activity coefficient, γ, was applied to all terms containing H+, where γ is 

defined by  the Davies equation,28 a modification of Debye-Huckel theory29 

and calculated using Equations 6.8 and 6.9, and I is the ionic strength, 

Equation 6.10.30 

 𝛾 = 10− log 𝑓 [6.8] 

 

log 𝑓 = −0.5 ((
√𝐼

1 + √𝐼
) − 0.2 × 𝐼) [6.9] 

 

𝐼 =
1

2
∑ 𝐶𝑖𝑧𝑖

2

𝑛

𝑖=1

 [6.10] 

Where C is the molar concentration of the ions (M), and z is the charge on the 

ion. 
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Table 6.3:  Reaction equations for chemical species present in solution. FR denotes the rate 
constant, here assumed to be 1×106, and Kw is equal to 10-13.995 at 25°C.31 

Reactions 

(mol m-2 s-1) 

Time Dependent Equations 

H+ 
𝐹𝑅 ((𝐾2,𝐵 × 𝐻𝐵𝑂3 − 𝐻 × 𝐵𝑂3) + (𝐾1,𝐵 × 𝐻2𝐵𝑂3 − 𝐻 × 𝐻𝐵𝑂3)

+ (𝐾1,𝑐 × 𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 − 𝐻 × 𝐻𝐶𝑂3) + (𝐾2,𝑐 × 𝐻𝐶𝑂3 − 𝐻 × 𝐶𝑂3)

+ (𝐾𝑤 − 𝐻 × 𝑂𝐻)) 

HBO3
2- 

𝐹𝑅 ((𝐾1,𝐵 × 𝐻2𝐵𝑂3 − 𝐻 × 𝐻𝐵𝑂3) − (𝐾2,𝐵 × 𝐻𝐵𝑂3 − 𝐻 × 𝐵𝑂3)) 

H2BO3 −𝐹𝑅(𝐾1,𝐵 × 𝐻2𝐵𝑂3 − 𝐻 × 𝐻𝐵𝑂3) 

BO3
3- 𝐹𝑅(𝐾2,𝐵 × 𝐻𝐵𝑂3 − 𝐻 × 𝐵𝑂3) 

H2CO3 −𝐹𝑅(𝐾1,𝑐 × 𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 − 𝐻 × 𝐻𝐶𝑂3) 

HCO3
- 

𝐹𝑅 ((𝐾1,𝑐 × 𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 − 𝐻 × 𝐻𝐶𝑂3) − (𝐾2,𝑐 × 𝐻𝐶𝑂3 − 𝐻 × 𝐶𝑂3)) 

CO3
2- 𝐹𝑅(𝐾2,𝑐 × 𝐻𝐶𝑂3 − 𝐻 × 𝐶𝑂3) 

OH- 𝐹𝑅(𝐾𝑤 − 𝐻 × 𝑂𝐻) 

  

6.4. Results and Discussion 

6.4.1. Confocal fluorescence microscopy for investigation of pH 
generation in borate buffer. 

Confocal fluorescence microscopy was used in conjunction with pH 

generation at the all diamond dual ring-disc electrode to investigate the effect 

of buffer on electrogenerated local pH. The pH sensitive fluorophore 

fluorescein was added (8 µM) to each experimental solution. Fluorescein (pKa 

= 6.43)24 reaches maximum fluorescence intensity at pH 7 and 50% at pH 6.1,25 
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providing a convenient method for visualisation of proton generation at the 

electrode.  

Initial experiments were conducted in 0.1 M KNO3 solutions, with no buffer 

present. The solution pH was adjusted prior to experiments using 0.1 M KOH, 

to ensure maximum fluorescence intensity. An initial pH = 8.34 was recorded. 

A current density of +6.63 mA cm-2 (16.66 µA) was applied, equivalent to the 

maximum current found to produce no bubbles in Chapter 3, to the inner 

ring of the electrode and the fluorescence response was recorded. Successful 

pH generation under these conditions has been demonstrated in Chapters 2 

and 3, achieving a pH change of up to four pH units, so should be an adequate 

test of the confocal experiment. Both xt and xyt scans were recorded, the 

resulting data is presented in Figure 6.4Figure 6.4. 

 

Figure 6.4: Confocal data for pH generation with 16.66 µA (+6.63 mA cm-2) applied to the 
ring of an all diamond dual-ring disc electrode. Measured ~20 µm below the electrode 
surface in solutions containing 0.1 M KNO3 and 8 µM Fluorescein, initial pH 8.34. (a) xt data, 
and xyt data for (b) 0.2 s, (c) 0.4 s, (d) 1.6 s, and (e) 6 s after beginning generation. False 
coloured for clarity. 
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The evolution of a proton generation profile in unbuffered background 

electrolyte solution in the presence of fluorescein is clearly visible via confocal 

fluorescence microscopy, as evidenced by the scans presented in Figure 6.4. A 

scan of x (µm) vs. t (s) is presented in Figure 6.4(a), where x is a slice across 

the centre of the ring disc centred approximately in the middle of the disc, 

illustrated in Figure 6.5, and the scan starts at the left (t=0). Before applying a 

potential, the pH of the solution is such that fluorescein fluoresces with 

maximum intensity (shown white in Figure 6.4). After the ring electrode is 

switched on to generate H+ a drop in fluorescence intensity is observed 

initially at the edges of the scan (on the ring), indicating the pH dropping 

below pH 7; this decrease in pH can be observed, with time, expanding across 

the electrode before meeting in the centre, where it remains relatively 

constant due to the fact minimum intensity has been reached, i.e. the pH must 

be  5.  

 

Figure 6.5: Schematic showing the location of the line scan ‘x’ in xt experiments. 

Interestingly, a (very) slight asymmetry in the xt scan can be observed. This is 

more evident in Figure 6.4(b)-(d) where snapshots of the same process 
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imaged via xyt scans are presented at times of (b) 0.2 s, (c) 0.4 s, (d) 1.6 s, and 

(e) 6 s. This is most likely due to the electrode not sitting perfectly planar with 

respect to the microscope optics such that one side of the ring is slightly 

further away, and as a result the pH change, evidenced by the change in 

fluorescence intensity, is not symmetrical.  

The same methodology was applied to the ring electrode but now in the 

presence of different concentration borate buffer solutions. The electrode was 

kept as close to the same position as for Figure 6.4 as possible. The resulting 

xt data for Buffer solutions with concentrations of 0.1 mM, and 1 mM, and 10 

mM, are presented in Figure 6.6(a) and (b) and (c) respectively. 
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Figure 6.6: Confocal xt data for pH generation with 16.66 µA (+6.63 mA cm-2) applied to the 
ring of an all diamond dual-ring disc electrode. Measured ~20 µm below the electrode 
surface in solutions containing 0.1 M KNO3, 8 µM Fluorescein, and (a) 0.1 mM borate buffer 
(pH 8.67), (b) 1 mM borate buffer (pH 8.88), and (c) 10 mM borate buffer (pH 8.88), time (s) 
increases from top to bottom through individual images, and left to right through the 6 
images. 

In all cases a decrease in fluorescence intensity with time is observed across 

the entire electrode. This demonstrates that electrochemical pH generation at 

a ring electrode is indeed possible in solutions containing up to 10 mM buffer; 

sufficient for many natural water systems. At very low concentrations of buffer 

(0.1 mM) the pH generation profile appears to behave very similarly to that in 

unbuffered solution. However, as buffer concentration increases both the 
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initial decrease of pH at the ring, and the diffusion of protons across the 

electrode can be seen to become inhibited, with a slowed solution response to 

pH change; indicating that buffer solutions ≥1 mM are capable of resisting the 

generated pH change to some extent. As buffer concentration increases, the 

progression of the pH generation profile across the electrode slows further.  

In order for a significant pH change to be observed the buffering capacity 

must first be overcome. As discussed previously the buffering capacity is 

directly related to buffer concentration, as this increases, the buffering 

capacity also increases. The buffer equilibrium adjusts to consume any extra 

protons added to the system until the buffering capacity is overcome, 

inhibiting the diffusion of protons across the electrode. 

6.4.2. Simulation of pH generation in borate buffer 

From the data presented in Figure 6.6 for 0.1, 1 and 1o mM buffer (pH 8.88) it 

is possible to look at the effectiveness of locally changing pH under different 

buffer conditions, in more detail. Figure 6.7 illustrates schematically the 

measurement made. At a distance of ~20 µm from the electrode surface (in the 

z direction) at each point (one pixel) from the centre of the ring (0 mm) to the 

edge of the confocal image (in the x direction), the time taken for the pH to 

reach 6.1, which corresponds to a decrease in the fluorescent signal intensity 

by 50%, 24-25 is shown (Figure 6.8). 
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Figure 6.7: Schematic demonstrating the analysis of confocal xt data in relation to the 
electrode surface (a) Vertical cross section, and (b) Horizontal view of the electrode surface 
with example xt data for comparison. 

 

Figure 6.8(a) thus illustrates the increased time taken for the proton front to 

advance across the electrode in more concentrated buffer solutions. For 

buffered solutions it takes ≤5 s (0.1 mM = 2.23 s, and 1 mM = 4.93 s) for the 

signal intensity to reach pH 6.1 at the centre of the disk (0 mm). For the 10 mM 

solution it takes 11.64 s. Note for unbuffered it takes 2.25 s, which is very 

similar to the 0.1 mM buffered solution, suggesting that in 0.1 mM buffer the 

proton generation profile is uninhibited. Note, the 10 mM confocal data in 

Figure 6.8 were smoothed via an adjacent averaging method (where each data 

point is replaced with the mean value of it and its two adjacent values) in 

order to remove excess noise. 
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Figure 6.8: (a) Experimental and (b) simulated progression of the proton front at pH 6.1 
(50% fluorescence intensity) across the disc electrode with time from confocal xt data for: 0 
mM (black), 0.1 mM (grey), and 1 mM (pink), and 10 mM (purple) borate buffer solutions, in 
0.1 M KNO3 and 8 µM fluorescein. 10 mM data smoothed via adjacent averaging to remove 
noise. 

To see if this behavior could be simulated, finite element methods, as 

described in Chapter 3, were employed. A line the length of the disc radius 

plus separation (350 µm) was taken 20 µm above the simulated disc surface 

(approximately equivalent to the experimental data). The time progression of 

the proton front across this line, for pH = 6.1, was simulated (dashed lines), as 

shown in Figure 6.8(b). 

The trend in the advance of pH change (the proton front) with time is 

consistent between both experimental and simulation data; however, there are 

some clear differences. The model fits quite closely to the 1 mM experimental 

data, but overestimates the time taken to reach pH 6.1 at the centre of the 

electrode in both 0 mM and 0.1 mM solutions. Interestingly for 10 mM buffer 

the end point of the model is close to the experimental data, yet the curve of 

the experimental data is much flatter than that for either the model or the 

experimental data for all other concentrations. The consistency in the trend 

between experimental and simulated data is promising; however, the fact that 
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the data do not overlay indicates there are some issues with either the 

experiment or the model (or both). Evidently the system is much more 

complicated than initially thought; further work is necessary before the 

simulation can be applied to predicting the effect of other buffer systems on 

electrochemical pH generation. 

Although the data shown provide clear evidence of the possibility of 

overcoming natural buffering effects via electrogenerated pH control at an all 

diamond ring disc electrode, more experiments are necessary to fully 

understand and optimise the system. In this initial set of experiments it should 

be noted that the initial solution pH values, although all >7, vary by 

approximately half a pH unit. Other than the unbuffered solution, 

experiments were conducted at the solution pH of the prepared buffer without 

adjustment; it is suggested that future experiments be conducted from a 

standard initial pH, adjusted using KOH and HNO3 during buffer preparation, 

in order to avoid causing any potential disparity. 

6.5. Conclusion 

The work presented in this chapter clearly demonstrates the effect of buffered 

solutions on local electrochemical pH control. With the aid of a confocal 

fluorescence microscope, it is shown that overcoming the buffering capacity of 

borate buffer is possible up to a concentration of at least 10 mM (likely higher, 

although this has not yet been tested). As buffer concentration is increased, 

some inhibition of pH generation can be observed in the increased time taken 

for pH 6.1 (50% fluorescence intensity) to be reached across the entire 
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electrode. It is estimated that a pH change of at least three pH units is 

achieved in each buffer solution, from a start pH of 8.8 to below the 50% 

fluorescence intensity of fluorescein at pH 6.1; a promising indication for the 

use of BDD electrodes for in situ pH generation in real world systems. It is 

thought that pH control via this method should be possible in a large range of 

naturally buffered solutions, tailored to concentration by simply adjusting the 

driving current on the generator electrode, or the electrode geometry. Work 

towards developing a model for pH generation in borate buffer has been 

presented, which once complete could be used to predict the effect of other 

buffer systems. 
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7 Towards EC-XRF Analysis of Hg and 

Cd 
7.1. Outline 

Although electrochemical analysis offers many advantages for detection of 

trace metals in the environment, it also has some drawbacks. One of the major 

issues with electroanalysis by techniques such as ASV is the potential 

ambiguity of the analytical signal. In multi metal systems, or more 

concentrated solutions (e.g. 10 µM Pb)1, for example, multiple stripping peaks 

are often observed.1, 2 This is due to interactions between metal ions during 

deposition on a solid electrode surface, such as codeposition,2, 3 suppression,4 

and enhancement,5 metal depositing onto previously deposited metal, and the 

resulting variation in deposition morphologies.6 Moreover, the 

thermodynamic Eo value for each metal represents the standard electrode 

potential for metal electrode - metal ion interactions, where metal ions are 

deposited on bare metal solid under equilibrium conditions,7, 8 and thus can 

only ever be used a guide for predicting which metals are present in solution. 

Commercial techniques such as the OVA (Modern Water, UK), and the Nano-

Band™ Explorer (US) normally have to implement a pre-treatment procedure 

such as digestion, and acid or UV treatment, along with standards and other 

reagents. 

It is thus not straightforward to identify the metal species responsible for a 

particular peak in a real environmental solution, where many metals are likely 
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to be present. A recent technique developed in the group aims to combat this 

issue, by combining the pre-concentration capabilities afforded by 

electrodeposition with the well characterised elemental identification of XRF.9 

In this chapter EC-XRF is applied to the analysis of two heavy metals of great 

interest, Hg and Cd, with the aim of developing an optimised analysis method 

and improving on current detection capabilities. Hg is particularly of interest 

as it is the only metal to form as a liquid at room temperature on the electrode 

surface.  

7.2. Introduction 

A running theme throughout this project has been the application of 

electroanalytical devices to heavy metal detection. In general, electrochemical 

sensors are well suited to this, exhibiting low (ng/L) detection limits10 and 

relatively low costs in comparison with other commonly used techniques. 

Electrochemical sensors have received much attention for use in in situ 

analyses, offering easy portability due to their low operating power and small 

size. However, there are issues associated with electrochemical methods 

which can cause difficulty in achieving the high specificity desirable in an in 

situ sensor. In concentrated solutions, or mixed metal solutions, deposition 

morphology and inter-metallic interactions of electrodeposited species can 

result in multiple analytical signals.11-13 Identifying the species responsible for 

each signal is not necessarily a straightforward task, although the E0 gives a 

guide as to the expected peak location for a metal it is only representative of 

metal ions on a bare electrode at standard conditions,7, 8 and signal 
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identification is further complicated as the number of metal ions present in 

the system grows. In contrast, many spectroscopic and spectrometric 

techniques offer the ability to distinguish between elements with ease, due to 

the signals originating from well-defined transitions between energy levels e.g. 

electronic, vibrational, rotational.14 

XRF is a popular method of chemical analysis across a wide range of scientific 

disciplines, from archaeology15 to medicine.16 XRF instruments range in size 

and portability, from handheld17 to benchtop,18 and beamline based 

synchrotron XRF;19 making it an extremely versatile technique. As discussed in 

detail in Chapter 1 XRF uses the emitted fluorescence of an irradiated sample 

to probe the elemental composition, allowing reliable identification and 

quantification even in complex mixed metal samples. However, despite its 

many advantages, with typical detection limits of ppm XRF does not provide 

sufficient sensitivity (d0wn to ppb) for applications such as environmental 

trace metal analysis.20 

Much work in the XRF field has been directed towards the improvement of 

XRF detection sensitivity, via methods such as total reflection (TR-) XRF21, 22 

and various pre-concentration techniques. Common pre-concentration 

methods investigated include solid phase extraction,23 precipitation,24 and 

controlled evaporation.25 Electrodeposition has proved useful in tandem with 

other techniques including AAS,26 and surface plasmon resonance 

spectroscopy.12 However, as an XRF sample pre-concentration method, 

electrodeposition remains relatively unexplored. To date, niobium electrodes 
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as a sample carrier for Hg deposition and detection (LOD = 4 ng l-1) in TR-XRF 

measurements have been demonstrated by Ritschel et al,27 and a copper 

cathode was employed for mixed metal analysis by Wavelength Dispersive 

XRF by Zawisza et al (LOD 0.2 µg – 9 µg).28  

Recently we have reported the development of EC-XRF, where BDD electrodes 

in a RDE setup are used as a pre-concentration method for XRF analysis of 

trace metals.9 In brief, metal ions are electrodeposited onto the BDD surface in 

the pre-concentration step. The BDD electrode is then removed and analysed 

using under vacuum conditions using a benchtop XRF system (Rigaku). EC-

XRF has been demonstrated to provide ppb detection limits for both single 

and mixed metal solutions of Cu and Pb, with the XRF sensitivity enhanced by 

over 4 orders of magnitude (compared to traditional energy dispersive XRF 

combined with evaporative pre-concentration). Further development of the 

technique has since resulted in development of an in situ EC-XRF 

methodology enabling direct, potentially on-site, analysis of heavy metals.29 

In this chapter, the application of EC-XRF to detection of key trace metals Cd, 

and Hg is described. The importance of electrochemical cell design is 

discussed, along with the effects of RDE rotation rate and electrodeposition 

potential. The choice of supporting electrolyte for each metal of interest is 

found to be of importance when used in conjunction with XRF analysis, and 

the analysis method for both metals is optimized towards the improvement of 

LODs over current XRF capabilities. Some of the challenges towards Hg 

analysis via EC-XRF are also explored. 
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7.3. Experimental 

7.3.1. Solutions 

Solutions were prepared in Milli-Q water (18.2 MΩ cm at 25°C).  

7.3.2. Electrochemistry 

Electrochemical deposition is conducted in a specially designed in-house built 

rotating disc arrangement, Figure 7.1, where the working electrode is a 25 mm 

diameter BDD disc with a sputtered Ti/Au contact ring on the reverse side 

(Figure 7.2(a)).  

 

Figure 7.1: In house built rotating disc assembly. 

The BDD electrode is placed face down in the rotator assembly, Figure 7.2(b), 

which consists of a PEEK cap with a 14 mm diameter hole in the centre and a 

metal rotator rod; these components are screwed together sandwiching the 

BDD between them. Rubber o-rings are placed in front of the BDD, in purpose 

designed grooves in the cap, to ensure a water-tight seal. The BDD RDE is 

placed, inverted, into the deposition solution in a typical 3 electrode cell with 
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an SCE or Ag|AgCl reference electrode and a Pt counter as illustrated in 

Figure 7.2(c). 

 

Figure 7.2: (a) Optical images of BDD electrode before and after electrochemical deposition 

of 10 ppm Pb. Gold on the ‘before’ image indicates the location of the Ti/Au contacts on the 

backside of the BDD disc. (b) Schematic showing the deconstructed rotating disc 

arrangement. (c) Schematic of the experimental set-up for electrochemical deposition using 

the BDD rotating disc electrode. 

Electrochemistry was conducted in this arrangement using a potentiostat 

(CHI730A, CH Instruments Inc., TX). Before use, the BDD was cleaned using 

alumina polish (0.05 µm Micropolish, Buehler, Germany) and a water 

saturated polishing pad (Microcloth, Buehler, Germany) then rinsed to remove 

any residual alumina. The RDE was connected to an in-house built rotator and 

rotated at speeds of up to 25 Hz in 50 ml of solution. In order to pre-

concentrate metal ions on the BDD surface, the electrode was held at a 

constant potential for a defined time period. After deposition the BDD is 

carefully removed from the RDE assembly and rinsed gently with Milli-Q 

water to remove excess salt crystals, then air dried prior to XRF analysis. 
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7.3.3. XRF 

XRF analyses were carried out using an energy dispersive XRF (ED-XRF) 

(NEX-CG, Rigaku, Japan). The X-ray tube had a Pd anode, and was run at 50 

kV with a 1 mA current, secondary targets were used to ensure optimal 

excitation of each analytical species (Mo for Hg analysis and Cu for Cd 

analysis). After preparation by electrodeposition, the BDD electrode was 

placed face down (towards the X-ray source) in the XRF, and measured under 

moderate vacuum (12 Pa) for 300 s. The X-ray source provides an elliptical 

(largest ~1.2 cm diameter) area of investigation.  

XRF only detection limits (i.e. without pre-concentration by 

electrodeposition) were measured using the Rigaku evaporative “UltraCarry” 

methodology, comprising a plastic sample ring covered with an X-ray 

transmissive hydrophobic film with an absorbent sample pad in the centre. On 

each plate 200 µL sample was pipetted onto the central pad and heated on a 

hot plate at <50 °C until the solution had completely evaporated (typically ~60 

min). Subsequently, XRF analysis was carried out through the reverse side of 

the UltraCarry, as the sample film is thin enough that scattering of the X-rays 

is not an issue. 

7.4. Results and Discussion 

Prior to EC-XRF experiments the BDD rotating disc assembly was 

characterised electrochemically, to ensure that despite the large size of the 

electrode (1.4 cm diameter) it was sufficiently doped to perform efficient 

deposition. This procedure is described in detail in the paper by Hutton et al.9 
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however the rotator assembly used herein had been modified since reference 

17, to avoid solution leaking round to the contacts due to flex in the Teflon cap 

providing a poor seal. Thus it was necessary to re-characterise the 

electrochemical behaviour.  

Near reversible behaviour in 0.1 M Ru(NH3)6
3+ was observed with this new 

adapted rotator design, producing ΔEp values of 66 mV at 0.1 Vs-1 as shown in 

Figure 7.3(a); the BDD electrodes used were of the same generation as in 

reference 17, and therefore equivalently doped. The steady state limiting value 

for reduction of Ru(NH3)6
3+ at a scan rate of 0.1 Vs-1 and rotation rate of 20 Hz, 

presented in Figure 7.3(b), was close (0.92 mA) to that expected from the 

Levich equation, Equation [7.1], (0.95 mA)30.  

 
𝑖𝐿 = 0.62𝑛𝐹𝐴𝐷

2
3𝜔

1
2𝜈−

1
6𝐶 [7.1] 

Where iL is the limiting current (A), n is the number of electrons transferred, F 

is Faraday’s Constant (96485 C mol-1), A is electrode area (cm2), D is the 

diffusion coefficient (cm2 s-1), ω is rotation speed (rad s-1), ν is the kinematic 

viscosity (cm2 sec-1), and Concentration C is in (mol cm-3). The slight deviation 

could be due to the diamond sitting recessed (by ~2 mm) in the RDE set-up 

possibly leading to perturbations in the diffusional flux away from Levich. 

Deviations further from theory were observed as the rotation rate increased, 

so for consistency a rotation rate of 20 Hz was used throughout. 
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Figure 7.3: CVs in 1 mM Ru(NH3)6
3+/2+ solution containing 0.1 M KNO3 supporting 

electrolyte, using new rotator electrode for (a) Stationary conditions (b) Comparison of 
limiting currents for rotation rates of 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 Hz (▪) with theoretical values 
predicted using the Levich equation (black line).Adapted from Hutton et al (2014).9 

In order to highlight the advantage of EC-XRF over the Rigaku patented 

evaporation (pre-concentration) method31 (UltraCarry®) XRF peak intensity for 

0.25 ppm solutions of Hg (in 0.1 M KNO3) were compared for XRF and EC-

XRF. For XRF, solution was deposited on an UltraCarry substrate in droplet 

form and left to dry for 4000 s on a hot plate at <50 °C, and for EC-XRF 

electrodeposition was carried out at – 1.75 V also for 4000 s. The substrates 

were subsequently analysed via XRF first, using the Mo secondary target to 

interrogate the highest intensity Hglα line. The resulting XRF data is presented 

in Figure 7.4, where it is evident that although a clear signal is visible for the 

Hglα line using EC-XRF (pink line), there is no discernible peak for the 

equivalent UltraCarry (purple line) experiment. In order to ensure Hg 

detection via XRF UltraCarry was possible, the experiment was repeated at 

concentrations of 0.5 ppm (purple dots) and 1 ppm (purple dashes). For 

increased concentrations the corresponding Hgkα peak became evident, 

although still small in comparison to that for EC-XRF, and increased 
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proportionally. The limit of quantitation (LOQ, 10σ + µ, where σ is standard 

deviation of the background noise, and µ is the mean) and limit of detection 

(LOD, 3σ + µ) were calculated from the mean measured noise intensity (0.0254 

cps mA-1), to be approximately 440 ppb and 76 ppb respectively. Note, in 

addition to the UltraCarry XRF peaks shown, a 100 ppm Hg sample was also 

used in these calculations. 

 

Figure 7.4: XRF data showing EC-XRF data for 0.25 ppm Hg (pink) vs. UltraCarry (purple) 
data for 0.25 ppm (solid), 0.5 ppm (dot), 1 ppm (dash), and 10 ppm (dot-dash). Experiments 
were conducted from solutions containing 0.1 M KNO3 supporting electrolyte, deposition 
time for EC-XRF and drying time for UltraCarry were kept constant at 4000 s. 
Electrodeposition for EC-XRF was conducted at -1.75 V. 

A similar experiment was conducted for 1 ppm Cd solutions in 0.1 M NaNO3 

supporting electrolyte. Note, a higher concentration of Cd was used for these 

experiments than for Hg as no signal was observed for the UltraCarry method 

at lower concentrations. However, in this case the Cdlα line was investigated 

using the Cu secondary target, as the Mo fluorescence energy is not 

sufficiently close to the Cdkα or Cdlα binding energies (23.17 keV and 3.13 keV 

respectively) for optimum fluorescence. The data presented in Figure 7.5 

clearly demonstrate that once again, the EC-XRF technique (pink) exhibits 
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superior sensitivity when compared with the UltraCarry method (purple) 

under equivalent conditions, where very little signal is apparent at 

concentrations below 1 ppm Cd (solid lines). Even at 100 ppm Cd (purple dot-

dash), the UltraCarry XRF signal is ~30% of the EC-XRF signal for 1 ppm Cd. 

LOQ and LOD values for UltraCarry measurements of Cd were calculated to 

be 1.784 ppm (48.17 µM) and 0.587 ppm (15.85 µM) respectively from the mean 

measured noise intensity (0.062 cps/mA).  

 

Figure 7.5: XRF data for Cd solutions in 0.1 M NaNO3, showing EC-XRF data (Pink) vs. 
UltraCarry XRF (Purple) data at 1 ppm (solid), and additionally for UltraCarry XRF 100 ppm 
(dash-dot), 50 ppm (dashed), 10 ppm (dot), and 0.5 ppm (half-dot) concentrations of Cd. 

7.4.1. Cd Detection 

7.4.1.1. Choice of Supporting Electrolyte 

One important consideration when analyzing Cd via XRF is the supporting 

electrolyte; for most experiments in this thesis KNO3 has been the supporting 

electrolyte of choice, however in the case of Cd analysis via XRF alone, K 

containing salts are not ideal. The Kkα line appears at 3.31 keV, very close to the 

Cdlα line at 3.13 keV; generally K-lines are more intense than L-lines. As the 
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supporting electrolyte is present in excess this leads to the Cdlα signal being 

obscured by Kkα, as observed previously by Hutton et al..9 However, as K is 

electrochemically inactive this interference does not present an issue for EC-

XRF, a promising indication for environmental analyses where K+ is often 

present in relatively large quantities.32 For Cd analysis via XRF and EC-XRF in 

order to keep the supporting electrolyte consistent between experiments, 0.1 

M NaNO3 was employed, as the Nakα line at 1.04 keV is sufficiently far from 

that for Cd. 

7.4.1.2. Optimising Deposition Parameters 

Initial EC-XRF experiments, as shown in Figures Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.4, for 

Cd and Hg detection produced promising results in comparison to 

conventional XRF capabilities. In order to develop the method further the 

effect of a variety of experimental parameters on EC-XRF signal intensity were 

investigated, with a view to optimising detection limits for both metals. For 

the purposes of maintaining comparability with the current UltraCarry XRF 

method, the EC deposition time was set at 4000 s for most experiments in this 

chapter. Deposition time was also investigated as ideally the overall 

experimental time should be as short as possible.  

7.4.1.3. Deposition Time 

Figure 7.6 shows the effect of halving the deposition time (2000 s) for 1 ppm 

Cd solutions deposited at -1.75 V for both 4000 s (pink) and 2000 s (purple), at 

20 Hz. As can be observed, when the deposition time is cut by half the peak 

intensity also falls by ~50%, from 5.58 cps mA-1 to 2.96 cps mA-1, indicating 
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that under these time conditions deposition occurs linearly; however to 

establish whether this relationship holds over a wide time regime more 

experiments are required. These deposition times were used to illustrate the 

effect as the UltraCarry pre-concentration method also takes ~4000 s prior to 

analysis. However, in order for quantitative analysis to be possible a larger 

sample of deposition times should be investigated. 

 

Figure 7.6: EC-XRF data demonstrating the effect of deposition time for 1 ppm Cd solutions 
deposited at -1.75 V for 4000 s (pink) and 2000 s (purple). 

The effect of deposition potential on EC-XRF peak intensity was also 

investigated (E1/2 = -1.23V vs. SCE). It is observed in Figure 7.8 that as the 

magnitude of deposition potential is increased, the signal intensity also 

increases indicating a voltage limited system (i.e. the deposition potential 

applied limits the deposition rate). However, the magnitude with which 

intensity increases is reduced, suggesting that the system may be affected by 

the formation of bubbles at the electrode surface under more extreme 

potentials. It is likely that the deposition potential could be further increased 

to produce larger XRF signals, although as the potential approaches -2 V the 

cathodic edge of the solvent window, Figure 7.7, is reached resulting in water 
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reduction at the electrode. Reduction of the solvent during electrodeposition 

can limit deposition efficiency, interfering with metal deposition and also 

producing bubbles; in this format, with a downwards facing recessed 

electrode, bubbles become stuck to the electrode surface and as a result 

reduce the active electrode area. Once more, in order to fully quantify the 

effect of deposition potential it is of interest to conduct further experiments at 

more potentials. 

 

Figure 7.7: Solvent window for BDD EC-XRF electrode in 0.1 M KNO3. 

 As such experiments were conducted at potentials no more negative than -

1.75 V to avoid excess bubble formation. A move to an impinging jet type33, or 

channel flow34, 35 system may allow the application of more extreme deposition 

potentials to further increase detection sensitivities, as any bubbles produced 

would be carried away from the electrode surface. Alternatively, working 

under pressurized conditions would suppress bubble formation, also allowing 

the application of more extreme deposition potentials.36, 37 
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Figure 7.8: (a) EC-XRF data demonstrating the effect of deposition potential for 1 ppm Cd 
solutions deposited for 4000 s at -1 V, -1.5 V, and -1.75V.(b) deposition potential vs. EC-XRF 
signal intensity. 

7.4.1.4. Calibration 

To quantify the detection capabilities afforded by EC-XRF analysis for Cd,  a 

series of solutions at different Cd concentrations (0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1 

ppm) were analysed after electrodeposition at -1.75 V (where the signal 

intensity is highest) for 4000 s, at 20 Hz. Typical results are presented in 

Figure 7.9(a). A concentration vs. peak intensity calibration line, produced 

from 3 experimental repeats, is presented in Figure 7.9(b); the EC-XRF 

response was found to be linear (slope = 6.21 ±0.15 cps mA-1 ppm-1, R2 = 0.997) 

over the measured range, with minimal deviation evident from the small error 

bars. The LOQ and LOD were calculated from the measured noise intensity 

(0.099 cps mA-1), to be 25 ppb (0.68 µM), and 18 ppb (0.49 µM) respectively. 

Lower detection limits could be obtained via longer deposition; however this 

demonstrates a marked improvement over the UltraCarry method, where the 

LOD is over 30× larger. 
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Figure 7.9: (a) EC-XRF data and (b) Calibration data showing mean EC-XRF Cdlα peak 
intensity vs. Cd deposition solution concentration for 3 experimental repeats; slope = 6.21 ± 
0.15 cpa mA-1 ppm-1, R2 = 0.997. Electrodeposition was conducted prior to experiments for 
4000 s at -1.75 V for solutions of Cd concentrations between 0.05 ppm and 1 ppm.  

7.4.2. Hg Detection 

7.4.2.1. Calibration 

Similarly, an attempt to quantify Hg detection limits was made using 

deposition conditions of -1.75 V for 4000 s over  a range of Hg concentrations 

(0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1 ppm), at 20 Hz. Typical data is presented in 

Figure 7.10(a). However, a plot of peak intensity vs. concentration (Figure 

7.10(b)), shows that the relationship is not linear for this liquid metal system; 

markedly higher intensities are seen at the higher concentrations. This is 

unexpected based on previous results in the literature for Pb, Cu9 and Pd38 

systems which all show linear behavior between peak intensity and 

concentration over a wide concentration range. With a liquid metal deposited 

on the surface, other factors must be contributing the non-linearity. Two of 

these, the effect of washing and effect of rotation on electrodeposition of Hg 

were investigated in more detail. 
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Figure 7.10: (a) EC-XRF data and (b) XRF signal intensity vs. deposition solution 
concentration, for different concentrations of Hg (0.05 ppm to 1 ppm) deposited for 4000 s 
at -1.75 V.  

7.4.2.2. Effect of Electrode Washing and Rotation 

In order to establish whether washing the electrodes after Hg 

electrodeposition was responsible for loss of signal due to Hg removal, EC-XRF 

experiments were conducted with and without washing for a 1 ppm Hg 

solution deposited at -1.75 V for 4000 s. The washing step involved rinsing the 

electrode gently but thoroughly with Milli-Q water after electrodeposition had 

taken place. The unwashed electrode instead had a droplet of Milli-Q water 

pipetted on top and then tipped off, in an attempt to dissolve and remove any 

excess salt. Both electrodes were dried in air before analysis. As can be seen in 

Figure 7.11, the signal intensity for the washed sample (purple) is significantly 

lower than that for the unwashed sample (pink), indicating that deposited Hg 

is prone to removal by even the gentle washing procedure normally used for 

EC-XRF. Note that in XRF experiments alone the signal for 1 ppm Hg is barely 

discernible, Figure 7.4, so it is unlikely that Hg ions present in solution are 

contributing significantly after evaporation. 
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Figure 7.11: EC-XRF data for 1 ppm Hg solutions deposited at -1.75 V for 4000 s with 
(purple) and without (pink) washing after deposition, demonstrating that some XRF signal 
intensity is lost after the washing process. 

The other important question raised by EC-XRF detection of Hg is whether 

rotation of the electrode during deposition has any effect on deposition 

morphology or stability, and if so to what extent. It has been observed in 

literature that under certain conditions a Hg film electrode will maintain 

stability under rotation,39, 40 microjet41 and channel42, 43 flow conditions.44, 45 

However, they are unstable under high flow rates46 and it is likely that if the 

deposited Hg does not form a complete surface, and instead forms isolated 

droplets, these will be more prone to motion. Some effort towards 

understanding this was made, in the form of FE-SEM investigations of a Hg 

deposited surface. A 1 ppm solution was deposited on the electrode at -1.75 V 

for 4000 s with a 20 Hz rotation speed, the electrode was then rinsed using a 

pipette as described above (to avoid loss of Hg during washing). FE-SEM 

images of different areas of the electrode are presented in Figure 7.12. 
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Figure 7.12: SEM images for 1 ppm Hg deposited under rotating conditions for 4000s at -
1.75 V. All images are from different areas of the same electrode and the same instance of 
deposition. (a) Droplets (indicated by green lines); some appear to be coalescing into larger 
droplets (highlighted in green circles). (b) Droplets (e.g. highlighted in green) with clear 
channels (example bordered in yellow dashes). (c) Branched channels with square pools at 
the terminus (e.g. Green highlighted area). (d) Square/rectangular terminus of branched 
structures (e.g. highlighted by green arrow). 

 

The image in Figure 7.12(a) was taken from a central area of the electrode and 

exhibits small (<1 µm) roughly spherical particles or droplets, with some larger 

objects thought to be droplets formed from the coalescence of multiple 

smaller ones, examples highlighted in green. This was corroborated in e.g. 

Figure 7.12(b), where empty tracks, highlighted by yellow border, could be 

observed between the small droplets often with a larger droplet at the end, 

suggesting the larger droplets may be rolling across the BDD surface during 

rotation, collecting smaller droplets in the process. Figure 7.12(c) was taken 

towards the edge of the BDD deposition area, here instead of small droplets 
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larger branching tracks are visible with very regular square-edged terminus 

(highlighted in green and viewed at higher resolution in Figure 7.12(d)); 

possibly resulting from streams of Hg droplets converging and then diverging 

in the direction of solution flow, and forming pools after cessation of the 

deposition procedure. Though the BDD is polished flat on a nm scale, it is 

known that grains with different dopant levels polish at different rates47, 48 

leaving protruding grains, as higher B content makes the diamond very 

slightly softer. It is therefore possible that the observed Hg features follow the 

grain morphology of the BDD. 

It appears that under rotating conditions, electrodeposited Hg is indeed prone 

to not only being washed off the electrode but also to forming mobile droplets 

and rivers on the surface. In order to further examine this phenomenon, future 

studies should be conducted under stationary deposition conditions and at a 

variety of Hg concentrations for comparison. Clearly though, there is an issue 

with Hg loss which will complicate EC-XRF analysis. One suggestion for 

improvement is to form trenches in the electrode surface which could be used 

to capture Hg and prevent its loss; concentric circle channels, pits, and spider-

web type channels (concentric circles connected via asymmetrical radial 

channels) are all possible examples to be explored. 

7.4.3. Selective Deposition From a Mixed Metal Solution 

Another advantage of electrodeposition over other common XRF pre-

concentration techniques is the potential for selective metal deposition from a 

complex sample. Where there are two or more metals in solution with 
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sufficiently different electrodeposition potentials it is possible to selectively 

deposit the metal with the least negative potential, by applying a potential 

larger than this but less negative than that of the other metal(s). In order to 

test this, a mixed solution of Hg and Cd was investigated. Firstly, the E1/2 for 

each metal was established using LSV under stationary conditions in 0.5 ppm 

single metal soluti0ns of Cd and Hg, Figure 7.13(a) and (b) respectively, to 

ensure they were sufficiently isolated. As can be observed, the nucleation 

potential for Cd on BDD vs. SCE was approximately -0.9 V (E1/2 = -1.23 V), 

whereas for Hg it was much less electronegative at approximately +0.4 V (E1/2 

= +0.2 V). This suggests it should be possible to selectively deposit Hg by 

holding the electrode at a potential -0.9 < V ≤ +0.1, allowing deposition only of 

Hg. Due to the complicated nature of codeposition of different metals for 

quantitative analysis, especially at higher concentrations, it may be preferable 

to either selectively electrodeposit the metal of interest or exhaustively remove 

the interfering metal from solution. Note, this relies on small enough volumes 

of sample for exhaustive depletion. 

 

Figure 7.13: LSVs showing the onset of electrodeposition for (a) Cadmium and (b) Mercury 
at 0.5 ppm. 
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To test this, EC-XRF experiments were used to analyse the deposition of Hg 

and Cd on a BDD electrode first at a potential within the “Hg only” range, and 

subsequently a potential at which both metals would deposit. Initially a 

potential of -0.5 V was applied for 4000 s, rotating at 20 Hz, in a mixed 

solution of 1 ppm Hg and 1 ppm Cd; the electrode was removed from the 

solution and analysed as described previously via XRF for both Cd and Hg. 

After analysis the electrode was cleaned and replaced in a fresh solution, 

where deposition was conducted at -1.75 V for 4000 s, rotating at 20 Hz, before 

repeating the XRF analysis. The resulting data is presented in Figure 7.14; as 

expected no signal is observed for Cd under deposition at -0.5 V, but at -1.75 V 

a clear Cdlα peak is visible (Figure 7.14(a)). For Hg however, the Hgkα signal is 

clearly present at both deposition potentials, and scales with potential as 

observed for Cd in section 7.4.1.2. Note that due to the revised washing 

procedure to avoid Hg loss, the peak currents are much higher than those 

observed in the attempted Hg calibration. The Cd peak currents are also 

increased, this is thought to be due to enhancement from codeposition 

interactions as discussed previously for mixed metal solutions. 
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Figure 7.14: EX-XRF data for (a) Cd and (b) Hg, in mixed metal solutions of 1 ppm Hg and 1 
ppm Cd deposited at -0.5 V and 1.75 V for 4000 s.  

Exhaustive depletion also would be possible using this technique, provided 

electrolysis is run long enough for a given volume of solution. It is calculated 

that for a 1 ppm Hg2+ solution, of solution volume 50 cm3, exhaustive removal 

results in a mass of 0.05 mg Hg deposited on the EC-XRF electrode surface. 

From the Hg reduction current (~ -3 µA at -0.5 V) in Figure 7.13(b) for 0.5 

ppm Hg, it is calculated that at 4000 s a mass of 0.012 mg Hg is deposited, 50 

% of the total Hg mass for exhaustive depletion. 

7.5. Conclusion 

In this chapter a method is developed towards the quantitative detection of Cd 

and Hg in both individual and mixed metal solutions. Deposition parameters 

were established for optimum Cd detection under conditions equivalent to 

those used for the current UltraCarry pre-concentration method. Using these 

parameters EC-XRF LOQ and LODs for Cd were found to be 25 ppb (0.68 µM) 

and 18 ppb (0.49 µM) respectively, a significant (>30 fold) improvement over 

the UltraCarry method. For Hg however, a consistent calibration was not 

achieved and it was found that the liquid nature of the electrodeposited metal 
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caused difficulties in analysis, likely complicated by a combination of droplet 

coalescence and movement during rotation and loss during washing. As such, 

further work in this area is suggested to enable the capture of liquid Hg on the 

electrode for analysis. In addition a repeat Hg calibration should be made 

using the revised washing procedure, to investigate whether this improves 

linearity across the entire concentration range. Furthermore it has been 

demonstrated that in a mixed metal solution of Hg and Cd, selective 

deposition of Hg is possible; leading to potential applications for EC-XRF in 

analysis of specific metals in mixed metal systems, where selective 

electrodeposition or exhaustive depletion may be preferable due to 

complicated codeposition effects, especially since the development of an in 

situ EC-XRF procedure.29 
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8 Conclusions and Future Directions 

8.1. Conclusions 

BDD has attracted much interest in recent years for a huge range of 

electroanalytical applications. As discussed in detail in Chapter 1 its extreme 

physical and chemical properties such as: resistance to corrosion and fouling, 

chemical inertness, biocompatibility, and hardness, make it a desirable 

material for many purposes. In addition to this the wide solvent window, and 

low background currents characteristic of good quality, highly doped BDD 

make it extremely promising as a replacement for the now prohibited Hg 

electrode.  

One such application of BDD is the electrochemical detection of trace heavy 

metal species in the environment; the toxicity and widespread environmental 

impact of heavy metals makes them a key interest for analysts worldwide. 

Despite this interest electroanalysis of trace metals still presents a variety of 

issues, especially where in situ measurement is concerned. One key issue is the 

often significant effect of pH on heavy metal speciation, availability, and 

therefore electroanalysis. In this thesis novel approaches to in situ 

electroanalysis of heavy metals were developed and applied to detection of Hg, 

Cd, and Cu, the latter in the presence of a pH sensitive Cu-binding ligand. 

Chapter 3 describes the development and characterisation of an epoxy sealed, 

individually addressable BDD ring disc electrode as a means to control the 
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local pH of the detector electrode. This concept is illustrated by detecting 

Hg2+, using anodic stripping voltammetry.  

In particular, the electrochemical oxidation of H2O at the ring (generator) 

electrode was used to produce a flux of H+ across the disc (detector) electrode, 

decreasing the local pH. An electrodeposited IrOx film on the disc electrode 

enabled characterisation of the generated pH for a given generator current. It 

was found that a local change of over four pH units was possible (from pH 6.4 

to pH 2.0), for current densities of 6.63 mA cm-2, which remained stable for at 

least 600 s (sufficient time for electroanalysis of Hg to be conducted).  

Using pH generation conditions which can produce a local environment 

where all the Hg2+ is in labile form (i.e. pH  2), it was shown that a Hg2+ 

stripping response in a  bulk pH 6.4 solution equivalent to that in an (ideal) 

bulk pH 2 solution, could be produced. This is sufficient to prevent any 

complexation of Hg2+ with OH- ions. It is believed that this technique holds 

great potential for use in situ in the aqueous environment. In particular by 

changing pH locally it is possible to determine free metal content at the 

measurement pH and then by decreasing pH, total free metal content, which 

is equivalent to traditional ICP-MS or ICP-OES measurements. 

Often in the environment the metal can be complexed to a whole host of 

ligands which reduce the availability of metal species of interest for 

electrochemical detection. In Chapter 4 a similar ring disc device was applied 

to investigate, manipulate and measure Cu2+ speciation in the presence of the 

pH dependent Cu2+ binding ligand TETA. It was demonstrated via a 
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combination of UV-Vis titration and speciation simulations that Cu2+ exists 

uncomplexed at low pH values, when the TETA ligand is fully protonated. 

Electroanalysis in a series of solutions at different bulk pH confirmed this 

correlation of Cu2+ speciation with pH.  

It was further demonstrated that by simply generating sufficient protons in 

the vicinity of the detector electrode it was possible to switch from 100% 

bound copper (at pH values ≥ 5.01), to 100% free Cu2+ (at pH values ≤ 2.50) 

allowing monitoring of Cu speciation (using stripping voltammetry). This 

approach could be used to investigate a wide range of pH dependent 

equilibria. Additionally, it also offers the opportunity for quantification of 

both total and free metal ion concentration in one measurement, a highly 

useful tool for in situ analyses. 

One issue highlighted by the work in Chapters 3 and 4 was the poor durability 

of the epoxy–BDD seal. In each case the epoxy around the generator was 

found to eventually erode and fail under the influence of such extreme 

generator currents, possibly due to bubble formation at the electrode edges. 

Chapter 5 addresses this issue, describing the development and 

characterisation of high quality co-planar diamond insulated BDD ring disc 

electrodes. The use of non-conductive diamond as an insulating material for 

the electrodes provides the same extreme material and chemical properties as 

the electrode material itself. Coupled with homoepitaxial growth at the 

electrode boundaries, this allows the production of devices with long-term 

stability and the ability to endure such extreme electrode currents. It was 
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found that, after some development, the method described could be used to 

produce high quality BDD ring disc electrodes (or any other 2D geometry) 

which exhibit excellent electrochemical properties and can be tailored to the 

desired application. 

Until this point, the pH generation work had been conducted in simple, 

unbuffered salt solutions. However, in the natural environment there are 

many other factors present which may affect the effectiveness of pH 

generation. One such factor is natural buffer systems which, in order to 

maintain homeostasis, will act to oppose any changes in pH. As such, for the 

BDD pH generation devices to have any use in situ it is important that the 

effect of buffered systems on the generated pH profile is understood, and that 

any buffering can be overcome.  

In chapter 6 the pH generation profile, using a ring-disc set-up, for a given 

applied current was monitored in a series of different buffer solutions at 

different concentrations (0 mM, 0.1 mM, 1 mM and 10 mM) via confocal 

microscopy. It was observed that, for all concentrations tested, generation of a 

localised pH change was indeed possible. Additionally, as may be expected, 

increasing the buffer concentration caused the advance of the H+ front across 

the disc electrode to slow. FEM simulations were used in an attempt to model 

the system; however a successful fit was only achieved for the 1 mM buffer 

solution, indicating a much more complex system than initially thought. 

Ideally, simulation could be used to predict the behaviour of the pH 

generation electrode in a range of environmentally relevant buffers, such as 
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phosphate and carbonate. The results in this chapter indicate that pH control 

should indeed be possible under environmental buffer concentrations, a 

promising sign for the future development of this technique. 

Finally, another issue for electroanalysis of heavy metals using stripping 

voltammetry is the ambiguity in stripping peak assignment in unknown mixed 

metal solutions. Combining electrochemical pre-concentration of metals on 

an electrode surface with XRF analysis provides a method with the sensitivity 

due to the pre-concentration capabilities of electroanalysis and the ease of 

chemical identification and quantification characteristic to XRF. The newly 

developed EC-XRF technique was applied in Chapter 7 to the detection of two 

key heavy metals, Hg and Cd. Important considerations to heavy metal 

analysis with this technique included electrode placement, supporting 

electrolyte, and rotator design. A linear calibration for Cd solutions was 

achieved, with a LOD of 18 ppb (0.49 µM), an improvement of ~30× over 

standalone XRF methods, with potential scope to reach even lower detection 

limits. However, Hg analysis proved more challenging and it is thought that 

the liquid nature of deposited Hg metal at room temperature under the 

influence of rotation caused the loss of deposited analyte at high 

concentrations. This led to the non-linearity of the XRF signal intensity with 

relation to concentration. Further investigation into a solution for this issue is 

necessary; a possible consideration is patterning of the electrode surface in 

order to trap the Hg and prevent it running out of the analytical area. 
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8.2. Future Directions 

Several proof of concept methods for improving electrochemical heavy metal 

detection have been described and demonstrated in this thesis. These 

methods could have a great impact on in situ monitoring of heavy metals, and 

indeed for other species and applications.1 In addition to the work presented 

herein I believe there is much scope for further development, some ideas for 

future directions are presented in the remainder of this chapter. 

8.2.1. Towards Ideal All Diamond Ring Disc Devices for pH 

Generation and control. 

In this work the development of co-planar all diamond ring disc devices for in 

situ electrochemical pH control was described. It was established through 

FEM simulations that decreasing the size of the disc electrode increased the 

rate of pH change and also the magnitude of the pH change, both of which are 

desirable properties. Decreasing the disc size also has the advantage of, at 

micro-scales, approaching hemispherical diffusion, thus improving detection 

sensitivity due to the increased flux of analyte to the surface. However, as 

explained previously current device sizes are limited by the fabrication 

method. Ideally the method would be improved such that micro-dimension 

disc electrodes could be produced in a diamond insulated ring disc system. 

One proposal is a combination of two previously used methods of all-diamond 

device production; a BDD substrate (≤100 µm) could be laser micromachined 

such that a micro-sized pillar is formed,2 this would be overgrown with 

insulating diamond and the front surface polished back to reveal a BDD UME 

encased in insulating diamond, Figure 8.1.3, 4  
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Figure 8.1: Schematic of the proposed method for all diamond ring-UME growth, step 1 
forming the BDD UME disc in insulating diamond. 

Laser trenches of the desired dimensions (i.e. 100 µm width) would be 

machined into the top surface of the insulating diamond, surrounding the 

BDD UME. Once again the substrate will be overgrown and polished back but 

this time with a layer of BDD, resulting in a BDD UME surrounded by a 

separate BDD ring and all insulated in diamond, Figure 8.2. The rear of the 

UME will be coplanar with the rear surface of the insulating diamond, 

allowing direct application of Ti/Au contacts, however as before the ring 

electrode will require laser machined back contacting holes prior to sputter 

deposition of the contacts. Another option would be to change to fabrication 

procedures which use etching, however it would likely be necessary to go to 

single crystal diamond to avoid grain size limitations as the electrode size 

decreases. 

 

 

Figure 8.2: Schematic of the proposed method for all diamond ring-UME growth. Step 2, 
producing the ring. 
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8.2.2. Towards Ideal All Diamond Ring Disc Devices for in situ pH 

Generation and measurement with simultaneous analyte 

detection. 

It has recently been demonstrated that BDD electrodes can be used to 

measure pH when selectively functionalised with laser ablated sp2 regions.5 An 

obvious future avenue would be to combine this method with the in situ pH 

generation technique described in this thesis, producing a device capable of 

both generating a pH change and measuring it whilst simultaneously 

detecting any pH sensitive analyte of interest. This offers the advantage over 

the IrOx film used in this thesis due to the increased stability of BDD over an 

electrodeposited film, especially for potential use in long term in situ 

measurements. In order to do this one electrode of a dual-ring disc device will 

be laser micromachined after growth to introduce pH sensitive sp2 regions. 

The device will be acid cleaned before back contacts are made as described 

previously; it is important at this stage to ensure any back contacts to the pH 

detector electrode do not overlap with the micromachined pits, as this could 

create holes through the front face of the diamond. As such it is suggested that 

the outer ring electrode be functionalized for pH detection, allowing maximal 

coverage with minimal overlap with the back contact. In this arrangement the 

middle ring would be used to control pH change, as if the electrode separation 

is kept constant on both sides this should flood both the pH detector and the 

analytical electrode equally. 

In order to test the device, an iridium oxide film on the disc (detector) could 

be used to detect generated pH change (as in Chapter 3), and compared to 
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the response at the functionalized BDD pH sensor ring. Thus allowing 

calibration for any offset between the pH change observed at the disc, and that 

at the BDD pH sensor due to their different locations. For studies where a 

particular generated pH change is desirable, a feedback system could be setup 

wherein if the detected pH drops or increases beyond a certain value a signal 

is sent to the generator to correct for this. A device such as this would offer 

dynamic in situ pH control with simultaneous analyte detection, where the all 

diamond nature will allow it to withstand much more extreme environments 

than may otherwise be possible. In addition, the ability to improve deposition 

efficiency in stationary solution by adjusting local pH could potentially solve 

the issues with Hg loss observed during EC-XRF experiments. 
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